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.TROUBLE- ··'the Urliversal• A'·oMinor and ill£> 
D.C. AY.MiiM>r put within the reach 
of the serious amateur a means of 
rapid precision testing of an accuracy 
unobtainable with other instrument"s 

TRACKING ' in their class. Theil' simplicity and 
versatility make short work of all thl" 
normal trouble- tracking problems. 
They are worthy members of a range 
of " A VO " Instruments renowned 
for their high standard of wolllk
manship and efficierKy. SIMPUHID TH£ 
UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR _;t~~-... ( 

I 

EU•X'TlUCAL ->Ut:.\~FRT~I~ ~~~TRU:\JEX'f 

22 Ranges of Direct Readings 
D.C. I A.C. D.C. 

o- ~:;0:~m- I O· ';;';~ts o~J~":fJi,. 
volt.~ I amps. 

0- S ntlts 0- ,:!;') 0- 5 
0- ~~. 0· HMI I o- 25 
0-1011 0-:!50 l 0·100 
o-t;)n , 0-500 . o-500 
0-501) " I I 

RESISTANCE 
0- 20,000 ohms 0- 2 megohms 
0-ltHl,OfiO 0· 5 
O-!illll.tl4Hl 0·10 

Complf"t-fl w-ith iuRt rnction booklet, leads. 
interchangeahlt~ crocodile clips and 

~sting prot.ls. 

THE D.C. AVOMINOR 
EJ,ECTRH'AL :".H~.\SGRI:-.-n INSTUUllENT 

13 Meters in ONE 

I Voltage I Resistabce 
volt• obmS 

Cutt'ent 

THE UNIVERSAl AVOMJNOR 

AVO 
milliamps 

0- 6 
o- ~I) 
Q-l:lO 

g: 1~ i g: ~&:ZZ8 
&-120 i Q-1,200,000 
Q-2411 me~ms 
Q-300 &-3 
0-000 i R.gd. T ratlc M,.,. 

ELECTRICAL MEASURIIIJO 
INSTRUMENTS 

In ea•~. complete with int<bYetioD 
booklet, i<'ad•, interchanqeable ero<:()<i}le 

dip!'~ artd testing- prod.~. 

~ Proprietors and Manufacturers : 

e Write f&r f•lll11 dnrriptiot 
pllmphlet.~ and curreuJ price;~. 

THE D,C. AvoM!NOR 

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER I& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Ce. LtL, Wi!Uier tt.uH, Doug!01s Etreet, Lando n, S. W .1. 

---toR THE 
RADIO SERVICE MA~, 
DEALER AND OWNER 
Tlte man who ewrofls for o• I. C. S. bdio 
Course leorws nrdio ftoro•gltJy, c-· 
pletely, procticoJty. Wile~~ he earws ltls 
diploma, be wm KNOW radio. We are 
not content merely to teoclt th pri•· 
cipfes of radio, we waat to sloow 0111' 

students how to apply tllat troiaiw9 i• 
practical, every-day, rodio service work. 
We train them to be s.ccessf•l! 

Dept. MA, International -•ldi"Kltt 
Kingaway, London, W.C.2. 

Please, txplain fu!Iy about your Jn~trlK.-t.ion in 
the subj<oet marked X. 

C.n>plete Ratlie Ea&ineerinc 
lhiN Service EDcinnn 

Ele-atary Radie 
TeltYisien 

If yoo wisl> to pas• a Radio examin&tion, 
indicate it below. 

last. ol Winless TeciUteleQ 
I'.IUI. hrtilalte r.r Wirallss o,e.aten 

PriiYilillaal Certificate in Radio Talepbonr and 
Teleeraplly fer Aircraft 

Citr and Guilds Telecomlllnicati8tls 

·Name •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Age •••• 

Alltlress ...•••••• , •.••••.•••••••••••.•••••• 

,_: Victcrio 3<40-4[7 

li\YLOIMETER 
32 RANGE 
UNIVERSAL METER 

~ensitivity 1,000 ohms per vo•t. A.C. and D.C. 

MODEL 90 
This Taylor Model 90 
Fs acknowledged as 
a dependable, sensi
tive and accurate 
meter for Radfo and 
General Ten re
quirements. 

PRICE 

£8·15·0 
Complete · with 
detailed book of 

instructions 

Delivery ot present 
ex stock. 

THE 32 RANGES COQn : 

D.C. Volts 0-0.25 up to 1,000 in 7 ranges. 

A. C. and 01Jtpuc Volts 0-2.5 up to I.OOO_in 6 ranges each, 

D.C. Current 0-1 m.a., up to 0-2..5 amps. ;n 5 rattges. 

A..C. Current 0-1 m.a., up to 0-2.5 amps. in 4 ranges. 

OHMS from I to 10 megohms in 4 ranges, making 3l 
ran.ges in all, 

All Ta.ylor Instruments are British made and Guaranteed 
for 6 months. 

TAYLOR Electrical Instruments Ltd., 
419-422_ Hontrose Avenue, 

SLOUGH, Bucks. 

Telephone: SLOUGH 20061. 

RECORD 
BREAKING 

WITH A TROPHY 

"70 differeilt countries and 
I ,200 stations on loudspeaker " 
is one Tro-phy user's record. 

This 8-valve A.C. receiver with all essential tuning 
refinements for efficient short-wave operation still 
remains unbeatable in performance and price. 
Waverange 7 to 550 metres. continuous bandspread 
tuning. R.F. on all 5 bands. For use With sep~ljlte 
P.M. type speaker. 'Phone sockets. Accurately 
alirned and ready for use. Price, £14. 19, 6d. 
Matched Cabinet Speaker available. 46/3 extra. 

Terms : £3 down and +4/· monthly. 

TROPHY 6 £11. 11. 0. 
Including built:in 

speaker. 
Terms : ~5/- down and 34/6 monthly. 

SEND FOR FULL LISTS. 

PETO SOOTT CO. LTD., 
77 (P) CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 

'Phone Clerkenwell 591 L 
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METAL for strength 
and durability 

all-metal construction of the W estmgnouse 
Rectifier makes it impervious to shocks and vibrations; 
and, as there is nothing to wear out, nor any 
electronic action, its reliable life is unlimited. 

METAL 
RECTIFIERS 

Send 3d. to Dept. Pract. W, for a 
copy of "THE All METAL WAY". 

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD., 
PEW HILL HOUSE OHIPPENHAM WILTS. 

Keep that happy 
expression 

In good times or 
bad, wherever you 
are, keEip to that 
happy expression 
"Player's Please." 
The cigarette 
which makes 
happy expressions 
everywhere. 

~/aqt?JiJ 
~ ~ll,aJe 

• PlAYER'S NAVY CUT CIGARETTES. MEDIUM OR 
MILD. PLAIN OR CORK TIPS. 

Vilrley 

"On the march'' to-day, but 
ready for civilian service 
when Peace returns. 

VARLEY 
(Props. : Oliver Pell Control Ltd.) 
Cambridge Row, Burrage Road, 

WOOLWICH • LONDON • S.E.t8 

'Phone : Woolwich 1422 
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PREMIER RADIO 
a---,• NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C. RECEIVER KIT •----~ 

In response to many requests we have now produced an A.C. version-of the popular Premier Short Wave SG3 Kit. 
Circuit: Pentode H.F. Stage, Pentode Detector, Beam Power Output, and F.W. Rectifier. 200-250 v. A.C. Operation. 
Built in Power Pack. Hum ... free operation. For use in Phones Of' P.M. Speaker. 
Complete Kit of Parts with drilled chassis, all components. Plug-in Coils covering ll-170 metres, 4 valves and full In
structions and circuits £4-10-0. Completely wired and tested £5-10.0 Send for lull details. 

SHORT-WAVE GEAR 
Shart-Wave Coils, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-26. 
22~7, 41-94,78-170 metres.l/· each. with circuit. 
Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 1111. 
4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formers. Plain or Threaded. 
Ill each. 
UtUity Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100 : I 
Ratios. 4/3. 
New P~emier l-Gang S.W. Condenser, 
2 x .00015 mf. with Integral slow motion, 519. 
Bakelite Dielectric Varlule Condensers. 
.0003 and .0005 mf. Suitable Tuning or Reaction. 
1/6 each. 
Short-Wave H.F. Chokes. 10-100 m .. IO!d. 
each. High grade Pie Wound U.S.A. type. lit 
each. 
Linen Dual Range Screened Coils. Medium 
an4 Long Waves, l/9 each. 

"LEARNING MORSE" 
Premier Morse Practice Key on 

Bakelite Base anti Brass Movement 

General Purpose Morse Key ••• 

Heavy Duty TX Key on Cast Base 

Bakelite Buzzers ••• 

Complete Kit of Parts for Valve 
Oscillator as described In W.W. 
•• Learnin1 Morse " ... 

3f3 
SfiO 
10f
lf9 

lSf-

SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS 
Trolitul insulation. Certified superior to 
ceramic. All-brass construction. Easily ganged. 

IS m.mfd. 119 100 m.mfd. 113 
25 m. mfd. 2/. 160 m. mfd. l/6 
40 m.mfd. 2/- 250 m.mfd. 2/11 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
Wire-ends. All L.T~ Windings 

Centre-Tapped 
S.P. 301 300-300 v. ISO m.a. 4 v. 2-la. 

4 v. 2-3a, 4 v. la. 4 v. la ... 15/-
SP. 358A 350-350 v. 100 m.a. 5 v. 2a (not 

C.T.). 6.3 v. 2-3a ... . .. 14/-
SP. 35t8 350-l50 v. 100 m.a. 4 v. 2-3a, 

4 v. 2-3a, 4 v. 2-la ... . .. 141-
SP. 351 350-350 v. 150 m.a. 4 v. 1-la, 

4 v. 2-3a, 4 v. 3~a ... . .. 15/-
SP. 351 350-350 v. ISO m.a. 5 v. la, 

6.3 V. la, 6.3 V. la ••• ... .1519 

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL 
OUTPUT TRANSF.ORMERS 

Will match any output valves to any speaker 
Impedance. 

11 ratios from 13 : I to 80: I, 5-7 watts, 15/9, 
10-15 watts, 1016. 20-30 watts. 35/-. 

PREMIER MICROPHONES 
Transverse Current Mike. High grade large 
output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low 
hiss level, 23/•. 

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS 
for OVERSEAS NEWS 

Incorporating the Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 
11-86 Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is 
complete with all components, diaa:rams and 
2-volt valves. 3-Band S.W. I Valve Kit, 1419. 
3-Band S.W. 2-Valve Kit. 2116. 

DE LUXE S.W. KITS 
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves 
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions 
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied 
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in 
coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres. 

Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor 
Kit ... 10/-
Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter 
Kit ... 231-

Valve Short. Wave A.C. Superhet Con· 
verter Kit •.• 16/3 

2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit ... 191· 
Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and 

Pentode Kit 68/-

PREMIER 1940 
"5v.5" COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVER 
A 5-valve Superhet, covering 12-2,000 
metres in 5 wave bands. 

Beat Frequency Oscillator. 
2-Spread Band-Spread Control. 
A.V.C. Switch. 
Illuminated Band-Spread Dial. 
Send-Receive Switch. 
Iron-Cored IF.s. 
Phone Jack. 
Over 4-Watts Output. 

Built into Black Crackle Steel case pro
viding complete screening. 10! in. 
Moving Coil Speaker in separate steel 
cabinet to match. 
Receiver, complete with ~9 9 0 
all tubes and Speaker ... OIW • o 

Auto Transformen. Step up or down. lOO.. 
125 v. to 200, 230 or 250 v. A.C., 60 watts, 9111 ; 
125 -tts, IJ/6 ; 250 watts, 1816. 
L.T. Tnuuformers, all C.T. 
4 v. 2-3 a. .. . 9111 6.3 v. 2-3 a. • .. 
2.5 v. 5 a. ... 9111 7.5 v. 3 a. 
5 v. 2-3 a. ... 9/11 12 v. 3-4a. 

9111 
9111 
15/-

Lissen Hypernik QPP Driver Transformers. 
Ratio 8 : I. 4/3. 

Push-Pull Driver Transformers .•. .•. 6/6 

Universal Output Transformers. 11 
Ratios. Single or Push-pull •.• 616 

Movin1 Coil Mike. Permanent magnet model 
requiring no energising. Response 90-5,200 
cycles. Output .25 volt average. Excellent 
reproduction of speech and music. 49/-. 
Microphone Transformers. Suitable for all 

PREMIER BATTERY 
CHARGERS for A.C. Mains 

Westlnghouse Rectification 
complete and ready for use 

To Charge : 
2 volts at ! amp. lilt 
6 volts at l amp. lfl-

6 volts at I amp. 2216 
12 volts :u: I amp. 2.4/6 
6 volts at lamps. 37/6 

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS 
All complete with transformer. Rola 8 in. 
P.M.s, 1616; 10 In. P.M.s, n/6. 

ENERGISED MODELS 
Plessy 8 In. 175 ohm field, 716; G.l2 ener
&ised, 5916 ; 10 in. B.T.H. 1,600 ohm. field. less 
transformer. 1116. 

PREMIER 1940 HIGH 
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KITS 
Each Kit Is complete with ready drilled chassis, 
selected components, specially matched valves 
and full diaerams and instructions. 

3-watt A.C. Amplifier ... 
3-watt A. C./D. C. 
6-wau A.C. ., 
8-10-watt A.C./D.C. 
I 5-watt A.C. 

Completely 
Kit of Parts Wired and 
with Valves Tested 
166 340 
166 340 
616 700 
550 626 
6 14 0 8 l 6 

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra. 

REPLACEMENT VALVES 
FOR ALL SETS 

Europa Mains Valves. 4 Y. A.C. Types 
A.C./H.L.. A.C./L.. A.C.1S.G ... A.C./V.M.S.G., 
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P.. A.C.P., all 5/3 each. 
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P .• 7-pin, 716. A.C./Pens, 
I.H .• 7/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 7/3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers. 
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 716 ; 3t-watt D.H. 
Triode, 919. 350 v. F.W. Rect., 516 ; 500 v., 616. 
13 v .• 2 amp. Gen. Purpose Triodes. 516 ; 
H.f. Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen .• Double Diode 
Triodes, Oct. freq. Chancers, 816 each. full and 
Half-wave Rectifiers, 6/6 each. 

Triad U.S.A. Valves 
We hold the larsest stocks of U.S.A. tubes In this 
country and are sole British Distributors for 
TRIAD High-srade American Valves. All types 
In stock. Standard types. 5/6 each. All the new 
Octal Base tubes. at 6/6 each. 

Clearance Line U.S.A. Valves 
U.S.A. Types, 24, 35/51, 55, 56, 57, 71, 85, 
2AS. 2A6, 2A7. 2B7, 6A7, 210, 250, all 2 for 31-• 

Premier Pick-up Heads. 
Will flt any tone-arm ... ... . .• 5/3 

ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER. 
Rothermel Brush Piezo Crystal Pick-ups. 

New Junior P.U. with arm, 1916. Standard, S.8. 
Model with arm. 1916. P.U. head only, De Luxe 

Model, 1916. 

mikes. Tapped secondaries. A. :ZO and 40: I ; 
B. 30 and 60 : I. 6/6 each. 
Microphone Stands. Bakelite table stand, 9 In. 
ring. 7/6 each. AdJ,.table Floor Staad, 8 In. 
ring. Chrome finish. 2616. 

ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY 2!d. STAMP. 

PREMIER RADIO CO. 
ALL POST ORDERS to: JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, 

LONDON, E.S (Amherst -4723). 
CALLERS to : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4 (Centra/ 2833). or 58, High 

Street, Clapham, S.W.4 (Macau1ay 2381) . 
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Sail 
W ••• DELANEY, FRANK PRESTON, 

H ••• BARTON CH APPLE, B.SC. 

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH 
Broadcast Propaganda powered, operating 52 channels, 26 of 

W E were impressed with the which were clear, and four were long
remarks of Captain Plugge wave. There followed the conquest 

who intervened in the debate on the ofHolland, Belgium and Luxembourg, 
war situation in the House of and Germany enriched her number of 
Commons a few weeks ago to deal stations which were increased to 84, 
with broadcast propaganda. He 13 of which were high-powered, 
analysed the situation very accurately operating 62 wavelengths, with 29 
and pulverised the methods of clear channels, and six long-wave 
previous Ministers who were re- channels. By that time we re
sponsible for our weak propaganda opened three of our scuttled wave-
programmes. Look at the facts: lengths and were thus operating five. 

In September, I939, this country Germany then occupied a large 
had 16 broadcasting stations of~ part of France, and she increased 
which only two were high powered, her, e~her power at the expense of the 
above Ioo kilowatts or more. These Alhes channels. After the capture 
were operated on I 2 wavelengths, of of Paris and the surrender of France 
which 2 were clear channels, and she had command of 1 I 2 stations, of 
not shared by any other country. which 24 were high-powered, operat
Of these 12 wavelengths only one ing on 82 wavelengths, of which 37 
was long-wave (we are referring, of were· clear channels, and seven were 
course, to the long- and medium-wave long-wave. Italy then entered the 
stations only). These stations and war and a further 50 stations on 
wavelengths compare with Germany's so~~ 20 ~avelengths joined the anti-
40 stations two of which were high- Bntish Bngade. 
powered, ~nd her 3I wavelengths, As ~aptai1_1 Plu!,{ge says, this is 
of which 17 were clear channels the position m which we find our
including one long wavelength. ' selves to-day. "How is it possible," 

Our Jettisoned Wavelengths 

W HAT happened when war was 
declared? Great Britain jetti

soned I o of our 1 2 wavelengths, and 
so at the opening of the war we had 
16 stations operating on two wave
engths with one programme only, 
as against Germany's 40 stations on 
3 I wavelengths. After Germany 
conquered Poland Germany's broad
casting stations increased in number 
to 5o, of which I I were high-powered, 
operating on 40 wavelengths, 2 I of 
which were clear channels and two 
long-wave. It will be remembered 
that no country has been granted 
more than one long-wave at inter
national conferences with the excep
tion of Russia, whilst several countries, 
such as Italy and Switzerland, have 
never succeeded in obtaining even 
one. Germany proceeded to conquer 
Norway and Denmark, and then 
enlarged her broadcasting strength 
to 68 stations, I I of which were hig-h-

he asks, " however good may. be 
our propaganda, for us to compete 
with Germany? It is the same thing 
as trying to carry on business with 
16 cargo boats when your enemy 
;---.................. _____ ... _____ ...... - .. ·-···· ........... - ... ! 

I Editorial and Advertisement O.lices z i 
i " Practical Wireless/' Georee Newne1; Ltd., ~ 
! Tower House, Southampton Street, StNnd, ! i W.C.2. 'Phone' Temple Bar 4363. j 
r Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London. ~ 
I Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by j 
J Canadian Magazine Post. i 
! The EtUtor 10ill be plea.oed to eonsider articles of a ! 
! practical nature suifa.ble for publication in i 
f PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Such articles should be i 
! 1criUen on one side of the paper only. and should i 
! contain the name and addrus oftliP sender, WMlst ! 
I the Editor does not hold himself resp&nsible for i 
! mamtscripts, every effort will be ,..,ul~ lo retum ! 
i them if a stamped and addressed e"velope is i 
1 enclosed. All eorrtspondence intended ·for the i 
I Editorslwiddbeaddr,.sed: Th•Editor, PRACTICAL i J WIRELESS, George Neumes, Ltd., Tou·er House, 1 
f Southampton Stt:eet, Strand, W.C.2. i 
f Owing to the rapid progress in the design of i 
f unreless apparatus and to our efforts to keep cwr ! 
t readers in touch with tl~e latest developments,"" gi1w ; 
f no warranty that apparal!ts described in our l J columns is not tire B!lb:Ject of tellers patent. i 
1 Copyrigld in all drawings, photographs and I 
! articles pubU~TUid in PRACTICAL WIRELESS iR ! 
! specifically reserved througho•tt the countries signo· i 
I tOI'If to tire Berne C&nventi&n and the U.S.A. , J RqroductiAms or imitations of any of thue are j 
1 the,q<ne ~sly forbidden. x:'RACTICA.L WIRE· ! l LE9!1 i7IC01Jfll1'a!es "Amateur Wtreless." ; 
, ..................... _ ...... -............ -............................................. .; 

possesses I62, most of which are 
faster, larger, have a bigger cruising 
range, and cover ten times more routes 
than your own. We simply do not 
possess the cargo space to transport 
our propaganda, however good it 
may be." 

England's Geographical Disad-
vantage 

GEOGRAPHICALLY, England is 
at a natural disadvantage from 

the point of view of radio transmission. 
We are situated at the end of a 
continent, and therefore I8o degrees 
of the radiations from our stations 
fall into the Atlantic. Germany is 
situated in the middle of Europe, 
and all the 360 degrees of her radia
tions fall on fertile soil in all directions. 
Captain Plugge stated that the in
habitants of all countries have formed 
the habit of judging the power, 
importance and efficiency of a 
country by the manner in w:hich 
they receive that country's broadcast 
programmes. That is why we are 
possessed with a very bad area in the 
Mediterranean, for there it is almost 
impossible to receive clearly or with 
ease any of the British medium
wave channels. Short waves are 
received, but there are few instru
ments in Europe that receive short 
waves. It is estimated that in France 
about one in every Ioo,ooo sets is 
capable of receiving short waves. 

This is a radio war, but our 
Government has quite failed to 
appreciate the value of the word 
spoken. with conviction to the peoples 
of the vanquished countries and of the 
enemy. It is one of the basic 
principles of good advertising that a 
slogan or a message should be oft 
repeated. The Germans are repeat
ing their hymn of hate through their 
vast numbers of wireless stations day 
after day, night after night. The 
fact that 99 per cent. of it is untrue 
does not matter, for a lie told 
sufficiently often is believed. Let us 
open out fresh channels, and make 
use of all those allotted to us. 
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Negative Feedback 
envelope of the next following low-fre
quency amplifier valve and shares a cathode 
in common with that valve, as shown in 
Fig. 2. In that. arrangement the high
frequency or intermediate frequency is 
led to the diode D via the band filter B, and 
the low frequency obtained by rectification 
is ta.pped from the potentiometer P. This 
iierves at the same time for carrying the 
grid-bias voltage generated at the resist
ance R so that the lower end of the poten-

A New System Utilising the Cathode· Dropper 

IT is known, for the purpose of linearising 
· an amplifier, to introduce a current 

·. feedback by removing the by-pass 
capacity which is usually provided in shunt 
with the cathode resistance. Another 
known arrangement, making use of volt.age 
feedback, is to feed back A.C. voltage on 
the anode of a valve over a voltage divider, 
part of the voltage divider remote from the 
anode serving as cathode resistance for the 
preceding valve. 

It is found that feedback requirements 
generally call for a cathode resistance 
of different magnitude from that required 
for generating negative grid· bias. Usually 
the correct value for the feedback is 
too small to generate the required grid 
bias, so that it is necessary to connect a 
further ·resistance in series with the feed
back resistance in the cathode lead, which 
further resistance is, however, capacita
tively bridged for the working frequencies. 
It would be desir-
able to be able to + 
cut out the addi-
tion a I resistance 
with its condenser, 
or at least the con
denser. The present 
notes indicate an 
arrangement e n -
abling this to• be 
·done. The general 
idea. is that the 
cathode resistance 
is made of suitable 
value for the re
quired counter 
coupling, and an 
additional current 
is fed through the 
c11thode resistance 
via another resist
ance, the additional 
current being of 
s u c h magnitude 
that the D.C .. ,volt-
age drop at' the . 
cathode resistance is equal to the grid 

· bias required for the particular valve. 
If the feedback resistance is too small to 
provide the required. grid bias, the ~~i
tional current is denved from a. positive 
pole of the source of potential. It is 
desirable for this purpose to make use of a 
potential divider already available, say, 
the screen-grid potential divider. 

Increasing L.F. Amplification 
Fig. 1 illustrates the arrangement sug

gested. Here the anode A.C. potential of 
the final valve 3 is divided by the potential 
divider consisting of the elements Rh 
~. eh c2, R. The fraction of the anode 
potential developed across R is applied in 
phase opposition to the input of the valve 
2 which maf be resistance coupled to the 
~lve 3. The condenser C1 serves to dimin
ish the oounter coupiing at the low fre
quencies, a continuous reduct.ion oecurring 
down to a particular value of low frequency 
determined by the resistance R2. In this 
way the amplification for the lower fre
quencies is increased. The condenser c~ 
ia found to increase the feedback for the 
high& fre.qucncies. 
, In receivers and amplifiers of known 
types use is made of an additional resist
ance R~ with condenser n~ in order to 
Qbtain the correct grid bias voltage for the 
. va-lve 2. The present proposal is to conduct 

through the resistance R, for example, 
through the rcsistances R 4 , Rs, an addi
tional eurrent, so that the direct current 
flowing through the resistance R has a 
greater total value and, therefore, gener
ates a greater grid bias voltage across it. 
The resistances R 4, R5 "Serve at the same 
time for carrying the screen-grid voltage 
of a valve 1 or a number of valves of the 
receiver or amplifier. 

It might be objected that the desired 
grid-bias voltage could be adjusted by 
suitably choosing the resistance Rand then 
giving the resistance R1 and the other 
circuit elements such values as to produce 
the correct feedback, but the disadvantage 
then ·arises that the current feedback 
mentioned at the commencement, generated 

tiometer must be at 
the lower end of the 
resistance· R. In the 
minimum volume set
ting, however, the 
volume is not com
pletely reduced to zero, 
since a part of the 

R6 low-frequency voltage 
generated by the rec
tification appears on 
the resistance R, be· 

by the anode current ofthe valve 2 by means ..-
e cause the series circuit 

of D and R is across 
the load resistance W 
of the diode. For this 
reason also it is de
sirable to have a small 
resistance R, as well 

of th:e resistance R, is too large_. The ampli- · Fig. 3.-Current back
fi~tiOn then !alls ma_rkedly, without appre- _ coupling by mean& 0 f 
Ciable reductiOn of dJstortJon, for the valve a cathode resistance. 

+ + 
Fig. I.-Circuit dia
gram illustrating the 
feedback. system de-

scribed in the text. 

2 would ~hen have greater feedback than 
t.he valve 3, which is unde&irable, since 
feedback is not required at all for the 
valve 2, which operates on small amplitudes. 

Diode Detector 
It may also happen that the resistance 

R has to be small for another reason, for 
example, in a receiver where the diode 
for detecting reception is built into the 

+ 

Rs 

as for the reason already given above. 
It may be noted that in the two circuits 

illustrated a weak direct current flows in the 
resistances Rh R.2 also, but this is not in 
general sufficient to achieve the desired 
effect. The resistances R.1 and ~ would 
have to be made very small, so that the 
counter coupling would then be too great, 
because the part of the anode A.C. voltage 
of the valve 3 appearing across R then 
becomes too great. It is common practice 
to block off this direct current flowing from 
the anode by means of a blocking condenser, 
and this may be done with the present 
arrangement also. · 

Another case in which the proposed 
an-angement could be used is that in which, 
for example, only the above-mentioned 
current back -coupling by means of a cathode 
resistance is used, and the negative feed
back voltage is too small. For example, 
the cathode resistance may be made large 
so that the feedback voltage has the correct 
value, and the resulting excessive value 
of negative grid-bias reduced by an 
auxiliary current. This current must be 
oppo .. _d to the anode current flowing through 
the cathode resistance and the valve, and 
must therefore be led up from a point nega
tive with respect to earth via a resistance 
such as that indicated by R 6 in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 2.-The circuit arrangement where a diode is used /or detection . 
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Reading 
W HEN you look at a circuit diagram, 

such as the one in Fig. 1 on this 
page, does it convey anything to 

you, or is it so much Greek ? Do you know 
that every line in it refers to some par
ticular part of a wireless set ? 

It is for those readers who are hazy on 
the point that we have had the two dia
grams shown here specially prepared. As 
you see, Fig. 1 is a conventional circuit 
diagram with certain letters and numbers 
added. Fig. · 2, on the other hand, is a 
perspective drawing, showing how a re
ceiver following the circuit of Fig. 1 would 
be made up. The letters and numbers 
appearing on th~ circuit diagram are re
peated on the receiver, and show clearly to 
what component each symbol refers. 

Why an Actual Set was Used as an 
Explanatory Model 
You may ask, " Why show a drawing of a 

particular receiver ? Why not explain the 
various symbols by means of a kind of 
glossary ? " Well, the answer is that a 
glossary does not go far enough. It does 
not show you the relation of each part. It 
merely tells you that such and such a sign 
stands for a condenser, or that another 
represents a tuning coil, and so on, with 
the result that you are left with a whole 

· lot of isolated facts. These facts in them
selves are usually quite uninteresting, and 
are often forgotten as soon as they are 
learned. We suggest that what the reader 
wants to know when he sees a particular 
circuit is what it all means in terms of an 
actual set ; not only what component 
each symbol represents, but also how it 
is placed and what it looks like in relation 
to other parts of the set. 

A Three-valve Circuit 
No doubt the ideal method would be to 

have the completed receiver in front of 
you, together with the circuit diagram, 
and get someone to carefully explain the 
relation between the two. This is, of 
course, impossible in all but exceptional 
cases. We therefore suggest the use of 
a perspective drawing of a typical receiver 
as providing the next best thing. This 
idea was worked out fully with the results 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The circuit used is 
the popular three-valve arrangement, con
sisting of a screen-grid valve, a detector 
valve and a pentode-amplifier valve, while 
the layout is conventional in ev:ery respect. 
Of course, we realise that there are other 
circuits than this, and also there are anum
ber of .components to be met with in modern 
receivers which are not represented here. 
This is unavoidable, but we think you will 
find that at least one type (in some eases 
there are more than one) of each of the more 
important componmts is included, and that 
practically all the symbols used in radio 
are to be found in the circuit diagram. 
There is one sign, however, which you may 
come across, but whicl1 is not shown here. 
It is the symbol for a battery. ThiR is very 
similar. to that used for a fixed condenser 
(of whloh ~I are shown), but instead 
of COII&iBting of two thick lines of equal 
lAze like ·the condenser sign, it is made up 
of one long thin one and one short thick 

. one. The long one representH the positive 
pole of the battery, and the short one the 
negative. For a s('r·ips of cells the sign is 
usually repeated thu~ : long, short, long, 
short. et.c., or one long a.nd short stroke 
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a Circuit Diagram 
This Article Will Help You to 
Get a Clear Understanding of 
the "Shorthand" of Wireless 

may be used at each end, and the inter
mediate cells represented by a series of 
dots •... 

What the Diagram~ Show 
Before you study them in detail it should 

be understood what the two diagrams are 
intended to show. We also point out the 
things you must not expect from them. 
First and foremost they show you what 
each symbol on the circuit diagram repre
sents in the actual set. Secondly, by means 
of numbers, every connecting line on the 
circuit can be identified with its equivalent 
wire, where there is one, on the perspective 
drawing. Lastly, by showing every wire 
and every component there is no part of 
the set left to your imagination apart from 
the accessories. The connections to these, 
however, are clearly indicated. 

What we cannot profess to show you with 
the aid of these diagrams is the function 
of the various values. These are rather out
side our present scope, and if we attempted 
to include them it would only tend to con
fuse matters. If, however, you particularly 

those unaccustomed to seeing the " insides " 
of a wireless receiver, and also because 
in the absence of the valves the indicating 
letters "F," "M" and "S" are shown 
against the valve holders. 

How to Use the Diagrams 
Now suppose we wish to follow the circ-uit 

diagram right through and identify each 
part. Where shall we start ? Well, as the 
signals enter a set via the aerial, tha.t is 
where we ought to begin our investigations. 

Look at the top left-hand corner of the 
circuit diagram (Fig. 1). There you will 
see a sign like a crow's foot. This is the 
universally accepted symbol for the aerial. 
The aerial is joined to the aerial terminal or 
binding screw on the bottom right-hand 
corner of the set, as shown in Fig. !. 

From the crow's foot on Fig. 1 is a line 
marked (1), leading to a symbol consisting 
of two thick lines with an arrow through 
them marked (A). If you look for the same 
signs on Fig. 2, you will see that (1) refers 
to the wire from the aerial terminal t.Q a 
little oblong affair with a knob on it, and 
that {A) refers to the oblong thing itself. If 
you don't immediately recognise this latter 
as what is known as a pre-set condei\Ser, 
you will be able to find its name by referring 
to the key published with this article. 

Returning to the circuit, you will see a 
line marked (4) following from the pre-set 
condenser to one of a group of thrPe 

r---~--------------~L------------------------o~r.+r 
r-----~----~--------------~r-~~r-~L-~H~~a 

H%• 

Fig. I.-Theoretical circuit diagram o/ a three-valve receiver. 

wish to know the value of some part or curly-looking gadgets like springs. These 
other, you can always refer to any similar are marked {B). Now turn again to Fig. 2, 
circuit shown in the pages of PRACTICAL and you will see that (4) is a wire from 
WIRELESS, or you can send the coupon on the pre-set condenser to one of the two 
the Queries and Enquiries page and send it tuningcoils which we mentioned previously 
to the Editor. as being shown with their screens of" canf' '· 

Valves Removed for Clarity 
When you look inside a modern wireless 

receiver, probably the first things that 
strike your eye are the valves, with their 
shining glass or white metal-coated bulbs, 
and also the screens covering the tuning 
coils, which look somewhat like aluminium 
cocoa-tins. In the set illustrated here, 
however, is has been found necessary for 
the ~~ake of clarity to show it with the valves 
and coil covers removed. This is mentioned 
because it may give the set a somewhat 
unPmwent.ional appearance in the eye of 

removed, while {B) refers to the coil itself. 

Circuit Diagram Tells How Many 
Windings in a Coil 

Why this is shown in Fig. 1 as three 
separate " springs " is because it ·contaim 
three separate windings. The top one tune~< 
in to the medium waves, the middle one 
in this case is not used, and the bottom 
one when joined to the top one by mean~ 
of the wave-change switch (E) tunes in to 
the long waves. Thus you can always sc~
from the circuit diagram just how man~· 

( Co,., inrml on next fldg•.) 
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READING A CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
(Cominu•d from tfrorious pag•.) 

separate windings there are in a tuning 
coil. 

Perhaps we should explain that the small 
numbers I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 round the 
base of each tuning coil, and shown on 
Fig. I not in circle8, are those used by the 
manufacturers to mark the terminals of the 
coils, and have no connection with our 
system of numbering the various connecting 
wires. 

Lack of space prevents us going through 
.each part of the circuit with you in detail, 
but you will see from what has been shown 
so far how to carry on. There is one point 
which may puzzle you, and that is that 
there are several wires marked (5). We 
will explain why this is. 

Wires Connected to Earth 
In the first place all these wires are 

what we call at earth potential, in other 
words they are all joined directly or 
indirectly to the earth terminal of the 
receiver. Now in the circuit diagram a 
connection from a particular component 
to earth is shown by a line connecting it to 
the thick line or " bus bar '' lead, as it is 
sometimes called, which runs right across 
the diagram. This thick line itself is 
represented as being joined to earth at the 
extreme left-hand end by the triangular 
group of parallel lines at this point. Now 
this is purely diagrammatical, and it may 
not be practicable or convenient in building 
the set to literally connect a long thick 
wire to the earlh terminal and then join 

Compare this illus
tration with the 
theoretical circuit 
diagram on the 

previous page. 

PRACTICAL. ,WIRELESS 

ea.ch component that has to be " earthed" 
to it with a separate wire. For instance, 
where two components are situated close 
together it simplifies the wiring if they are 
both joined together with a short piece of 
wire and then a second wire is taken from 
one of them across to the earth terminal. 
Electrically it amounts to much the sanie 
thing, but the one is the theoretical arrange, 
ment and the other the practical. It is 
because these arrangements are not always 
identical that some lines on the cil'(,'Uit 
diagram have no wires exactly correspond
ing to them in the actual set. In order, 
therefore, that there should be no conflicting 
numbers we have numbered all the earthed 
wires the same, namely (5). 

There are also one or two other numbers 
which occur more than once. In each case 
you will find that it is where a number of 
wires are all joined together or to the same 
point. •' 

What an Arrow Stands for 
In studying the circuit diagram you 

will notice in several cases an arrow drawn 
through the symbol for a condenser. This 
means that it is variable and the variation 
is usually carried out by means of a knob 
or some such device. \Vhenever you find 
this arrow sign on a circuit diagram it 
always means that the particular component 
ha.s a variable control. It may, for instance, 
be shown across the symbol for a coil or a 
valve. In the case of variable condensers 
it is sometimes shown somewhat differently. 
Instead of putting a.n arrow through the 
two thick lines, one of the lines themselves 
is drawn curved with an arrow head· at one 
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end. This is an alternative method of 
representing the same thing. 

Keep the Diagrams for Reference 
Finally, we hope tha.t these diagrams and 

the accompanying explanation will be of 
use to you in enabling you to understand 
the " shorthand " of radio. We suggest you 
might care to cut out the diagrams and the 
key table for future reference. 

Key 
(A) "Pre-set" or Semi-fixed Condenser. 
(B) Dual range tuning coil, used as aerial 

coil. . 
(C) Aerial Tuning Condenser. 
(D) 'Fixed Condenser. 
(E) Three-point Wave-change Switch. 
(F) Screen-grid Valve. 
(G) H.F. Choke. 
(H) FIXed Condenser. 
(I) Dual Range Tuning Coil, used as 

lntervalve Coil. 
(J) Tuning Condenser for Anode-grid 

Circuit. 
(K) Fixed Condenser. 
(L) A Resistance, in this cue the Grid-leak. 
(M) Detector Valve. 
(N) Reaction Condenser. 
(0) Fixed Condenser. 
(P) H.F. Choke. 
(Q) L.F. Transformer. 
(R) A Resistance. 
(S) Pentode Power Valve. 
(T) "On-off" Filament Switch. 

It will be rioticed 
in this rear view 
o/ the receiver that 
the aerial and 
earth terminals are 
on the right-hand 
side o/ the base-

board. 

Fig. 2.-Persputive lay-out of the circuit given in Fig. I. 
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A SHORT-WAVE ONE-VALVER 
These details have been submitted by a 
reader .in respQnse to the controversy about 

the efficiency. of simple one-valvers 

is mentioned because so many 
amateurs now appear to 
favour the ordinary series re
action OOndenser acrangemPnt. 

The grid-condenser grid
leak combination has the 
values so widely advocated 
by Mr. A. W. Manu in his 
S.W. de~igns, namely, .0001 
mfds. and 3 megohms, and I 

_ ____.J 

A rear view of the actual receiver described in this article, showing the location o/ components 
and the formation of the coil unit and coils. 

I 
HAVE followed with great intPrest the 

controversy which has brought forth 
many interest-ing letters in your 

columns concerning the possibilities of the 
simple one-valve receiver. Up to the 
present I have refrained from making any 
comments but, as-I take sides with those 
who have already provPd what on!' valve 

found that no improvement, bearing all 
things in mind, could be obtained by 
incorporating other values. The valve 
usPd is one of the Hivac S.W. types but, if 

the positive H.T. supplv and the other side 
of thP 'phones. On 'test it was found 
advisable to incorporate the second c>om
ponent as it prevented the possibility 
of any high-frequency currents from 
reaching thP 'phones and H.T. battery and 
likewise eliminated all trac>es o(head
capacity or body-capacity effec>ts. \Vhen 
selecting thP dwkes, care was taken to see 
th~~;t ~hey were of different types or charac
tenshps to prevent anv resonating at 
certain frequPncies. · 

The· Coil Unit 
It will be obvious from the component 

list that the set is made up from parts which 
happened to be on hand, and it is this fact 
which accounts for the American-produced 
coil unit being embodied in the eircuit. It so 
happened that the unit was secured several 
years ago, when they were readily obtain
able in this country, but whether· they are 
still available I cannot sav. The unit i" 
known as The Air King S.\V. coil assembly
and, by virtue of the method of constructio~ 
adopted, the coils are, to all intents and 
purposes, self supporting, i.e., they are 
not wound around a solid former. The 
writer has always a strong belief in large 

diameter coils of this 
type for S. W. work. 
and from the results 
obtained, feels that 
his views are justi
fied, but that. ot 
course, is just one ol 
those persona! 
opinions to which we 
are all entitled. 

S/WHFC Phones 

'~' ,H.T.+ 

can do, so far as the reception of S.\V. 
stations is concerned, I am venturing to put 
forward the details of a set whic-h has 
provided me with very ma.ny hours of 
remarkably good D.X. entertainment. with 
the hope that such information will help to 
strengthen the case of thP one-valvers, and 
enable others to earn· out actual tests to 
prove for themselves the claims or opinions 
of both parties. 

Much has been said about "hotted-up" 
circuits, but so far no one has yet given a 
clear definition of what is meant bv that 
term when applied to radio. Personally, I 
think the expression is used simply to cover 
up the little experiments and adjustments· 
which any keen constructor always makes 
before feeling satisfied with his labours. 

The illustration~ 
show that the aerial 

~s HT.- is coupled to the 
grid coil by meam 
of a swinging ooif. 

f-----+--1-----,_,__~..._----1----o LT.- thus dispensing with 
the more usual aerial ----------oL.T.+ series variable con

1.-The theoretical circuit -reveals that a perfectly orthodox 
arrangement is used, and gives all component values. 

~any ~ould, no doubt, lik~ t? creat~ t~e any difficult.y is experienced. in 
1mp:ress1on that some SIJE:Clahsed s~,dl IS . obtaining this,- then any of the 
necessary to undertakP this alleged hot- · recognised- makes of triode H.F. 
tin~-up.': process, and that it is beyond the · valve will prove quitt:> satisfactory. 
capabilitJe_s of the ayerage amat~ttr. If seveni.l valves arP to hand, then 

To avmd any ~nsun~erstandmg about it is ahi·avs well worth while giving 
the set to ~e ?escnbed, 1t should be no~ed · each a 'thorough · 
that no clarm IS !fiade that the results which test in the receiver, · 
eave J;leen o~~ame'! are d_ue to any sec;et not.ing: in particu-

hottmg-up ·· busmess, m fact, nothmg lar it-s sPnsitivitv 
more _has been done to it than that which, as and th~ smooth~ 
mentiOned before, would be undertakPn by nessofreaction. It 
any S.W. enthusiast. would sPem that 

the sol£' reason why 
· so manv amateurs The Circuit 

In view of the above remarks, it is hoped fail with :m o-v-o 
that fellow readers will not be disappointed is due to laok of 
when they see that the theoretical circuit, attention to these 
which is shown in Fig. 1, is nothing more . items. 

denser, and allowing 
(Continued on n~xt IJtlg~a) 

than the usual leaky-grid triode detector . Two foi.W. H.F. 
arrangement. It is as orthodox in all _ chokt·s are used in 
respects as the majority of such circuits the amide circuit, 
with two exceptions. and they are, firstly, . the first be in g 
the type of coils utilised and, S!lcondly, the between the 'phones 
use of throttle controlled reaction. The and the anode and 
latter is, of course, nothing unusual, but it the second between 

The dean pane/layout is emphasised in this illustration~ the centre control 
being that of the band-spreader, the fan~ -being on the left and the reaction 

control on the right. 
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A SHORT-WAVE ONE-VALVER 
(Continrud /Tom preYious poge) 

perfect adjustment of the aerial load 
on the grid coil. In actual practice, 
t,he variation is sufficient for the total 
waveband covered by the three coils. The 
reaction winding is wound inside the grid 
coil, at one end, and is absolutely self-sup
porting, it being fixed in position by 
means of small locating slots and adhesive. 
The swinging coil forms a definite part of 
coil holder platform into which the grid 
coils are inserted by means of the four pins 
which form the connections for the grid and 
reaction coils. 

The unit could be home-made by those 
constructors who have patience and reason
able experience of coil construction, but for 
those not so inclined or gifted, the nearest 
commercial coils appear to be the Bulgin 
types S.W, 35-38 which would require 
very little modification to enable them to 
fulfil the specification of the originals. 

Various experiments were tried with the 
actual detector stage and the reaction 
circuit, and although some interesting 
results were obtained, it was found that the 
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 1, proved 
most consistently satisfactory, especially 
the throttle controlled reaction, which 
allows the sensitivity to be built up in a 
most smooth manner right to the point of 
oscillation. Backlash and tuning drift were 
as absent &S one could desire, and by adjust
ment of the aerial coupling coil, satisfactory 
reaction is obtainable right down to the 
minimum wavelength of each coil. 

Construction 
A 5-ply baseboard, covered with alu

minium, is used to carry the two terminal 
strips, valve-holder and panel. the .latter 
being of aluminium, and held firmly in 
position by two metal brackets. 

Particular care has been taken to see 
that all points at earth potential have low 
resistance connections to the actual earth 
terminal, the potnt being very important. 
The three controls, namely, the tank con
denser, the band-spreader and the reaction 
condenser, are mounted in line on the 
panel, the last two components having 
slow-motion drives. The tank or band
setter condenser is the original Eddystone 
model having ten settings each of 14 m.mfd. 
capacity, thus providing a total of .00014 
mfds., while the band-spreader has a 
capacity of 20 m.mfds. This combination 
gives very simple tuning with easy means of 
recording the setting for any given 
frequency. 

It will be noted that no L.T. on-off 
switch is shown in the assembly, and in 
case it is thought that this is an oversight 
I will say that its omission is perfectly 
intentional. In the majority of S.W. sets 
I have used, the very action of such a switch 
invariably causes a v~ry disturbing noise 
in the ~. when it is fitted to the 
panel, therefore, as the set in question is 
used in conjunCtion with other apparatus, 
a switch is fitted on the table within easy 
reach of the operator. This could~ be 
termed a personal fad, so if others wish to 
fit a. switch to the panel there is nothing to 
stop them.· 

Operation and Results 
There is very little to say concerning the 

actual operation of the set as it in no way 
ditfera from normal procedure, although, of 
course, as most S.W. enthusiasts will have 
already found, a certain time is required to 
get the touch of the set before peak results 
are obtained. With the valve in use, 90 
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Fig. 2- WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE 5.-W. ONE-VALVER 

Metal 
co11ered 
8fJsebot~rd 

volts positive H.T. is found to be most 
satisfactory. The aerial I am ·using is a 
simple Inverted-L type, the effective 
height being 25 reet, and the overall length 
50ft. Its location is such that it is very 
free from any sort of screening and its 
direction is approximately E. to W. 

Space prevents me from giving a detailed 
log, but I can assure my fellow enthusiasts 
that the little set has been able to pull 
many D.X. transmissions which friends of 
mine, using more powerful receivers have, 
so far, failed to contact. Naturally, I like 
to think that this is due to the receiver, 
but, perhaps, it is more rightly due to the 
combination of my location, aerial and 
patience. 

Components 
It will be obvious to many that the parts 

used for the actual construction are those 
which happened to be on hand, therefore 
it is not possible to give a hard and fast 
specification. For example, the grid 
condenser, which has a value of .0001 mfd., 
is of the air-spaced type and was produced 
by Messrs. B.T.S. A similar component 
can also be obtained from Messrs. Bulgin. 
The associated grid leak is by Dubilier and 
it has a rating of! watt._ A 1-watt resistor 

F1xed 
~anes 

H.T+ 

can, of course, be used, but personally I 
think these tend to look awkward in 
positions where circuit conditions do not 
call for such a rating. The H.F.C. directly 
in the anode circuit is one of the B.T.S. 
products, whilst the second, between the 
H.T. and one side of the 'phones, is the 
Bulgin H.F.3. · · 

The tank-tuning condenser is part of the 
Eddystone bandspread tuning outfit. It 
has a total capacity of 10 x 14 m.mfd., and 
as it is fitted with stops at each of the ten 
sections, it forms a.n ideal component. Its 
type number is N~. 1,00. The band
spreader is also of the same make but it has 
a capacity of 20 m.mfd. 

The &node by-pa1111 condenser is a. small 
tubular type of Dubilier make, whilst the 
two terminal blocks happen to be two odd 
ones that were to hand and can be replaced 
with any suitable terminal mounts of 
socket strips. 

As there may now be some difficulty in 
obtaining aluminium for the panel or for 
covering the ba.seboa.rd, use can be made 
of perforated zinc of close mesh, to cover 
the back of the panel and the top of the 
baseboard. Ca.re must be taken, however, 
to see that good earthing connections are 
made. S.P. 
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ON 
A Much Needed Invention 

CHATI'ING with an Air Ministry official 
the other day, on the question of 

technical instruction, the subject of the 
morse code cropped up. Although wireless 
telephony is used on aircntft, the morse 
transmitter still predominates because it 
has a far greater effective range, and also 
it is possible to transmit in code, whereas 
the spoken word does not lend itself so 
easily to such coding unless someone 
invents a new language, like Esperanto, but 
which is known only to the operators. 
This is not feasible. 

Technical developments have been entirely 
confined to the improvement of the trans
~tting apparatus, but no one has yet 
Improved on the method of transmitting 
morse. The speed of the average operator 
varies between 18 and 30 words a minute, 
and it takes from five to six months to 
attain this speed. Moreover, the operator 
must be kept in constant practice. Thus, 
the efficiency of the apparatus depends upon 
the skill of the operator. In these mass
production days such a system is wrong. 
I do not know whether it· is possible to 
simplify the morse code which has always 
struck me as being a cumbrous and cranky 
business. It should, however, be possible 
to produce a transmitting apparatus on the 
lines of a typewriter so that even an 
unskilled operator could soon be trained 
to work a keyboard, and transmit messages 
in code. Thus, by depressing the, say, 
A key, the transmitter would radiate 
whatever code ~etter was ai!Signed to A. 
Gfrls could quiakly be trained to transmit 
at a rapid rate. I know that the process 
has been speeded up by automatic morse, 
but I am referring particularly to trans
missions from ship or from aircraft. Here 
is a chance (if it has not already been 
patented) for one of those people who 
frequently write to me asking for a list of 
things to invent I 

Propaganda Broadcasting 

CAPTAIN PLUGGE in the House of 
Commons recently had a good deal 

to say on the question of broadcast propa
ganda which, he said, embodies the funda
mental British spirit, since it consists in 
trying to induce people to do the right 
thing, merely by talking to them and 
persuading them to do it, instead of by the 
other method which is to apply force, and 
inflict bodily injury, to make people fall 
in with your ways. As one newspaper corre
spondent facetiously put it, the plethora 
of regulations introduced since · the war 
would lead a foreigner to believe that the 
British Government is at war with the · 
British public I However, Captain Plugge 
went on to say that broadcasting is a new 
weapon with which we were not faced in the 
last war, and that very few Members of 
Parliament realise how weak we are in this 

. respect. Before the war started Great 
Britain .had sixteen broadcasting stations 
of which two were high-powered. These 
operated on twelve wavelengths on which 
seven were clear channels, and these 
included one long-wave. He was referring. 
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i By Thermion i . . . . .. .................................................•. : 
of course, to the medium- and long-wave 
stations. Before the war, however, Ger
many had forty stations, ten of which 
were high-powered operating on 31 wave
lengths, of which seventeen were clear 
channels and included one long wave
length. A clear channel is, of course, one 
allotted to a country and is unshared by 
any other. When war broke out Germany 
maintained all her wavelengths and stations, 
whereas we scuttled ten of our twelve 
wavelengths, and at the beginning of the 
war had sixteen stations operating on two 
wavelengths with one programme only, as 
against Germany's forty ~tatious on 31 
wavelengths. 

I am afraid that this country has never 
become propaganda-conscious. Propa
ganda can be as powerful as high-explosives. 
It needs, of course, to be of different quality 
to the guttersnipe vapourings of British 
gamin who have sold themselves to 
Germany, and arc broadcasting in Engli~h. 

~ur 1Roll of merit 
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LENGTH 
An Idea 

IN connection with the question of British 
propaganda, I have an idea to put 

forward. It is frequently announced in the 
newspapers that the German stations such 
as Hamburg and Bremen are silent' as a 
result of the presenpc of British aircraft. 
I suggest, therefore, that we send flocks of 
aeroplanes over there to silence them each 
night, and then transmit on the Bremen and 
Hamburg, etc.;' wavelengths a British 
propaganda programme in German ! 

The sooner that the Govemment refrains 
from treating the British public as if they 
are a gang of imbeciles instead of intelligent 
individuals the better. Very many list
ene~ a~ annoyed with that supercilious, in
gratiatmg, smug, complacent, !-know-more
than-you-poor-people attitude of the bone
headed Philip Snowdens (with their 
"sitooations "), Ramsay MacDonalds with 
their "wurrrrrlds "), Simple Sim01fs (with 
their "I know taxes are unpleasant). 
childish Chamberlains ("Do you trusi 
Hitler ? " " Yes, he promised me this 
time."), Hore-Be!ishas ("I will demo
cratise the Army"), little Leslie Burgins 
(" I propose to give all unused machine 
tools return tourist tickets"), and others 
who talk to us over the air as if we 
were a collection of pimps, unable to think 
for ourselves. There needs to be some life 
and bite about our propaganda. 'At 
present it is too anremic, too old-school-tic, 
too full of we-can't-hit-a-plane-when-it-is
down-c?me-up-and-fight nonsense to carry 
any weight abroad. We are engaged in a 
total war, and we must adopt total methods. 
It is of no use using a boxing glove with a 
man attacking you with a dagger. 

Radio Export Drive 

RADIO manufacturers have been grumb. 
ling because while all other industries 

have been encouraged to export as much 
as possible they have not received much 
assistance from the Government in the 
matter of release of steel and aluminium. 
Representations haw been made, and by 
this time the sympathetic trcatm{'nt 
promised to manufacturers hu.s no doubt 
been implemented by the release of raw 
material. It was necessary to conserve 
this for the manufacture of armaments, 
and only to grant permits for radio 
apparatus required for the Army Navy. 
and Air Force. 

The radio trade is expected to make an 
enormous export drive to capture some of 
the markets opened to them as a result of 
the war. 

Television 

A. LTHOUGH the television service has 
closed down for the duration of the 

war, technical developments have been 
going on. When the war is over I expect 
television will provide a boom similar to 

R. H. Kilpin 
(Private, R.A.S.C.), 

Kingsthorpe, Northampton. 

..., that which was created when wireless 
telephony (developed during the last war) 
surprised the public. 
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Audibility versus Quality 
Obtaining the Best from Loudspeakers m 

Factory Radio· Installations. 

THE popularity of musical installations 
in factories engaged on full-time war 
production, and the " Music While 

You Work " periods radiated by the 
B.B.C. are rapidly encouraging more and 
more works managers to install equipment 
in their own factories. The results in most 
caSes are very satisfactory, but in several 
instances which have been brought to the 
writer's knowledge disappointment has 
been experienced due to the slavish ad
herence to quality of reproduction rather 
than audibility. 

For example, in a large installation 
amplifiers may supply loudspeakers in an 
assembly bay, a power-press shop, and a 
wrapping department. Now it is essential 
that the loudspeakers in these various 
places should be individually controlled 
with regard to their volume in order that 
they may be adjusted so that their repro
duction is just sufficient to overcome the 
various levels of background noise. The 
latter, however, not only differs in magni
tude, fmt also in characteristics from the 
heavy, low-frequency rumbling of the press 
shop, the clatter of the assembly bay, and 
the comparative quietude of the wrapping 
department. 

Different Tonal Values 
The reproduction of music in theRe three 

examples, therefore, should be of different 
tonal values. 

Good quality, low
volume reproduction is 
not suitable for a power

press shop 
where back-

A narrow throated 
h o r n loudspeaker 
with a high-/re· 

quency response /or we where 
the background noise is low-

pitched. 

Standardisation Troubles 

WITH the promise of a renewed effort 
on the part of America to lend aid 

to the Allies by the supply of equipment 
and materials, many will conjecture as to 
the reaction this will have on the develop
ment of non-essential industries in that 
country. · At the moment television can 
be classed in this category, but it would 
appear from all accounts that the biggest 
drawback to progress in this science is the 
lack of co-ordination resulting in an absence 
of standardisation, in as far as the picture 
definition is concerned, ratio of synchro
nising to video signal, type of modulation, 
etc. A marked controversy arose because of 
the Federal Communications Commission 
bringing about a suspension of its original 
concession to companies for limited com
mercial operation. Recently the President 
of the U.S.A., Mr. Roosevelt, stated that 
)le advocated a free competitive industry 
for television, based on lines similar to that 

ground noise is high, due to the 
heavy trundling and reverberation 
of the presses. The output from 
the loudspea,,ers must not only be 
sufficient to be heard above the 
background noise, but the tone of 
reproduction s h o u Id be high, 
almost strident, because any ten
dency for the output to be "mel
low " will make it unintelligible, 
as it will be hopelessly submerged 
in the low-frequency characteristics 
of the prevailing noise. Reproduc
tion, therefore, in such places 
should be clear and brilliant, and 
this may be obtained by using 
narrow-throated hom-type pro
jector loudspeakers. 

Low-Note 
A good type of cabinet loudspeaker 
employing an elliptical cor.e P.M. 

Predominance 
unit /or wide-angled diffusion /or general use. The cabinet 
being o/ plain wood can be painted or sprayed to harmonise 

In places such as 

Where the background noise 
is high-pitched a directional 

baffle type o/ loudspeaker havinfl a 
good low note output should be used. 
The unit illustrated has a frequency 

response going down to 80 c.p.s, 

sawmills, grinding
shops, etc., where the 
background noise level 

has a high-pitched characteristic, better 
results will be obtained by using repro
duction with a low-note predominance 
which will be less liable to become inter
mingled with the noise of the shop. For 
this type of reproduction wide-mouthed, 
short horn or projector-baffie loudspeakerll 

NEWS AND NOTES 
operating for radio in that country. The 
main difficulty hinged on an acceptance of 
a common picture standard, for each com
pany interested in the industry seemed to 
have different views as to public require
ments. The American R.M.A. advocated 
a 441-line standard, but the Du Mont 
company obtained a licence recently fqr a 
transmission of 625 lines. It is hoped for · 
all concerned that unanimity of ideas will 
be forthcoming soon, otherwise progress 
will be held up to the detriment of all 
concerned. 

Selenium Cell Developments 

THE relatively sluggish reaction of 
selenium cells to the action of light 

'"ariations limited the application of the 
device very considerably. After being 
proved unsuitable for television purposes, 

I with its surroundings. 

may be employed using several units to 
cover the shop, and directing tlie speakers 
towards the normal position taken up by the 
operatives when attending their machines. 

In offices, small-parts assembly bays, and 
rooms in which quiet work is being carried 
on, moving-coil cabinet loudspeakers give 
good results, and may be easily and in
conspicuously installed at convenient points. 

Small Output Amplifiers 
The use of a number of amplifiers each 

with a small power output is often ad
vantageous in factory installations with 
the above conditions, and is to be preferred 
to one large amplifier. The small amplifiers 
may all be fed from the same source--micro
phone, radio or records-but they may each 
have their bass and treble tone controls ad
justed to give the best audibility of reproduc
tion, and each can serve one particular 
shop or bay in which the most suitable type 
of loudspeakers have been installed. 

In this way the music provided for the 
employees will be most readily appreciated 
by them at their work and, after all, it is 
for them that the entertainment is being 
provided. Audibility is more important 
to theni than quality reproduction. 

developments of the cell slowed down con
siderably, although several inventors en
deavoured to increase the rapidity of action 
by mechanically presenting fresh surfaces 
to the light, but without achieving the 
measure of success necessary for successful 
application. The need for various forms of 
light-sensitive devices to perform a wide 
variety of functions in the commercial 
world where sluggishness was no serious bar, 
revived the fortunes of the cell. One of the 
latest developments is to increase the cell's 
sensitivity to both the red and infra-red 
end of the light spectrum. This has been 
achieved by mixing with the selenium itself 
20 per cent. of iodine and adding small 
traces of both lead and cadmium. In 
practice these , elements are vaporised 
together, and finally precipitated as a layer 
of the requisite thickness on a glass face 
whose surface has been roughened. As an 
alternative to this process the expedient of 
cathodic sputtering may be used. 
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Modern Factory Production Methods-! 
A Description of the. Various Processes 
Through Which a Receiver Passes Before 
Being Placed on the Market. By "SERVIcE" 

A KNOWLEDGE of modem factory pro· 
duction methods js of importance 
not only t.o ·engineers engaged in 

some part of a large radio manufacturing 
organisation, but also to the service 
engineer in the field, whether he be working 
on his own or for a dealer. It is also of 
· vafue to candidates for the many technical 
posts in the Forces, especially those jobs 
which concern the inspection of supplies 
from manufacturers engaged in fulfilling 
Government contracts.. 

The object of this series of articles is to 
review the many processes through which 
a receiver travels, from its inception to its 
finality. In this way the points of view 
of the various engineering departments 
concerned will be better appreciated, and 
the reasons why they cannot do some of 
the things service engineers, and salesmen, 
would like them to do will be more readily 
tolerated. 

Origin of a New Receiver 

termed the development 
!Jection, whose job is to 
bring out new features 
and investigate those of 
other manufacturers. 

Popular Features 

The origin of a receiver may be a sales 
demand or a designs recommendation. The 
sales department may press for a certain 
type of receiver to meet competition either 
in price, performance, or appearance. Per
haps & oompetitor has brought out a new 
system of tuning which has caught the 
public's fancy, and sets that do not have 
this feature will not sell. A receiver must, 
therefore, be designed that not only 
incorporates the new attra.ction, but is also 
better in some respect. 

The ideas developed 
in this department are 
not always original ones. 
Quite a great deal of 
time and money is often 
spent in trying to get 
round an attractive fea
ture or circuit arrange
ment patenwd by a 
competitor. For exam
ple, most modem radio 
users demand that their 
receivers be fitted with 
A.V.C., push - button 
tuning, etc. The patents 
covering these features 
may be owned by one 
person, company, or 
syndicate, but as they 
have become universally 
acknowledged as being 
essentia.l to' modem ra
dio, manufacturers have 
to pay the owners of the 
patent for the use of the 
ideas. Thousands of 
pounds are spent in this 
way, and if a designer 

A production line at maximum output. Many months of Pre~>aralion 
are ewnHal before the first operatiVe starts the chauis on its journey 

down the line. 

On the other hand, the designs depart
ment may put up to the sales people a new 
feature, style of receiver, or method of 
reproduction that they think may create a 
demand for the "firm's pl'oducts above all 
Others. 

There is generally a sub-division or group 
within the designs department, often 

can produce the same or -. 
similar results in a way not covered by 
the patents he will save his company very 
large sums of money every year. 

The progress of a Government receiver 
follows similar lines. In this case the 
sales depart.ment is replaced by one of 
the Services, who demap.d a type of receiver 
to fulfil certain requirements. A!terna-

TYPICAL SCHEMATIC CHART OF MAJOR PROCESSES IN FACTORY 
PRODUCTION 
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tively, a firm may put before the Govern
ment representatives a new invention, or a 
receiver having possibilities in certain 
directions, and obtain an order for the 
construction of sufficient quantities to 
warrant mass production. 

Schedule of Production Stages 
In t.hc accompanying chart the various 

stages of receiver production are outlined. 
Factory managements have slightly dif
ferent ideas of planning, but in the main 
the chart is representative of the average 
schedule drawn up by the production 
planning engineers. 

The schedule, which is based on the 
various functions shown in the chart, gives 
dates by which each operation is to be 
completed. The period will probably 
extend over six months, so that with the 
preliminary stages during which ideas are 
tried out and developed in a general way 
with no particular receiver in mind, a total -
time of twelve months may elapse before a 
certain feature of design is available to the 
public. 

Once it had been decided to bring out a 
new receiver incorporating special features 
a conference between the sales and designs 
departments, attended by representatives 
from Service, Factory, and Inspection 
sections, will probably be held to decide t.he 
backbone of tqe receiver-5- or 6-valve 
superhet, the price market which it is 
proposed to attack, the otnput power, 
wave ~nges, etc. 

Question of Cost 
With the oost ever before him, the de

signer allocated to father the receiver 
ICDIIIi,_., o• ""~' fNIIl•·l 
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MODERN FACTORY PRODUCTION 
METHODS 

(Continued from previous IJ<Ige.) 

then sets about making up the first hand
m:1de model. Naturally, as all receivers 
are but an assembly of components he must 
know intimately the specification of each 
item. If he cannot find a standard part 
that will meet his needs, he must get one 
specially designed to his requirements. 

In the sphere of radio designers there are 
men who are specialists in just one thing 
-condensers, coils, loudspeakers, etc. Large 
manufacturers retain a group of such 
experts ; smaller firms call in consulting 
engineers having the required qualifications, 
or put .their problems before component 
manufacturers. 

Components 
The next stage for the receiver de

signer, therefore, is to advise the component 
experts of the parts he intends to use, how 
he means to use them (applied voltages, 
desired length of life, etc.) and to receive 
t,heir report on each one. 

Some manufacturers of radio receivers 
prefer to buy their components from firms 
who have specialised in the making of the 
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parts required, as this has in many ways a 
definite advantage over making the com
ponents in the factory. As they will have 
been designed by experts in collaboration 
with the receiver manufacturer's designers, 
any faulty component can be sent back 
for free replacement, or credit, should 
trouble appear in the components after 
they have been accepted by the receiver 
manufacturer. The component manu
facturer obviously wishes to retain the good
will of his client, and will readily meet any 
reasonable demands. 

On the other hand, the making <>f com
ponents by large radio receiver manu
facturers can be made financially advan
tageeus, as most of the machinery, such as 
punches and presses, are quickly adaptable 
from one type of operation to another, so 
that by a change of tools the machines 
may be made to turn out the various parts 
needed tp make up the particular com
ponents required at the time. 

Factory Making Own Components 
The disadvantage of a factory making its 

own components is that if. a. mista.ke is 
made, and faults develop, these will often 
not be found until all the components 

· ·snton~-Distance 
tsteners' Club ··--

Now that this page will be appearing 
monthly, it is hoped that sufficient 

constructional information will be received 
from members to enable us to make it of 
greater interest to the practical man. From 
the tone of the numerous letters received, it 
would seem that many members are carry
ing out quite interesting experiments, and 
constructing some rather original pieces 
of apparatus, but owing to their modesty 
they are inclined to get the impression that 
their ~ffortl! would not be of general interest 
and do not, therefore, give us any con
structional details. It is rather a pity that 
this happens, as it is quite possible that the 
very item they have made, or the results 
they have obtained from a certain experi
ment, is just what many other members 
require. When writing to us, remember the 
other felltYW, and let us have all the essential 
details, as we can then tell whether it is 
worthy of inclusion in this page. In any 
case, you will be showing a genuine desire 
to take an active part in the movement. 

It has been left to Member 6,713, of 
Sparkhill, Birmingham, to start the ball 
rolling, and we thank him for his letter, 
and the suggestion which we give below. 
" This is the first letter I have written to 
you since becoming a member of the 
B.L.D.L.C., because I think that most of 
my experiments would not interest other 
readers (Why ?-Sec.). However, there 
is one thing that might be of general 
interest, and that is a rather novel idea 
concerning cones for ordinary moving
iron speaker units. I purchased a large sheet 
of balsa, l/64in. thick, and cut from it a 
piece suitable to form a cone for the spare 
unit I had on hand. When I tested it in 
conjunction with a small set, I was amazed 
at the wonderful frequency response, due, 
no doubt, to the rigidi~y of the cone, and 
itl! e;treme lightness. I have tried various 
angles and cone sizes, but I have found that 
for the moving-iron speaker, a cone lOin. in 

diameter, with an angle of 45 degrees, 
used in conjunction with another cone of 
5in. in diameter, at 30 degrees, produces 
the best over-all response. 

To reduce strain on the reed, the cones 

Showing how the 
smaller cone is lo
cated. The linen 
strips are not 

shown. 

are supported by a thin linen strip, fas
tened to their edges with a smear of 
adhesive. 

The small Q.iagram has been reproduced 
to indicate the general ideas outlined by the 
member, and we would refer those interested 
to an article dealing with cone formation 
which appears in our issue of June 8th, 
page 255. 
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have been manufactured, which means 
that the components must be modified or 
even new Ollles made at the e:x:pense of the 
£·wtory, so that no profit or even a loss is 
effected in the making of the components. 

For the purpose of these articles, bow
ever, -it wiH be assumed that all, or some, 
of the component parts for the radio re
ceiver under consideration are made in the 
one factory. Any meeting or conference 
between receiver designers, component 
designers and production engineers will 
take place in other concerns just the same, 
but the components manufacturers would 
send along their own technical representa
tive to be present at the various discussions. 

However, as stated, we have arrived at 
the stage in the receiver's progress where 
the designer commences to make contact 
with departments outl!ide his own. It is 
also the stage at which theory and ideas 
must be translated into practical work, and 
the early processes of mass production 
planning. 

The next article will describe these pro-. 
ceases, and will show how the service 
engineer of even the humblest status plays 
an important part in the designer's delibera· 
tions. 

Smile a While 

WE are indebted to Member 6,679, of 
N.22, for this very snappy little 

story from across the Atlantic. When 
listening on the 20-metre band at 01.29 
B.S.T. last week he heard the following 
being told by WION, who was in contact 
with W4EWY. He quotes the conversation 
from WlON, " Three U.S.A. hams who 
were very interested in 2.5 metre work, 
decided to take their portable TX's out 
into a high part of Boston, Mass., and 
experiment. They drove their cars to the 
spot concerned 'llolld separated about 5(] 
yards apart, and after contacting each 
other moved further apart to see how long 
they could keep in touch. When they 
had got about two miles between each 
station, one of them ~as calling in the 
usual manner, i.e., WlJFS ... W .. One ..• 
Japan .•. France ... Spain, when a couple 
of elderly people came along and seemed 
very interested in what was going on. 
To cut a long story short, they wrote down 
the car registration numbers and reported 
them to the local police, who came along 
and stopped the experimenters' activities. 
About half an hour later, the State Police 
came .along on motor-bikes, and told 
the hams that they had been reported as 
Fifth Columnists, who had been trans
mitting to Japan, France and Spain. 

After. quite a lot of explanation, and on 
production of their Ham Tickets, they were 
allowed to continue, but were advised to 
say Joan •.• Fred •.. Stan, instead ot 
Japan . • . France • . . Spain." 

As all S.W.L.'s and ex-Tx'ers will readily 
appreciate, the words Japan, France and 
Spain are used to identify the call letters 
JFS. 

Before concluding his letter, Membe1 
6,679 adds, " It may be of interest to 
fellow members to state that I receive 
WJSV (U.S.A.), on approximately 245 
metres at 05.00 G.M.T., and have received 
an official verification by letter from this 
station, which is owned by the C.B.S., 
whose station is at Washington D.C." 

Change of Address 
Member 6430 wishes to notify all corre· 

spondents that his address is no longer 
2, Jenkinsville, Penarth, but now " Gros
venor," Lower Westbourne Road, Penarth, 
Glamorgan. 



Features : Suitable 
far operation on 
2001250 volts. 
1001115 volt models 
available. Smart 
8akelite Cabinet 
(walnut shade). 
Size : 9in. high, 
15in. wide, 6tin. 
deep. Illuminated 
dial scale in glass, 
in colours. Fast and 
slow motion tuning. 
Large mains ener
gised speaker. Me
dium and Short 
Waves, covering 
200-570 metres ; 
16.5-54 metres. 

Go places with Pilot's Major Maestro ! Up-to-the-
minute news from Europe . . . Continental orches
~ras and dance bands ... the great programmes of 
America-the Major Maestro gets them all with the 
power and performance of a set twice the size and 
price. There's been nothing like it before. A real Table 
model with a neat carrying handle ! Just plug it in
and it plays. A.C. or D.C. mains. 
No earth required and 20ft. of 
aerial wire is self-contained. 
A timely aii-British set ··at a 
real economy price ! 

GNS 
- (Prieea do aot 2 apply in Eire) 

maj maestro 
5 VALVE AC/DC SUPERHET~~~-

.. ~ ---··---------.. --------·-.--····---------.... • FREE ! TRANSATLANnc • 
~ WAVE-lEII8TH CHART. Name ................................................ - ............................................ ~ 

1 Please send me full details of MaJor Address.......................................................................................... 1 
• Maestro and all Pilot Quality · 1 
I receivers Also Free Wave-length ................................................................................. , ...... P.W.J. I 
1 ohart A wonderful aid to Sbort Post in unsealed enveloPe, Id. stamp, to Pilot Radio, Ltd., 31-37, 

1 Wave listening. Pork Royal Road, N.W.ro • 

.... -.... ------------------·---...... ---·-···· PILOT RADIO, LTD., 31-37. PARK ROYAL ROAD. LONDON. N.W.IO. Tel.: WIL/esden 735~7 
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New Cossor Programme 
DETAILS have just been received of 

some of the latest Cossor releases, 
some of which are illustrated on this 

page. The complete programme provides 
most interesting reading, but owing to the 
fact that space prevents us from giving 
extensive details of each model, it is hoped 
that the brief general surveys will be suffi
cient to convince our readers that the 
features which have always distinguished 
the Cossor receivers, namely, rt>markable 
range, clear cut and vivid reproduction, 
absolute reliability and, above all, value for 
money, are still maintained in the highest 
degree in the new addition to the already 
familiar range of Cossor product~. 

Battery Melody Maker 
Commencing at the bottom of the price 

scale, there is Model No. 39 which is a 
three-valve battery-operated " Melody 
Maker," arid retails at the very reasonable 
price of £7 19s. 6d. This figure does not, of 
course, i.nclude batteries. The circuit is of 
the variable-mu H.F. stage type feeding 
into an H.F. pentode as the detector, 
which in turn is coupled to an economy 
output tetrode. The current consumption 
is extremely economical, a vital factor 
these days, and ample accommodation is 
provided inside the modern design well
finished walnut cabinet for the batteries. 
The latest type of P.M. moving-coil speaker 
is fitted, and provision is also made for an 
extension speaker and gramophone pick-up. 

A.C. Mains Receiver 
For those requiring an A.C. operated 

receiver Messrs. Cossor's have catered for 
them by providing a four-valve receiver 
of reasonable price with their Model No. 49. 
This is actually a three-valve receiver, 
the fourth being, of course, the rectifier 
having a similar circuit arrangement to 
Model No. 39, with the exception that the 

output valve is of the triode power class. 
The special coils employed give increased 
performance and high degree of selectivity, 
while the Sin. energised moving-coil speaker 
maintains the Cossor reputation for brilliant 
reproduction. The chassis and speaker are 
housed in a two-tone modern cabinet 
finished in polished walnut, and the 
illuminated wavelengths scale carries a 
full calibration of stations. Provision is 
made for an extension speaker and gramo
phone pick-up, and the price of this 
attractive rl'ceiver ·is only nine guineas. 

Super het 
There is always a vast number oflisteners 

who prefer a superhet receiver, and this 
Sl'ction of the public. has not been over-

Model 35.-4-t'alve All-wave Cossor ballery 
super het. 

looked in the new progr11mme. 1.Iodel 
No. 35 is a four-valve battery-operated 
receiver incorporating economy high slope 
output stage, high efficiency A.V.C. system, 
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Another Cossor receiver in the new range. 
Model 49 4-valve A.C. mains "Melody-Maker.'~ 

full vision calibrated dial, automatic grid 
bias, and a wide response Sin. movjng coil 
speaker. Unlike the two previous models, 
the No. 35is designed for all-wave reception, 
the wave-bands covered being 16.35 to 51.3 
metres, 190-590 metres, and S35-2,150 
metres. High '' Q'' Coils are used together 
with permeability-tuned iron cored I.F. 
transformers, and iron cored pre-selector 
coils on medium and long waves. The price 
of this model is £10 without batteries. 

A receiver above average in performance; 
reliability and performance is the Model 
No. 63, which is a five-valve all-wave super
het console which is priced at £14 7s. 6d. 
With this receiver clear-cut reception from 
an unusually large number of stations on 
all free wavebands is made possible. by a 
brilliantly designed highly efficient superhet 
circuit. An exceptionally high degree of 
selectivity permits stations working on 
adjacent wavelengths to be received freely 
and without interferenCe. The handsome 
polished walnut cabinet has been success
fully designed on correct acoustic principles 
to do full justice to the rich, natural beauty 
of tone of the wide response Sin. moving
coil speaker. Full A.V.C. large edge
lit tuning dial calibrated in wavelengths 
and station names adds to the distinctive 
appearance of this model. 

New American Pick-up 

The new model 63.-5-valve All-wave Cossor 
A.C. maim console. 

IT is reported in the American journal 
Gomrnum:cat·ions, that engineers of the 
Philco Corporation of America have 

designed a gramophone pick-up utilising 
a photo-electric cell. 

The operation of t,his interesting device 
is quite simple. A small mirror is mounted 
on a rotating axis which swings as the 
needle (a jewel point) follows the sound 
impressions on th,e record groove. A beam 
of light is directed on to the minor at an 
angle which causes it to be reflected on the 
photo-electric cell. 

As the needle vibrates in the record 
groove, the mirror swings from side. to 
side on its axis, and flashes the reflected 
beam of light on and off the sensitive 
area of the photo-electric cell. In this 
way the current generated by the cell 
is made to vary according to the impres
sions on the groove of the record, and is 
subsequently amplified in the usual way •. 

To minimise the amount of energy 
required for the needle to swing the mirror, 
an exceedingly thin mirror is employed of , 
the type used in reflecting galvanometers. 

This- is " silvered" with vaporised alu
minium, and mounted on a minute block 
swinging on an axis carried on two flexible 
bearings. 

Another problem involved the design 
of a bulb to supply the light beam, and to 
meet technical requirements as to size 
and weight a special small gas-filled bulb 
was designed. It was fOlmd that if the light 
was produced by a 60 c/s current flowing 
through the filament, the flicker, although 
not visible to the eye, modulated the final 
output. Consequently the lamp supply 
current had to be obtained from a high
frequency source, which was actually an 
oscillator generating at 1,SOO kc/s. 

{------------------------------,· PATENTS AMD TRADE MARitS. 
Aay of otll' readora recairias iaformatioa aad 1

1 J adYice ,..peetiac Pateato, Trade Marb or 
O.U.U, .. aald apply to Menro. RaJD8r aad t I Co., Pat,at Alreat~ of Bau Chambera, Z9, 1 

t Sfttllamptoa Builoliaso, Loacloa, W.C.Z, who 1 I wiU lin free .. Yiee to reedora meatioaias 1 
I tldo paper. 1 

l~--~~--------------~---------J 
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Planning a Power Pack 
Some General Prac:tical Notes on the Most Important Points to be Observed 

IT is fairly obvious that the design of the 
power-supply unit or the power pack 
of a mains receiver is closely linked 

with the design of the receiver Itself. But 
it is customary to decide on the circuit and 
general details of the set before completing 
the details of the power supply. At the 
same time, it should be remembered that, 
even when considering the receiver, some 
thought should be given to the limitations 
of the power supply section, as f~r as the 
economic output is concerned. :For ex
ample, if it were found that by using a 
P.M. speaker an H.T. voltage of 250 would 
be ample, whereas when using an energised 
speaker it would be necessary to have a 
voltage of between 300 and 350, it might be 
possible to effect a good saving in the co.~t 
of components by employing the P.M. unit. 

For the purposes of the pre~ent article it 
will be best to confine our attention to A.C. 
mains receivers, since various additional 
points arise when dealing with power packs 
for battery receivers. And again, the 
power-supply system for a D.C. or universal 
set calls for rather speeial consideration. It 
will probably be possible to deal with the 
questions arising in eonnection with the two 
latter cases at a later date. 

H.T. Required 
Although it might appear obvious to 

many, it is not ahmys realised that in 
working out a dPsign fur the power pack 
it is essential that a start should be made 
by considering the exaet requirements of 
the receiver. First comes the matter of 
H.T. voltage. The majority of output 
t£trodes and pentodes have a maximum 
anode voltage of 250 ; and it is worth while 
to work fairly near to that voltage if 
maximum efficiency and output is desired. 
Because this is the anode voltage, however, 
it does not follow that it is the maximum 
required H.T. voltage. From the latter 
must be subtracted the voltage drop a.eross 
the bias resistor-probably about 15 volts
and also across the smoothing choke and 
primary winding of the speaker transformer. 

If the choke had a resistance of 200 ohms 
and the total current consumption of the 
set were 50 mA, the drop across this oom
ponent would be 10 ohms. If we assume 
that the drop across the transformer primary 
is similar, we find that. the total voltage 
" lost " amounts to 35. That would Beldom 
be considered serious unless the full out.put 
of the output valve was considered neces
sary. But if a choke with a resistance of 
500 ohms were used and if the bias voltage 
were 20 the voltage actually applied to the 
anode of the last valve would be under 
200. This would entail an appreciable loss 
of volume. 

Effect of Current 
There are some possible c-Ount£racting 

influences which are worth remembering, 
however. For example, it was assumed 
above that the total current consumption 
was 50 mA ; if the rectifier in nse had an 
output of, say, 75 mA at 250 volts (with 
the particular transformer to be used), the 
actual voltage supplied when the load was 
only 50 mA would probably be OVl'r 300 
and therefore the output valve would 
receive its maximum anode '>olt.age when 
opem.t.ed under the condition~ sd ont n bovf1. 

It is seldom that the receivt>r requires 
Ut~ exact voltage and current which con
stitute the ma.ximum output of ·the 
particular rectifier to be used, and it. is 
consequently important to determine the 
voltage developed at the normal operating 
current-. This can be found from the 
makers' output curves for both valve and 
metal rel'tifiers, and should any doubt 
exist after studying the curves, the makers 
will always be glad to advise. 

Should it be found that the voltage will 
be highl'r than that requin·d. it will often 
be posRible to insert a fixed resistor in series 
with the smoot.hing choke, to replac-e the 

H.Tr 

HT-:. 

'-.Smoothing 
• condensers 

Fig. I.-To keep down the rectifier output to that 
which is normal at full current load it may be 
desirable to use a " ballast " resistor, as shown here. 

choke by one of higher resistance or by the 
field winding of an energised speaker, or to 
use a mains transformer having a secondary 
winding giving a lower voltage than that 
normally specified for the rectifier. 

Another method is to connect a " load " 
resistor across the output from the smooth
ing choke, as shown in Fig. 1 ; this will 
act as a " ballast " and pre.vent undue 
voltage surges. In that capacity it repre
sents a safety measure and gives protection 
to the smoothing condensers. The resistor 
must, of course, be chosen so that it just 
" absorbs " the excess voltage, or-to 
express it differently-just brings the 
current consumption up to the rated value 
of the rectifier. This value should never be 
exceeded in an attempt to eut down the 
voltage, for if it is the n:c·tifier iR nlmost. 
sure to suffer. 

Methods of 
Rectification 

There are 
three general 
forms of rectifi.. 
cation: full-

H.T:-

ferred with metal rectifiers. This stat£ment 
is not intf'ndt·d as a strict rule, sincx· it is 
often found vc-rv convenient to use a metal 
rectifier in a half-wave circuit in order to 
obtain thP required output when using a 
transformPr which may be readily available. 
To make this point quite clear it may be 
mentionf'd that the \Vestinghouse H.T.l4 
metal n•ctifi{·r (the smallest in the range) 
haR an output of 20 mA. at 140 volts. and 
that t.lw inpnt rPquiri>d when used as a 
voltagP-doubler is ~0 volts, 60 mA ; as a 
half-wave nlw the required input is 
135 volts. 30 m A. 

The difi't-rent rectifier connections are 
shown in ·Fig 2. where it will be seen that 
the hw eondensers in series are required 
for smoothing: the output of a voltage· 
doubler. 

Type of Rectifier 
In decidiug "het her to use a valve or 

metal rectifier thpre are so many points to 
consider that it would be impossible to 
detail all of them here. In general, it may 
be found that the first cost of the met-al 
rectifier is ratht•r higher than that of tbe 
valve, but against this must be set the fact 
that the nwtal rec-tifier is prartica.lly ever
lasting, whilst the valve must be replaced 
after a f<·\1· vear~ of use. The valve ie 
usually less bulky and might therefore hi.• 
chosen where space is at a premium ; on 
the other hand it i~ inelinf'd to heat up to 
a somewhat great{'r extent if easy air 
circulation is not provided. · 

There i~ another advantage tn be placed 
to the aceonnt of the valve, whieh is that it 
can be obtained with an indirectlv-heat£d 
cathode. if dE"sired. This is an advantage 
when the \'alves in the receiycr arc of the 
indirectly-heakd tnw, since it does not 
produce itH full output until the rt>ceiver 
valves are in a eondition to ·· absorb " it. 
This means that there is no voltage sur~· 
when the set is first RVI>itehed on. and that 
the smoothing eondens<'rs can have a lower 
working voltage. 

In many cases, however, the type of 
\ContinuJd ott next page.) 

HT+ 

HT-

r 
[ 

. wave, half-wa"Ve 
and voltage
doubler. Each 
has its own 
uses, but half. 
wave is seldom 
employed if one 
of the other 
forms can con· 
venientlv be 
adopted. Full· 
wave is almost 
universally em
ployed with 
valve rectifiers. 
whilst the 
voltage- doubler 
sy~tcm is gener
al\\' to rn' {lfl'· 

.r;;, •. 7.-Dia~rammatic circuits /or four different types o/ u•idely-use:i 
rectifier arranp~,menls. 
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PLANNING A POWER PACK 
(Continul'd from pr~rioru pa~e.) 

t'flet.ilier will be govetncd by the output 
I'!4fllin,d, sine<• tlw output mtings of metal 
reetiliPrs are dilt!>r-ent fmm those of valves. 
Jt; i~. of emusP, an easy matter to vary the 
output of l'ither by using a dilterent trans
timner, but thPt-.:• is always an advantage 
in .adopting tmnsfonuers of standan.li:,;ed 
typt•s. 

Mains Transformer 
It will have lwcome clear from the above 

that the choice of mains transtorml'r 
depends primarily upon the rectifier to be 
used. After settling the question of the 
H.T. cunent, the L.T. winding or windings 
arises. If all the valves in the reeeiwr 
require the same L.T. voltage, a.nd all are 
of the indirectly-heated type a single L.T. 
winding will suffice, but when a dirPetly· 
heated output valve is used in eonjmwtion 
with indirectly-heated valves for the tm•eed
ing stages it is better to have a scpn.mte 
winding for it. If a valve I'ectitier i:-~ to he 
ul!ed an additional L.T. ":inding will be 
required for its filament or <>athode. 

Many constructors entertain some douht~ 
about the current rating oft he L.T. winding. 
J<'m· example, if the winding is rated at 

TfST RfPORT OF THf 
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4 volts, 5 amp. (or 2-0-2 volts. ;) amp., fl.S 

some mnkt-I'S dPscribe it to indicate that 
the winding is et-ntrc tap)wd) the question 
a.rises as to whether or not the vnltage 
will rise exct-s~ively if tlw <>onsmnption is 
only. say, 3 or 4 amp. In almost every 
eaHe the a.nswPr is in thl' m•gatin•. since the 
ampt·re figure is the mnximurn for the 
transfnrnwr. l'mvidt-d that the trans
f<••·nw•· has good "' n•gutation "-whi(·h 
n•ally lll!'ans that it is t~ n·linble, W('ll-made 
enmpont>nt,--tlw .. nJitage will vary only 
within wry small and lll"l.(ligible limits if 
the eonsumption is less than the maximum 
rat{•d output. It is. hm1·1•vcr. cssPntial that 
a goml transfill'fner be W'<"d ; a poor-quality 
eomporwnt will almost ('!•rtainly give rise 
to trouble of one sort or another. 

Smoothing Components 
After the transformer "·e have to consid('r 

the important smoothing equipment, which 
comprises the ehoke and the necessary 
condensers. The importan4!e of ehoke D.U. 
t-esistanre has already been dealt with, and 
need not be considered further. There is 
also the question of inductance; in general, 
if this is between 20 and 30 hemies u·lwn 
pas.siug tlte full H.'l'. cwTent 1'1'1J.IIircd by tlte 
sd, it will be adequate to prevent mains 

. 
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hum. lt. is important to bear in mind that 
an inductance rating at less than the 
maximum current is practically meaning
less nml should not be considered. 

Smoothing condensers are gf"nerally of 
4 mfil.. and the t>lcetrolytie tyyw is g:Pnerally 
prd<.•t'J"Cd. if only lwcause of their more 
eompact eon~truPtion. HPmember. how
Pn·r. that car~~citics of 6 mfd. and S mfd. 
:tl~l sometimPs speeitil'fl by t.Jw maker of 
tlw rPetitier and should then be u~ed. since 
quite apart from tl]('ir dfed OH ~moothing 
they govern the voltage output to some 
extent. 

The important rating is the working 
voltage, and this should be about twice 
the output voltage of the rectifier at full 
eurrcnt loading, so that there is an ample 
margin for the higher voltage developed at 
lower outputs. This rule can be disregarded 
when using an indirectly-heated t-ectifying 
valve or if a thermal-delav switch is 
incorporated in the output iead. In no 
ease should the mtcd working voltage be 
as low as the rectifier output voltage at 
the working current load, for if it is there 
will sometimes be a danger of breakdown
although it should be remembered that the 
so-called working voltage is usually only 
about one-thii-.:1 of the "' test" or " break· 
down " voltage. -

P/L.OT MAJOR MAESTRO 
were very impt-essed with the overall 
t-esponSI' whieh has OO!'Il adjusted to give 
the most pleasing results on the speech 
and music. It is only fair to say that the set 
was put through its paces in a steel-framed 
building. The1-eforP, we know from past 
experience that we did not attain the results 
which the average usPr would, but even 
so, the performmice was most satisfaetory 
on medium and short waves: as a matter of 
tact, the stations coming within the latter, 
came in with remarkable strength and 
vet·y consistent volume, as se .. lectivity 
proved adequate on all frcrtucncies and the 

Brief Specification 

FIVE valve A.C./D.C. superheterodyne 
receiver suihtble for opera.tion on 
200-250 volt supplies. (It is possihl<' to 

obtain models suitable for l00-115 volts at an 
extra charge of 5s.) Bakclitc cabinet, 9in. 
high, by l5in. wide, by-6}in. dt>cp, incorpor
ating a carrying handle. Medium and short 
waves covering 200-570 metres, and lti.;"i to 
54 metres. Illuminated di>tl S<"a.le e>tli
brated with station names a.tHI wavelengths. 

. Fast and slow-motion tuning, mains ener
gised speake~·; 3-watts undistorted output, 

. and:-.full aut.omatie volume control. 1-lelf
contnined aerial of the throw-out type. 

Price, 7! guineas. 
During the course of the year we have the 

opportunity of examining quite a number 
of commercialreceivers,-.and a]t.hough eaeh 
individual model usuallv reveals some dis. 
tinctive feature, we must admit that 
the l\lajor l\Iaestro stands in a class of 
its own, and should fill a great demand 
for a compact receiver to meet present. 
day requirements. 

On opening the carton one is imme
diately impressed with the delighttitl 
finish of the bakelite cabinet and its 
1Jieasing design. The large station-

. mit·ked illuminated dial gives clear 
vision on all the wave-bands cow red 
by the receiver, and this is a very , 
important feature when one is con- · 
cerned with the reeeption of tl10~e 
stations on the hight>r frequeneics. 
Hearing in mind the low priee of 
the receiver, the. overall specili<'a-
tion is really remarkable and, un-
like many of the lower-price41 models, it 
incorporates a very efficient fast- and slow
motion tuning drive which eliminates the 
difficulty so often experienced of obtaining 
pertect adjustment on the short-wave 
settings. 

The loudspeaker fret is certainly distinc
tive; its design is such that although tJ. free 
passage is pl.'ovided for sound radiation, 
and complete protection is provided for the 
cone, no awkward omamentations are 
embedied to t'om1 dust traps. In the back 

of the receiver a small compartment is 
provided for housing the 20ft. of throw-out 
aerial which eau be wound on a neat former 
and inserted in the compartment during 
transit. Quite good results can be obtainPd 
with the aerial in this position, but when it 
is unwound, and stretched out to its 
maximum length, a considerable increase in 
S<"nsitivit)' is naturally obtained. This 
applies, in particular, to the short-wave 
transmissions. As is usual 
with most A.C./D.C. receivers 
of this. type no earth con
nectioil i~ required, so it is 
quite an easy matter to bi-ing 
the receiv<;r into· use in anv 
room fitted with a 'sonree of 
l'lectri<:ity, iuul in this direc-
tion it is also worth noting 

i ', 
~~. The pleasing lines of the cabinet are revealed 

~ i_ ...., in the above illustration, while that on the 
. ·~;;;;;;t1 left shows the sound engineering practice 

· ' r> f ~ adopted /or the chassis. 

~- ontpntwa.sfarinexcessofthatwhichwould 

that the weight of the set allows even 
a c·hild to carry it with <'ase. The 
moulded ba.kelite carrying handle does 
not upset the lines of the cabinet as 
the makers have taken the ' trouble to 
arrange its fixing.so that it sinks back on 
tu tluJ top of the cabinet when not in use. 

Test Report 
The makers claim of full ri<>h tone equal 

to receivers of twice the price was amply 
substaut,iated during om· tests, as we 

be required ior normal domestic purposes." 

General Remarks 
The Pilot Major Maestro can be recom

mended with confidence to those who require 
a compact and efficient receiver of the 
A.C./D.C. portable type. Keedless to say, 
it is covered by the usual 1:?-months 
guarantee, which applies to all Pilot Hadio 
models, and can be obtained on very con
venient hire-purchase terms. The makers 
am Pilot Radio, Ltd., 31-33, Park Royal 
Road, Lonoon, N. W .10. 
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Practical Hints 
A Screwdriver for Awkward Places 

THE accompanying sketch shows a 
screwdriver that I have found very 

useful for dealing with screws in inacces
sible C'orners. The shaft is cut in two and 
a hole drilled at points A and R an inC'h or 
so from each respective (•ut end. A pi!'Ce 
of Htrong spring is then taken (this spring 

A novel screwdriver /or use in aWI(ward places. 

should fit closely over shaft) and the 
temper at the two ends is drawn by heating 
and allowing to cool slowly ~ but ~before 
cooling, hammer the ends flat, and then 
drill holes corresponding with those in 
the screwdriver shaft. Through the 
shaft and each hole in the spring a short 
piece of iron rod metal (red hot) is pressed 
and riveted over. 

A collar of metal could be pa.ssed over 
the cut shaft at C, if desired, but I did not 
find it necessary.-J. R. Woon (Stone
haven). 

Simple Home-made Valveholders 

FOR ,th~se living in remote count.ry 
d1stncts, the following method of 

making seven-pin valveholders should 
prove useful. Cut three pieces of ebonite 
about Hin. square, and one piece 2in. 
square. Drill a hole through the centre 
of each piece, countersinking one side of 
one Ilin. piece, and one side of the 2in. 
piece. Bolt the three smaller pieees to
gether, arid mark. the valve-pin po~itions 
in t.he· usual way with a dab of white llaint. 
Make the phi sockets by fonning a coil of 
wire into ~ which· the pin will fit fairly 

,---l--'1 
.._to- Ol .. 

~ 
.Loso-..t.. I ,• 

;t . L-'f~-" 
V _/"" · ShOWing base bolted 
~ to valve SQcket holder 

A method o/ making improvised valvd holders. 

tightly, leavillg one end for connecting, 
and coat it with solder to make it rigid. 
Drill out holes for these sockets whei·e 
marked by the paint, and slip them in, 
leaving the ends protmding for connecting. 
Now remove nut from the fixing bolt, 
and slip on the 2in. piece for the base. 
Bolt all firmly together. Terminals can be 
fitted to base piece if required. or the 
wire ends left for soldering. For chassis 
mounting, small holes drilled in the base 
and corresponding with the pin sockets 
to allow the wire ends to pa.ss through can 
be used. Holders for all pin-ha.se valves 
could be made in this miumer.-ALAN 
ALDWORTH (Bridport, Dorset). 

Automatic Morse Send.ing Device 

I RECENTLY s~ to teach mvself the 
morse code, and .soon became quite 

P-fficient at sending in morse. I was, how-

r·-··-·-·-·-·-··-·-·--·-·-:-1 
I 

T~!TRe~?.~~~PR~:r~~:.:~!E~ ~~ 
LESS'' muSt have originated some little dodge 

I 
which w~u!d interest other readers. Why I 
not pass 1t Oil to us? We pay £1-10-0 for the 
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ever, unable to get on very well with the 
" rcc{'iving; " of morse as I had nobody 
who ('Ould practise with me. I therefore 
made up the automatic key illustrated 
and which I found worked very well. 

The chief feature of the automatic key 
is that any number of paper discs can be 
madl'. ea eh with different groups of signals. 

The component parts consist of a strip 
of wood l2in. long, 2in. wide, and !in. 

Zbonite " 
strip 7'X.l-a 

An automatic m or se 
sending device operated 
from a gramo. spindle. 

th;ick ; an ebonite strip 7ill. long by !in. 
w1de ; two springy strips of brass ; a 
tension spring ; and a plywood disc lOin. 
diameter. On to this disc is glued a strip 
of copper foil }in. ·wide, at about !ill. 
from the edge of the plywood disc. From 
this circular c o n t a c t 
path a strip of copper 
foil is taken to one 
terminal screw, as 
shown. A central con
tact disc of tin 5in. 
diameter is fitted as in· 
dicated. The inset 
illustration shows ·how 
the whole may be fixed 
to a portable gramo
phone by screw A. The 
tension spring keeps 
the plywood disc tight 
against the gramo. 
spindle, over which a 
niece of mbber tubillJl Circuit .liaeram 

has been slipped to prevent any tendency· 
of the disc from slipping. 

The paper records or dises are cut from' 
brown paper, and are lOin. in diameter. 
On these paper discs a circle S!in. in dia-.. 
meter is drawn as a guiding line on whieh't.O 
punch the dot and dashes. In my case 
I used a 3/l6in. leather punch for the 
purpose. Punch one hole for a " dot ~' 
and three holes overlapping e.ach other 
for a " dash," the space between each 
" dot " or " dash " being the width of 
one hole, and the space•between each word 
or group of letters being the width of fiVfl . 
holes. . 

The paper disc is placed on the plywood 
disc, the metal disc is then placed on top 
of the paper disc, so keeping it in place, 
and also making contact through screw 
B with the copper foil. The ebonite strip 
is then placed over the two bolts so that 
the springy brass strips make contact, 
one with the metal disc, the other resting 
on the trail of the " dots and dashes." Twd 
leads are taken from the tenninals on the 
ebonite strip to the buzzer or oscillator. 

When the gramo. motor is started, and 
the disc revolves, the outside brass contact. 
strip will make and break contact with the 
copper foil path as it passes over the dots 
and dashes punched in the paper disc.
D. J. MoRRis (Pentre, Rhondda). 

A Remote Contrdl 
To Device 

MANY peopre_during 
prolonged a i r 

raids have wished for a. 
wireless set. In many 
cases people have ao. 
extension speaker in 
the shelter, but owing 
to a hurried exit from 
the house are unable 
to switch on the set; 
and even if the set can 
b:e switched on the 

IO"P(ywOOt! home service closes 
down jnst after mid
night, thns a method 
for switching off is re
quired. The method I 
have adopted is simple, 
foolproof, and works 
very welL It requires 
no extra. wires from the 
set to shelter ; all that 

is required is two toggle or other type 
switches, a sensitive relay about 5 ma. and 
a resistance about 5,000 ohms. 

It will be noticed th&t the two-way relay 
switch is shown in the " on " position, In 
the other position it is ready for set 
operation.-D. H. fuLL (Wytha.ll). 

1Wo way ref6y SWitch 

'-Q-E>-\IYNI/INI>IIM~ 
spoon. 

5h~swildt 
control of an e:dension speaJter. 
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T HE development of modern radio 
equipment has followed int£resting 
linPs, and• for. some vears now the 

majority of improvements which h>tvc bPen 
introdu~cd have been in the dit''etion of 
O!l~>rating mechanisms or modified com
pOiwnts. The valve has remained more or 
less stationary, and the various attempts 
whidt lmve been made to cater for the 
battery-user, by r'educing the cost. of 
maintenance or giving improved perform
anee comparable with mains equipment 
have fa.iled, or met with little success. 
Some time ago news wits received from · 
America that a successful valve had been 
produced which dispensed with the accumu
lator, and altaough this meant that the 
portable t.ypc of receiver was brought into 
the ·really portable catt>gory, there were 
other advantages to be obtained from· such 
a· type of valve. It was not long before 
these valves were brought on to the English 
market a)Hl now they are available to the 
home-constructor, and in accordance with 
our policy of introducing >tll modern im
provements to the home-constructor as 
soon as they are generally available, we now 
have pleasure in putting before our readers 
the first amateur-built receiver using these 
new valves. 

For the benefit of new readers or those 
not familiar with the .latest type of valve 
it may be mentioned th>tt they are com
monly referred to as "all-dry" valves, on 
account of the fact that the filaments are so 
designed that they may be fed from a small 
dry cell, having a voltage of 1.5. The 
essential detail of valves of this type must 
be a very low current consumption, and in 
the valves used in this receiver the C'urrent 
is just half of that taken by ordinary 
battery valves. These are generally rated 
at .I amps., and thus the valves in the new 
class are rated at ,();). although in some cases 
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ALL-DRY 4-VALVE 
a higher current has to be taken in order 
to obtain certain characteristics. 

Essential Details 
The provision of a supply source for the 

filaments was originally met:'by using small 
separate dry cells, but it is obvious that if 
a single battery could be used to supply 
both H.T. and L.T. it would enable a more 
compact receiver to be made up and at the 
same time would simplify the question 
of replacements by needing the purehase of 
onfy asirigle battery unit. The question of 
the current, however, rather tended at the 
beginning to complicate matters as the 
cells in normal H.T. batteries would not 
stand up to the total filament eurrent drain 
of a multi-wave receiver and thus the L.'l'. 
section would become discharged before the 
H.T. section. Thus, in the modern bat
teries a number of standard cells are wired 
in parallel to provide the L.T. supply, 
and therefore, by taking a standard high
voltage H.T. unit, and using a number 
of cells in this way, there is still 90 volts 
or so available for H.T. with an L. T. section 
which will last as long as the H.T. portion 
and thus the desired end is obtained. The 
maximum H.T. rating for the anodes of 
the valves in question is, in fact, 90 volts. 
The use of automatic grid bias in the usual 
manner removes the necessity for a grid 
bias battery and thus a single battery unit 
becomes practicable for a receiver even of 
the 5- or 6-valve type. 

Superhet or Straight ? 
The :valves which have so far been 

introduced have l.)een designed for use in 

Constructional Details of c 
the Latest Type of N 

the sup('rhet type of receiver, this pro
viding maximum efficiency with a minimum 
nu m her of valves, and the induHion of a. 
single-diodt"triode emtbles the overall 
nmt1ber of Yalves to be kt•pt at a minimum 
whilst still permitting all modern superhct 
refinements. sueh as A.V.C. for instance, 
to be introdnl·f·d. ln the design now to be 
deseribPd II'P luwe used >t frequt:nlT changer 
without initial H .. F. amplifieation, an 
intermediate frel[neHry stage, both of whieh 
are of the va ri>tble-mu typP and controlled 
by the A.V.C. section. Xext comes the 
single-diodt•-triode proYiding: rectifieation, 
A.V.C. and the first L.F. stage, the usual 
volume control being included in the feed 
to the L . .F. seetion in the customary 
manner. The output stage is of the 
pentode type. and the intervalve coupling 
is of the resistance-capacity type. The 
auto-bias anangement is standard, with a 
large-mpacity electrolytic by-pass con
denser. 

The aerial and oscillator coils are of the 
dual-range ty}X', as it was decid('d not to 
ma.kc this particular model an ''all-wave" 
design for various reasons. The switching 
is simplified in a standard dual-ra.Hge 
model, and the coils used (Bulgin square
can typPs) requil·e a three-point unit for 
each coil, and it is thus possible to use a 
very neat rotary-aetion switeh of the 
multi-co11tact type to obtain the desired 
switching aetion. The I. F. transformers are 
also of Bi.1lgin make and provided in similar 
square cans, and these have the customary 
preset trimming condensers incorporated. 
The trimming of an oscillator coil is one 
of the things which usually debars the 
home-constructor from making superhet 
receivers, and the problems of adding 
tracking or padding comiPnsPrs are not 
easily solved. However, ._\tcssrs. Bulgin 
have overcome this difficulty for the con
structor by induding .. the necessary con
densers inside the coil can in the same 
manner as with the LF. transformers, and 
thus the wiring is simplified a11d the 
trimming is easily carried out. 

Constructional Details 
The rccc·ivcr was built in its original 

form on a transparent chassis, but ordinary 

One Bulgin coil, type 72. 

One Bulgin coil, type 70. 

Two Bulgin I.F. transformers, type 73. 

One 2·gang tuning condenser, bar-type J.B., 
.0005 mfd. 

One tuning dial, J.B. square Airplane type. 

One wavechange switch, Bulgin type, 5.204. 

Four octal valveholders (Ciix). 

One each A. E. and L.S. socket strips (Ciix). 

Fixed cond~nsers (Dubilier): 
Two .1 mfd., type No. 4603/S.; three .04mfd., 
type '4601/S; two .0001 mfd. type 4601/S; 
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. Battery Receiver Utilising 
:qn-occumulotor Valves 

plywood may be used, or a metal ehassis 
shouid one be available. .:\fetal offers many 
advantages, but undPr preSt'nt eomlitions it 
is not easilv obtain('d. In this c·onneetion 
one important point must be stressed at 
this stage. The coils specified are provided 
with a special fixing lug in the form of a 
spring grip designed for .in~ertion in a slot 
in 18 S.W.G. metal. Accordingly the coils 
cannot be fixed direct to wood or thinner 
metal as the holding edges of the fixing lug 
will not grip tightly, and although the coil 
would be held in position it w.ould be 
insecurely held and would be likely to 
move or even come adrift entirely. There
fore, if wood or thin metal is employed a 
sepa.rate holding strip must be made from 
18 S.W.G. metal, and this need only be 
wide enough to form & base for the coil 
and sufficiently long to permit screws to be 
driven into the ends to hold it to the top 
of the chassis. Most constructors will be 
able to find a suitable spare piece of metal 
in their spares box, but failing this, we 
understand that Messrs. Bulgin have agreed 
to supply builders of this receiver with 
suitable strips with the coils if they order 
them direct. A nominal charge will be 
made for them. 'fhe only other point 
concerns the valve-holders, and these are 
of the type intended for mounting under
neath a thin ehassis, with a clearance hole 
for the base of the valve. With a wooden 
chassis care must be taken to make the 
clearance hole sufficieLJ.tly large to permit 
the valve base to sink into the wood and 
thereby provide good contact between the 
valve pins and the valve-holder contacts. 
The diameter of the hole rcq uirPd is Hlr in. 
To permit the specifit>d dial to be mounted 
without cutting; away the front of the 
chassis, the variable condenser is rai~ed 
above the top of the chassis, the desired 
effect being obtaiiwd in our case by 
using lorlg bolts and the insulated ends 
of ()lis: plugs as spacing or distance pieces. 
These are iin. long a.nd three are needed. 

The remainder of the construction is 
straightforward and the positions of the 
parts, as well as the wiring, may be gathered 
from the accompa.nyi1ig illi1strations and 
circuit diagram, although wt> shall publish 
a standanl wiring. diagram in our next 
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issue in the usual 
way. It ahould be 
notPd that the "leads 
to the top' caps o( 
the first three valves 
ar(' sereened and the 
usual screened sleev
ing may be slipped 
over insulated sleev
ing with standard 
wiring through it, or 
flex with the screened 
outer brairling· may 
be obtained and cut 
to suit. The small 
top - c a p connectors 
are, of course, sol
derPd to the ends of 
the internal lead and 
again wc must emphasise that 
the outer covering must not be 
permitted to come into contact 
the internal lead or the top cap. 
The outer braiding is, of course, earthed 
by soldering a lead to it and taking to 
the nearest earthed point. Coloured leads 
are provided on the coils and Ll<'. trans
formers and the key to these is given in 
the theoretical diagram on this page. 

Battery Connections 
The special combined H.T.-L.T. batteries 

which are manufactured for recPivers of this 
type are provided with various types of 
cormector, to avoid flexible ]pads, and at 
the same time to prevent damage which 
might arise due to the insertion oft he plugs 
in the wrong sockets on the combined 
battery. The particular model specified 
has a four-pin socket mounted on it, and 
therefore the battery leads are joined to a 
four-pin plug having the standard four-pin 
valve spacing. The type number of this 
battery is H.ll57; and the sockets are 
clearly marked to assist in the correct 
wiring of the valve plug. The latter may, 
of course, be a discarded valve base or one 
of the special small plugs such as are 
supplied by Messrs. Clix. or Bulgin. The 
flex leads should be the standa.rd.material, 
and in view of the low current lottd there is 
no need for heavy gauge material. 

T/,reJ-quarter rear view 
of the recei~r. · 
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~o cabinet has hec•n specified for the 
recPiver as this is kft to individual taste. 
It should be rememlwn·d, however, that In 
view ofthe abR<'ncc of an accumulator and 
the snwJl overall dimen~ions of battery and 
receiver (the total arc•a being approximately 
llin. by 8in. by llin.), a portable or ~emi
portable receiver eoulcl easily be built. In 
this case, of eourf!(·, the aerial would have 
to be of the throw-out type, that is, a coil 
of ordinary flex atmr·hcd to the aerial 
terminal and either 'wound round a small 
st,rip of ea.rdboard and thrown out as 
required, or \Hll}JJI('d round the back of the 
cabinet. By placing the l)attt>ry behincl the 
receiver the overalllv·ight could be· reduced 
nwl a deeper ea bind rould then he used .. 
The loudspeaker con!<,! be. included in a 
sevarate cabinet, or placed to one side, 
again the exaet arran.!(Cment depnnding 
upon the tyve _ of cabinet which iB 
required. 

The receiv.er is quire ~irn1Jle to adjust and· 
operate, and fnli rldails for this will be 
given in our next i"~'~"· togPther with a 
wiring diagram and other relative data. 
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· ROUND THE WORLD OF~. WIRELESS 
-- • t, " • ~ ·~ ' 

American· television Slows Up must play m the team imve the men Mr. W. ·A T. Horler 
become a1rmeu. 

IT is announced from America that the 
Pxpected F.c.c: apiwoval for commP(Tial 

operation of television haH failed to 
materialisP. A number of expPriment.al 
licPnces have, however. been granted and 
this has been designed to keep any one 
interest from creating a monopoly. It is 
thought in the indu~try that there will be a 
speed-up with the coming of the new year, 
following the Christmas trade. 

Wavelength Change~ 

SHORT-WAVE listeners should make a 
note of the following ·wavelength 

changes announced by All-India Radio. 
Morning transmissions from the Bombay, 
Calcutta, Delhi and Madras stations have 
been transferred from the 31 to the 41 
met.re band. This has been carried out 
primarily for the benefit of listeners within 
a 300-mile radius. 

B.B.C. Monitoring Service 

A '.f a recent luncheon members and 
guests of the Radio IndustriPs 

Club were addressed by E. A. Harding, 
lately chief editor of the B.B.C. Monitoring 
service; This service employs a staff of 
upwards of a hundred to listen to broadcasts 
and announcements from all parts of the 
world; The programmes are recorded, trans
lated and made use of in various ways. 
It is stated that about half a million words 
a day are dealt with in this department. 

Plug-in Components 

V ARIOUS suggestions have been made 
for simplifying construction, and eer

tain components in this country are now 
available with a form of spring grip which 
enables them to be inserted into a hole and 
held rigidly without the use of nuts or other 
additional parts. It is announced from 
America that certain plug-in parts, such, for 
instance, as electrolytic condensers, are 
also now available to home constructors. 
They are fitted with a special locating pin 
on the base similar to octal valveholders. 

Enemy-controlled Radio 
T TSTENERS to Continental stations should 
.L:. bear in mind that ruanv French stations 
are now in the hands of the enemv and a 
number of them have been closed down. 
Of the ianer the most popular were 
Grenoble, Toulouse, Limoges, Lyons P.T.T., 
Nice, Radio-~lontpelier and Radio-Ml>cli
terranee. Popular stations which are now 
in German-occupied territory include Eitl'el 
Tower, Paris P.T.T., Hadio-Paris, Lille 
P.T.T., L'Ile de France, Bordeaux Sud
Ouc~t. Strasbourg, Radio-Cite and Post.p 
Parisien. 

This Radio War 

EVEN after a bomber pilot has got his 
wings ·and an air gunner his coveted 

A.G. badge, their training is by no means 
over. They must practise the bombing of 
targets from various altitudes, the imaginary 
bombing of moving targets on roads and 
railways (success being checked by a 
<\Rmera), diving . on a fixed target and 
machine-gunning it, formation flying, avoid
ing searchlights and anti-aircraft fire, and 
exerci~s with fighters to become familiar 
with the various methods of att.ack and 
counter-attack. 

Not until pilot, observer, gunner and 
wireless operator know the part that each 

Frequency-modulation 

FULL Rpced ahead is the watchword now 
in the U.S A. regarding frequency

modulation. Television stations han· b('<'ll 

This illustration in
dicates the handy 
size of " The Radio 
En g in e e r ' s Vest 
Pocket Book," 
which costs 3/6, or 
3/9 by post. It con· 
tains 160 pages of 
facts, figures and formulre, and easily slips into 
the waistcoat or uniform pocket. Send postal 
orders to The Publisher, Book Department, 
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southwnpton 

Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

authorised to use this system and C'omplete 
rules have been drawn up for }'.M. opera
tion and new application forms have been 
printed for station applicants. lt is 
anticipated that several hundred applica
tions will shortly be made and that the 
total may reach 1,000 F.M. broadcasters. 
All new receivers will probably be adapted 
to eover the full F.l\1. band, and early 
recPivers will be rebuilt to take adv.ahtage 
of the newly-awarded facilities which eome 
into force on .January lst next. 

Mr. ]. M. G. Rees, whose new appointment 
is announced below. 

Mr. J. .M. C. Rees 

MR. J .. M. G. REES. DiUJctor of OlivN· 
Pell Control, Ltd., aiM Tok Switches. 

Ltd., has beE"n elected to the Board of 
Directors of Varley Dry Accumulators, 
Ltd. To executives in thE' radio world the 
announcement will maMer little, as for 
years the names of Varley and Rees have 
been synonymous. 

WE hear that Mr. W. A. T. Horler. who. 
prior to being called up as a na vat 

n·~eni~t op. August 27th, 1939. was 
emplo1·ed as Exide and Drvdex Batten' 
storekeeper at the Chloride· Co.'s Bri~t<.•l 
Depot. was mentioned in despatches(LonJon 
Ga.:ette. July 9th, 19!0) for meritoriouH 
<'OIHluct in thP manner in which he dealt 
with injured ~urdvors picked up by one of 
H.M. destrovers on whieh he was serving. 
J\lr. Horler ~~·i1s in charge of the sick bay ,;11 
the dt"troyer. 

Williams Paley Award 

T HE A.R.R.L announce that no award 
was justified in 1939 and the 8<'0[1(' ot' 

the reqnin'mPnts will in future be broaclPnPcl 
so that past aehievements mav be taken 
into at·connt. This award is given annually 
to the amateur who ha~ the best I'ecord for 
researeh and proficiency during the year. 

Weather Reports 

THE Swiss are stated now to be using the 
balloons in conjunction with auto

matic transmitters for collecting data 
regarding weather conditions in the strato
sphere. As most readers know, small 
balloons are fitted with a special automatic 
short-wave transmitter which sends out 
special signals at regular intervals as the 
balloon rises, and "·hen it reaches a certain 
limit the balloon bursts and the radio equip
ment is brought to ground by means of an 
automatic parachute. 

Station VUD 4 

A NEW Htation is now working l'('gularly 
on the All-India chain. This is Dclhi. 

Vl'D4 on the 25-metre band, with a rated 
power of 10 kW. 

The Teleprinter 

V ITAL messages pass daily and nightly 
bctwPen H.Q. and stations of the 

R.A.F. via the teleprinter. Similar in 
appearance to a typewriter, this transmits 
messages now via land lines, and it is claimed 
that it cannot be tapped. It was originally 
intended that it should be operated by radio 
operators, but now special operators are 
being trained for the work, and women 
from 18 to 43 afe wanted for this branch. 
Pay is 2s. 2d. a day when trained, and 
applications should be made to the nearest 
W.A.A.F. Area Headquarters, addresses 
of whieh may be obt.ained from the nearest 
post oftk(' oi· Employment Exchange. 

Loudspeaker Nuisance 

REPEATED 1;eque~ts a~ being made by 
the B.B.C., as a result of letters 

rerPived from li~bmers, to operate loud
speakers at a low level. Manv workPrs are 
being deprived of muc·h-need(.cl rest owing 
to the thonghtlPssness of listeners who 
operate their-receivers at a volume which 
results in the sound being audible in 
adjaeent houses. We hope that readers 
will co-operate in kE"eping this trouble 
down, and it does not take a moment to go 
outside the house in order to make certain 
of thP volume which you are using. Police 
Regulations may be enforced if the trouble 

. I'Ca(·hes any higher proportions. 

Change of Address 

WE are informed that the address of the 
Publicity DPpartment, E. K. Cole, 

Ltd. (Ekco Radio, EkcoLamps, Thermovent 
Heaters), is, until further notice : Green 
Park Hotel, Aston Clinton, Bucks. 
Telephone : Aston Clinton 3126. 
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Problems of Amateur Receiver Design-2 
Drawing Up the Component List and .. Pruning .. It Laying Out the Parts 

Baseboard or Chassis How to Deteimine the Most Suitable on a 
Positions for the Components By FRANK PRESTON 

. THE initial steps to be taken wh<'n 
planning a new re('ei\'l'r were out
lined last month. ln that artiele, 

howevt>r, the subject was viewed from the 
vt•ry <•lementary angle of a simple three
valve '"stra,ight" circuit. \Ve could now 
either go into further details concPrning the 
IJI'actieal aspects of construction as a pp lied 
to 1t set of that type, or proct>ed to examine 
the pos~ibilitit>s in the way of designing a 
more ambitious type of rect>iver. 

lt will be bettPr to take the former line, 
11inee much of the infonnatlon to be given 
eau 4uite Wt'll be applied to more eom
plieated eireuits. Having produePd a final 
cit·euit whieh is to bP f(Jl!owed, and ~atislied 
oneselfthat it will mE'et allt-.:•quirem<'nts. it is 
an excellent plan to make a detailed list 

Alternative Components 
At this stage the f•nmpoHent list enn be 

" prmw<l "· nfter sean·hing out from the 
junk hox ns m:Hty partH as possihle which 
are to t·xH.d· spceitieation. It will, of COlJt>se, 
ht• f(nnul that many of the s1weili<'d cnni
ponentH an• not availa.bll'. But in ma11y 
eaRl'S, others <·an ·Jw snbstitutPd wit.hout 
s<•riously inqmi1·ing l'fli<·ieney .. Fm· PxamplP, 
tlw aerii1l Hl'ries eoiu!Pnst>r will 'probably 
han• ht>Pn given a vahie of .()()01 mti:l., 
although an-y Pomponent with a rating 
bPtiH'PII .O(HI) mfd. nnd .0003 mfd. \\·ill 
st·rw n'IT m•ll. ~houlcl it later be f(mml t.hat 
tuning i~· not quite sharp Pnough 1\·ith tlw 
at>rial in 1ist• the eund<·n~l'l' •·an be ehangl•d or 
another cnn be plat·ed in series. Thus, twu 

HT+ 

,.,,_ 

50CC'('_..._ 
llt71(.nre 

r-~~-l:r;nln 

L H 

L T-

Fig. 1.-The circuit taken as an example in.the first article o/ this series published last month. The 
use of this or a similar circuit is assumed in the layout shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

of the components t ha.t 11·ill lJ<' needed. .0003-int<:i. com!Pnsers in series will have an 
First assume that a complete set .of lll'W eff~ctivc capricity of -.00015 Jiifd. . 
parts will be bought if nt'l'l'ssary-althongh · The screening-grid by-pa.ss condenser will, 
we know very well that sueh a course is no doubt, ha.ve been assig1ied a value, of 
not likely to be followed in these times! .I .•niu. A eondenser 'up to ten times 

Component References A, l 

~ 

HF 

thi~ l'Hpaeity (l mfil.) Pan \n·ll he 'nRe•l if 
more eonvenient, provided that it is of the 
non-inductive type-this ~~:enerally means 
that it is tubular or has a mica tlielectdl•. 
The same remark apJ.llit>s to the condensers 
used between the bottom of t.lte aerial eoil 
and earth, and between the anode winding 
oft.heinter-valve H.F. transformer and earth 

Resistor Variations 
In the ease of the fixed r<'sistors there is 

gen('rally a fair amount. of latitude. Thus, 
the dccoupling re~i~tor t(Jr the H.F: valve 
may have a vahw up to ;},0{)0 ohms hy 
comparison with the 2,000 ohms originally 
a.ssig:nt>d to it; the tldector <ieeoupl••r 
may have a value between about 20,000 ami 
50,000 ohms. It should be t'<'memberl'd in 
<'onnection with these n•sistors that the 
higher their 'l;a!m·s arc made, the lower 1dll 
be the voltages applied to the anode of the 
valves fed by them. lf an H.T. snvply ol 
If,() volts is to be used the voltage will be 
am11le when using the higher values mcn
timwd, but if a voltage of no more than HHJ 
is available it is wise to kePp the resisbtlll'C 
values down to the approximate tigun•s 
shown on the circuit reproduced last month 
and t•cpeated here in I•'ig. 1-with a slight 
modilieation of the wavP-C'bange s,dtdlt's ! 
I wonder how many rl'atlt>rs noticed that, 
with a three-point switch. the auto hias 
resistor ill short-circuite<l when the switch 
is set to the medium-wan· sedion. 

In <'OJmection with reHixtors do not over
look the ffl.ct that when two or more ar{' 
wired in SPriPs the overall value is l'f[IHll 
to the smn of the separate components, and 
also that if two similar resistors arc win•d 
in paralld the eftedivc value is l'qnal to halt 
that of one of the eo m po11ents used n lone. 
It is possihle to ca.kulate the valuo of any 
nm'nht•i· of resistors of \·arying \·a lues wire~! 
in pamllel, but I doubt wht>thei· read(•,:s who 
are _following this S('ries' of cleJilCntary 
articles wonld be greatly interested in thilt 
aspect ·of the it~testion. ,--

Planning the Layout 
Havin<' o·athered toaether all of the 

· compone7Its"'whieh ai-e t~vaihible, arid s·ub~ 
(C0iztinuetl en nexl ~ge.) 

L.S 

~ 

T 
i 
s· 

Carefully check tlw list against the eireuit 
and, if you consider it worth while
it generally is-give refi.·rpncc lettPrs and 
numbers to components sueh as eondPnSPI'S 
and resistors. Start with the condPnsl'r in 
series with the aerial lead and ma.rk it U.l ; 
then go to the aerial tuning condenser and 
ma1·k it C.2. Proeecd in this ·way throughout 
the circuit, doing the same for t'f'~istors. 
Here a start might be made with the upper 
atm of the fixed potentiomcter used to 
teed_ the screening grid of the H. F. valve. 
Uall it R.I, mark the lower one R.2, and 
so on. 

L F 7fonstormer 

Fig. 2.-A suit6hle 
general layout /or a 
-~et incorporating a cir
cuit of the type shown 
in Fig. l. It will be 
seen that reasonable 
compactness is aimed 
al, without mal(ing 
a c cess to component 
terminals difficult. The 
chassi~ layour shown in 
Fig. 3 is usually ro be This procedure might appear to be totally 

unnecessarywhen the circuit is to be used 
by one person only, but for_ the less
experienced constructor the marking will 
serve as a useful guide when wiring. If the 
idea is adopted remember to add the t'f'fi:>r
ences to the list of parts, so that this will cor· 
respond exactly with the the(Wetical <'ireuit. 

wjc 
Switch V. M. ContrOl 

Cond€'nser 

If=-~ 
~ 

® 25mfd On-Off 

~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~-~~-~d~~~~(G~>~G,f~)=S~w~'~k~h,_~~~_L_ 

r------------ 13" ------------f. 
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DESIGN 
(CmatinRed from ,,.,,.;oRs ,..,,..) 

stituted where possible it can easily be 
determined what new part.s, if any, have to 
be bought. Obtain these before going very 
much further. That done, the pract.ica.I 
details of construction can be worked out. 
This part of the work can be very fascin
ating and is very import.ant. The careful 
constructor will make a very rough assembly 
of the baseboard or chassis to be used-in 
either waste wood or stout cardboard-and 
then place the components in position. 
This sounds very easy and straightforward, 
but it should be remembered that literally 
dozens of different arrangements are possible 
and that some will prove better than others ; 
probably one will be best of all. 

Short Leads 
In playing this game of " chess " thPre 

are a few simplP ruks to be obsPrvPd. 
The first is that all leads in grid and anode 
circuits should be a.s short and direct as 
possible. Symmetry of layout helps to give 
a more "professional" appearance, and 
often leads to the best design, but do not 
be afraid to move a coil or valveholder 
slightly out of symmetry to ensure more 
direct wiring. Try thP effect of turning the 
coil base round so that as many terminals as 
possible are almost adjacent. to the terminals 
of components to which they will be wirPd. 
This also applies to valveholders, although 
in this case it is often an advantage to 
place all holders with the lines through their 
filament pins parallel to each other ; this 
permits the use of straight runs of wire 
between the pins. 

Put the H.F. choke very close to the· 
anode pin of the dPtector valvPholder 
and mount all by-pa.ss condensers as near 
as possible to the resistors with which they 
are associated. By doing this many un
wanted instability effects can be obviated. 
At the same time as the parts are being 
positioned on the chassis keep in mind the 
positions of the controls on the panel or 
on. their mounting brackets. It would be 
silly to arrange the coils so that their grid 
leads are short if long wires had to be taken 
to the wave-change switch; especially is 
this the case when a single switch is used 
for both coils, as shown in Fig. I. If it is 
found necessary to have these leads more 
than about 6in. in length it is wise to cover 
the connecting wires with screening braid. 

Baseboard and Chassis Layouts 
Fig. 2 shows a suitable layout when using 

a baseboard and panel for a circuit of the 
type illustrated in Fig. 1. It will be seen 
that the arrangement is compact and that 
short wires can be used throughout. It 
should not be assumed, however, that the 
layout shown is "correct," for it might be 
only partly satisfactory with some corn· 
ponents. Nevertheless, it does represent 
a good starting-point for the " game of 
chess " mentioned previously. 

In Fig. 3 the corresponding layout for 
chassis-form construC'tion is shown. It will 
be seen that this layout is more compaet. 
due to the fact that the L.F. transform<>r, 
H.F. choke and other of the small com
ponents are mounted below the baseboard. 
The on-off switch and wave-change switch 
are also mounted below the baseboard level 
on t.he front of the chassis. Small com
ponents such as fixed resistors and con
densers are omitted in both cases, since 
these would be suspended (rigidly) in the 
wiring where not supported entirely by 
their own wire end connPctions. 

A metal or metallised chassis or a 
met.a.llised baseboard is always to be 
pref(:rrt>d, partl~· l){·eause it simplifies the 
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making of carth-t'Cturn connections. and 
partly because the metal provides a 
measure of screening. Incidentally, it has 
been assumed in preparing the diagrams 
for both Figs. 2 and 3 that st>reened eoils 
and H.F. choke would be used. Should 
these 'components be unscreened the coils 
should be mounted at right angles on a 

October, 19.(0 
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baseboard (one coil being attachl'd to a 
bracket which holds it parallel to tire 
baseboard). When using a chassis it would 
probably be possible to place one coil 
underneath and to attach it to the chassis 
side. The inter-valve coil would probably 
be placed in this position and the choke 
could be set at right anglPs to it by mount

ing on another t~ide 
ml'mber. 

T[Q- -©)~:-@--1" 
1. 'T'~"o'"~ :: ;. ,-----;~ '"",._, 

Once the lavout has 
been finally · decided 
lines can be drawn· 
round the principal 
components, after 
which screw hilies may 
be- drilled and the parts 
l!l"curely attached one 
at a time. In most 
instances this should 
be completed before 
starting the wiring, 
but if it is noticed 
that some terminals 
will be difficult of 
access after the parts 
have been mounted, 
lengths of connecting 
wire can be at.tachPd 
to them first ; they 
will be cut to lPngth 
later when the wiring 
is being done. 

7. ::-~-. : '-~ I 

~-~~- -~--·----~ -, ~~· 
I I ' 

' A end! .: Two - Ga('g 

Coil condenser 

Fig. 3.-The more compact form of consrrucrion made possible by using 
a meral or metallised chassis. As in Fig. 2, dimensions are approximate 

only and componems are not of any pariicl)lar mal(e or type. 
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Remote Control 
Systems 

New Methods of Operating Radio Receivers 
Without the Use of Wires or Cables 

MANY people like to add one or more 
extension loudspeakers to their 
radio.receiver so that the broadcast 

programmes can be received in two or more 
rooms, and a logical development is remote 
control mechanism for the receiver so that 
the set can be controlled from any room 
containing a loudspeaker .. 

A common arrangement is to couple 
suitable control mechanism at the receiver 
and at a remote point together by means of 
a greater or lesser number of electric wires 
or cables according to the nature of the 
control system employed. In many arrange
ments of this kind the remote control 
installation can be both elaborate and 
costly. 

The object of this article is to present 
two schemes whereby the tuning, volume, 

The relays 14-17 are preferably sensitive 
to rectified signal currents, and are each 
connected with a tuned rectifier circuit 
from which signal crirrents for operating it 
are derived through rectifiers. The number 
of tuned circuits correspond to the number 
of relays and functions to be controlled 
which, in the present example, are four, 
requiring four tuned circuits indicated at 
20, 21, 22 and 23 for the relays 14, 15, 16 
and 17;· respectively. One_ side of each 
tuned circuit, and each of the relay coils 
are connected to earth at one terminal, 
while the opposite terminals· arc connected 
through suitable rectifiers, indicated at 25, 
26, 27 and 28. 

The circuits 20-23, inclusive, each include 
an audio or modulation frequency 
inductance 30 provided with an adjustable 

Fig. 2.-Circuit o/ the transmitting portion of the remote control. 

wave change or other functions of a 
receiver can be controlled from a remote 
point without the use of wiring. 

In the arrangement shown in Figs. 1, 2 
and 3, the remote control compri.'les in 
effect a miniature modulated carrier-wave 
radio transmitter, shown diagrammatically 
in Fig. 2, which is battery-operated and 
thus completely self-contained, and it can 
be placed at any convenient remote point, 
and a receiver, shown in Fig. I, which picks 
up signals from the transmitter and causes 
the controls of the receiver, shown at the 
top of Fig. 1, to be operated in accordance 
with the nature of the signals from the 
remote point. 

Motor-driven Controls 
Referring to Fig 1, for the continuous 

control of tuning and volume in a radio 
receiver 5, the tuning control shaft 6 and 
the volume control shaft 7 are connected 
to reversible electric motors 8 and 9, 
respectively energised through connections 
10 from the radio receiver, and controllable 
in direction of operation through a reversing 
circuit comprising a ground connection 11 
and circuit leads 12 and 13. 

The system is adapted for controlling 
the motors through circuits 12 and 13 by 
energising suitable relays 14,15, 16 and 17. 
The latter are provided with contacts 18 
for connecting the control leads 12 and 13 
to earth, thereby causing operation of the 
motors 8 and 9 in either direction as the 
relays 14 and 15, and the relays 16 and 17 
are selectively energised by suitable means. 

shunt tuning condenser 31, whereby the 
circuits are tuned to different modulation 
or audio frequencies which are to be 
utilised as the control frequenci~s for the 
system. In the present example, tbese 
control frequencies, which may be referred 

55 

Fig. 3.-A more semitioe arrangement /or t~ 
reaioe;. 
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Fig. I.-Circuit 
o/ a receioer 
operated as des-
cribed in this 

article. 

to as fl, f2, f3, f4, may be considered to be 
below 1,000 cycles and to be spaced sub
stantially 100 cycles apart. 

Signals at the desired control frequencies 
of the present example are supplied by 
vibrators 33, 34, 35 and 36 (Fig. 2) located 
in a portable remote control unit 37 and 
are conveyed to the receiving system and to 
the respective tuned rectifier circuits 20-23 
on a carrier-wave generated by an oscillator 
38 in the remote control unit, and demodu
lated at the receiver by a demodulator 39. 

Demodulator 
The demodulator comprises a circuit 40 

tuned to the carrier-wave and coupled to 
an antenna 41 for supplying the carrier
wave, modulated at any one of the control 
frequencies, to a detector 42. The latter 
serves to demodulate the received signal 
and is provided with an outpu~ circuit 43 
which is broadly responsive to all of the 
differing control frequencies. 

In the present example, a valve detector 
is utilised for greater sensitivity, and the 
output circuit 43 is an output anode circuit 
including two coupling coils 44 and 45 in 
series, to which the control frequency 
circuits 20-23 are coupled in pairs, one 
pair for each function to be controllOO. 
As shown, the output circuit of the de
modulator 42 is coupled through the 
winding 44 to the circuits 20 and 21 for the 
rectifiers 25 and 26 by placing the winding 
44, and the windings 30 for the circuits 
referred to, on a common core, or other· 
wise inductively coupling them to provide 
a coupling transformer having two second
ary windings and a common primary wind
ing. 

The modulator qutput circuit is a simple 
untuned circuit involving a single coupling 
coil for each pair of control frequencies, 
and the transformer: arrangement is greatly 
simplified, since the tuned circuits for each 
rectifier are inductively coupled or mounted 
on the same core with a common coupling 
coil. 

The coil. 45 is similarly coupled to the 
circuits 22 and 23 for the rectifiers 27 and 
28. Thus, the function of volume control 

iCtmtittwd on nmct f>dge) 
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REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
(Coltlinued from preYious page) 

i$ responsive to signals received through 
the circuits 20 and 21 from-the winding 44, 
and the function of tuning control is 
responsive to signals received through the 
circuits 22 and 23 from the winding 45. 

These circuits may be' coupled to the 
Qutput circuit of tl!e modulator in any other 
suitable manner, or .additional circuits may 
be coupled to the demodulator output 
circuit 43, as shoWll, for example, in Fig. 3, 
wherein the W'ind.ixwJ 30 for the tuned 
circuits 20-23 are. each individually coupled 
tQ separate priml!ory windings 50-53 re
s:Pectively. , This provides an arrangement 
whereby the circuits may be made more 
se~tive to the control frequencies, since 
each of the primary winding!! m-ty be 

and all of the receiving and transmitting 
circuits may include inductances which 
require very little space. Furthermore, the 
valves used, such as the valve 42, and any 
transmitting valves in the remote control 
unit 37, may be of the so-c&lled "acorn" 
type, although the consideration of size is 
not of such great import.ance in the receiver. 

Oscillator D~tails 
Referring more particulady to Fig. 2, 

the oscillator 38 comprises an oscillator 
valve 60, which may be of the " acorn " 
type having an anode 61 coupled through 
a. coil 62 with a tuned high frequency circuit 
63, which is connected between ground or 

· ch&ssis 64 and an aeri&l 65. The circuit 63 
is also coupled to the control grid 66, and 
through the earth connections 64, and a 
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Fig. 4.-A tuned-reed 

remote control devi~. 
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tuned to the same frequency as the second
ary winding to which it is coupled, by means 
of a shrint condenser 54. 

Relay Control 
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, the 

rectifier for each pair of circuits, such as the 
circuits 20 and 21 and the circuits 22 and 
23, may be provided with a common 
cathode 55 and separate anodes 56 and 57 
for each of the associated circuits, to control 
relays 58 and 59 for the same or different 
functions, as in Fig. 1. For example, the 
relays 58 may control the power supply for 
the receiving system, whereby it is turned 
on and off from a remote point, as indicated, 
while the relay 59 may control the wave
band change for two differing wave bands, 
as indicated. 

Either rectifier circuit and transformer 
arrangement, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3, 
or a combination of both types, may be 
utilised in certain control systems, the 
circuit of Fig. 3 having the advantage, in 
addition to that hereinbefore noted, that 
it is slightly more sensitive, that the use of 
a.-Single rectifier of the double anode type 
simplifies the circuit and permits a rectifier, 
for example, of the copper oxide type, to 
be used, thus obviating the necessity for 
CQ~ection with the receiving system for 
supplying cathode heating current. 

battery 67 is connected to the cathode 68. 
The oscillator is provided with the usual 
grid condenser, and grid leak 69. -, 

Each of the vibrators 33-36 is provided 
with a tunable electro-magnet, or operating 
winding 70, across which is connected a 
shunt condenser 71 for tuning this winding 
to a pre-determined audio frequency, the 
various vibrator tuned circuits differing one 
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Fig. 5.-Details of a 
push - button reed • 

operating device. 

from the other in frequency. For example, 
the vibrators shown may be tuned for 
response at 500, 600, 700 and 800 cycles. 

The windings are energised from the 
battery 67, one lead 72 being connected to 
the battery and to the coils 70 in parallel, 
while the remainder of the battery circuit 
for each coil is completed through ground 
64 and a push-button switch to the vibrator 
contact. In the present ~xample, one 
switch is provided for each vibrator as 
indicated at 73, 74, 75 and 76 having 
contacts 77 connected with the vibrator 
contacts 78.' The vibrator armatures are 
indicated at 79 and are connected with their 
respective coils. 

The switches are also provided with an 
additional contact 80, through which the 
filament 68 is energised to cause simul
taneous operation of the oscillator with a 
selected vibrator. 

Vibrators 

provided with a suitable by-pass condenser 
82 to ground. 

The contacts 82 are .arranged to be 
engaged by the vibrator armature contacts 
when moied in the forward· position under 
the impulse of the exciting current from 
the battery and serve to connect the coil 
circuit of the vibrator then in operation 
with the anode circuit, to apply the voltage 
across the circuit to the anode circuit, thus 
~liminating the necessity for providing a 
separate plate supply battery in the remote 
control unit, and permitting the said unit 
tQ be made relatively small in size. 

With the new low fi1a.ment voltage 
valves available, the battery 67 may 
comprise a single dry cell of small size, 
since the vibrator and oscillator are placed 
in operation only when tuning and the 
power requirements are low. 

An Alt~ative System 
It is also possible to devise a simple and 

less expensive wireless remote control 
system which needs no batteries, or other 
external soilrce of power for its operation. 
Such an arrangement is shown in Figs. 
4, 5 aud 6, in which both the transmitter 
and receiver of the remote control are 
provided with tuned reeds that vibrate in 
strong magnetic fields. 

Referring to Figs. 4, 5 and 6, a number 
of tuned vibratory reeds 5 and 6 are 
provided in a remote control unit 7, and a 
corresponding number of tuned vibrato~ 
reeds 8 and 9 are provided at the receivin" 
portion of the system. The reeds 5 and 8 
are tuned to vibrate at the same frequency 
f~o while the reeds 6 and 9 are tuned to 
vibrate a.j; a second frequency f2• Any 
suitable number of pairs of reeds may be 
provided to operate at differing frequencies 
in t-he audio frequency range, as required 
to control a given number of functions of 
the receiver. 

The reeds 5 and 6 are fixed at one end 
10 to vibrate between the poles .11 of 
permanent magnets 12. The reeds are 
provided with pick-up coils 13 and 14 
associated with the poles of the electro
magnets, which receive a voltage when the 
reeds are caused to vibrate between the 
poles ll. The coils are connected in parallel 
across an output circuit 15 which terminates 
in a radiator or loop antennoo 16. 

The reeds are caused to vibrate by being 
plucked at the free ends and this action 
may be arranged for push-button control, 
as shown in Fig. 5, wherein the end of the 
reed 5 is positioned to be engaged by a. 

(Continued on opposite fJagt) 

Avdio 
frequ_ency 
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'The carrier frequency utilised is such that 
it does not interfere with radio reception 
and, therefore, may be of an order such 
that jt falls outside the audio frequency, 
radio frequency and intermediate frequency 
ranges normally employed in receiving 
systems. For example, it may be of the 
order of 20 kc. However, preferably it may 
include ultra-high frequency waves of the 
order of 300 mc/s, or 1 metre, or even 
higher in frequency, in order that the 
carrier wave may not penetrate to any 
distance, and may be about the same in 
this respect as acoustic waves, thereby 
permitting operation of this type of remote . 
control system to be practical for ordinary 
houses, or apartments, where interference 
must be. maintained at a miniinum. The 
use of tlie higher frequency ca,rrier has the 
further advantage that the aerial 41 may 
be 'small, and may consist of a short rod, 

The circuit is so arranged that the anode 
current for the oscillator is derived from 
the tuned circuits of the vibrators by the 
connection of the oscillator filament, and 
the low potential ends of the vibrator coils 
to earth through the battery 67, while the 37fl-,n--n...l 
vibrator armatures _are provided with 
contacts 82 connected in parallel with a 
supply circuit 83 for the oscillator anode, 
which is connected through a high' fre. 
quency c4oke coil 84 with the oscillator 
anode -circuit 85. · The anode circuit is Fig. tuned-reed re~iver. 
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finger 17 earried by a push-rod 18 conrwcted 
·with a pnBh button 19. The push button 19 
is depressed against the action of a spring 
20 and cause;; the finger 17 to pluck or 
snap the end of the reed, causing it to 
vibrate at the preaetermined frequeney to 
whieh it is tuned. Voltage fluctuations at 
that frequency occur in tile associated 
pick-up coi\13 or 14, and are applied to the 
radiator or loop 16. 

The energy radiated from the loop 16 is 
tJicked up at the receiving point a short 
distance away, by a receiving loop 25 and 
is amplified through an amplifier 26 
connected with the loop through a suitable 
coupling means such as a transformer 27. 
The output circuit 28 of the amplifier is 
connected with the operating coils 29 and 
30 of relay devices indicated at 31 and 32, 
in which the vibratory reeds 8 and 9 are the 
armature elements. Suitable contact 
elements 33 and 34 are arranged to be 
closed with the reeds and actuated by 
control circuits 35 and 36 in any suitable 
radio tuning or other control system as 
indicated generally at 37. 

Additional Reeds 
While two tuned reeds are shown in the 

transmitting devices or remote control 
unit, and a corresponding number in the 
receiving portion of the system, as pre
viously referred to, additional reeds may 
be provided at the transmitting and 
re·ceiving portion of the system, one for 
each desired function to be controlled. 

&c~ - . 

l PROBLEM No. 412 
I MAJOR had a battery receiver which gave 
i splendid quality and he thought it I would be a good idea to make some graJUo-
1 phoue records of broadcasts picked up on the 
I receiver. He therefore connected a standard 
I gramophone pick-up to two terminals and 1 fitted a two-pole change-over switch to change 
i loudspeaker to pick-up and when he had 
i found a good signal he made a test record by 
:· switching over to the pick-up, placing a new 
i steel needle in it and placing an aluminium i blank on the turntable. He made a tracking 
1 device to obtain the correct spiral trace on the 
• blank. When he tried to replay the disc he 
i found, however, that he could only hear an i unintelligible noise, although the signals in 
i the speaker were perfectly clear and undis
i torted. What was wrong ? Three books will 
I be awarded for the first three correct solutions 
! opened. Entries must be addressed to The 
j Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George Newncs, 
;, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, 
i Strand, London, W .C.2. Envelopes must be 
•,· marked Problem No. 412 in the top left-hand 

corner and must be posted to reach this office 
f... not later than the first post on Monday, . 

September 16th, 1940. .-............ _ ........................................................................... .,. 
Solution to Problem No. 411 

Although Jenkins appreciated the fact that the 
pentode had ditferent working characteristics and 
accordingly changed the bias circuit, he overlooked 
the fact that the load required by a pentode ditfers 
from that of a triode and he thus omitted to modify 
his output circnit. Thus the mismatching of his 
speaker accounted for the distortion and poor output. · 

The following three readers successfully solved 
Problem No. 410 and books have accordingly been 
forwarded to them: V. Colwell, 1, Crown Cottage, 

·Cannot, Coleford, Glos. ; D. S. Price, 39, Nelson Road, 
Bournemouth; E. Irons, 82, Dunkeld Road, Dagenham, 
Essex. 
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From the foregoing description, it will 
be seen that, when a button 19 is pressed 
at the remote control point·, one of the 
reeds is forced from its position of equili
brium and, upon being released, vibrates 
at its natural fr~>quency f1 or f2 • The 
vibration of the reed induces a voltage in 
the pick-up coil 13 or 14 which causes a 
current to flow through the transmitting 
radiator or loop 16 at the frequencv of the 
reed which has been actuated. · 

The signal f1 or f2 is picked up by t.he 
receiving loop 25, and is preferably am
plified substantially 60 db, and being applied 
to the relay devices in parallel, the fre
quency respon~.s thereto without the 
necessity for filter circuits or selector 
switch >means. This causes a control 
circuit to be energised or de-energised, 
depending upon elements 33 and 34. 

25 

FLEXIBLE CHASSIS SUPPORTS 
. £VEN with modern valves, microphony is 

sometimes experienced due to feed- back 
from the speaker, or to vibration of the 
conden~er vanes. For that reason it invari
ably pays to mount the receiver chassi:;: 
on flexible bushes. One simple met.hod is to 
ma.kc four fairly large holes in the chassis 
and fit rubber grommets in the~. Long 
mounting screws arc passed through the 
grommets, and then through short lengths 
of rubber tubes or pieces of sponge 
rubber, and into the base of the cabinet. 

Another method is to fit a disc of 
sponge rubber on each side of the 
('hassis and pass a screw through this ; in 
that l'ase the hole in the chassis must be 
big enough completely to clear the shank 
of the screw. 

IN DIFFICULT TIMES LIKE 
THESE FATHERLY ADVICE 
AND GUIDANCE IS YOU WANT HELP 

REAL HELP 
Therefore, delay Is useless ; it Is 
worst>, lt Is harmful. I HAVE HELPED THOUSANDS OF OTHERS 

. • . and when I say thousands, I do not exaggerate, 
as I can produce well over 10,000 unsolicited testi
monials from grateful students who, 
through our Postal Training, have 
achieved their life's ambition. 

During the last war many people 
learned how to write short stories, 
etc. ; to-day a number of them are 
world-famed authors. 

By becoming efficient In your 
vocation you can give the best 
service to your country and to 
yourself. The more you increase 
your earning power the better it is 
for the country aud for yourself 
personally. 

If it 
establish 

War or no war, earning power 
always lirings its possessor to the 
front. It is no use waiting for 
better times. The ideal opportunity 
never arrives, We have to make 
the best of existing conditions. LET ME BE YOUR 

FATHER 

Is your desire to make progress and 
yourself in a good career, write to 

us for free particulars on any 
subject which Interests you, or if 
your career is undecided, write 
and tell us of your likes and dis
likes, and we will give you practical 
advice as to the possibilities of a 
vocation and how to succeed In 
it. You will be und~r no obli
gation whatever. It is our pleasure 
to help. We never take studenta 
for courses unless we feel satisfied 
they are sultable. Do not forget 
that success is not the prerogative 
of the brilliant. Our experience 
of over thirty years proves that 
the will to succeed achieves more 
than out-~ 
st andlng 
brilliancy. · 

DO ANY OF THESE SUB.JECTS INTEREST YOU'l 
Aeoounlancy EnmlDalicl!ls 
~~-::J=: and Solea lllanapm1111 

A.X.I. Pin B. Bu1a1. 
Applied llochiDiu 
Army Clortillcalel, 
Auclloneers and Ellato Apnla 
Avlalloa Bapnoerillg 
BllllldDg 
Blue Prinll 
Boilm 
Book-keeptnc, AocoanlaDor Uld 

llodom Bulnou llllllloda 
B.lo. <Bnc.) 
Builders' QuODiilloo 
hlldina, A:chlleolue IDd Clerk 

o!Worb 
Cambridp llanlor 8ebool Certitloale 
Civil Bncinoeriac 
Civil hrvloe 
AD Oommerclal Su)Jecta 
CoiiUDOrCial Arl 
Coaonle md Blruotval EDci1llllriDC 

=::::.":"'':&' ~=~bieola 
md 'l'8JIIiDaiiOIIO 

6eDeraiBdaeolioll 

~~s:d ~liD& 
llldllllrial llhoJDIAn> 
laolllnle ot Jl,ouiDa -lOUJlBiilm 
llaihiiiUII!oe 
lhlricalation 
llelallll!ll' 
lllDIDC, all nblecll 

1/ you do not see your own requirements above, 

STUDY AT HOME IN 
YOUR SPARE TIME 

lllDIDC, Bltoolrlcal Bnctneerlnc 
llolor BDI!inoerinc 
llolor 1'rade 
lltmicipal ud CcnalliJ BDI!ia .. H 
Raval Arohlleclure 
Rovol WriliD& 
Pattern :JI&ldnc 
~ ... w~eo .... 
Pnc!oplon, Collep ot 
l'leoa Tool Work 
l'locluotion BalineeriDr 
Pampa IDd Pamplnc llacblnen 

Badio Communication ~ Badlo Service BDI!iaoerinc 

Boad :JI&ldnc Uld ·Salelm&IIIIJ!p, I.BJI.A. 
Bllllilallcm ' 
Sollool AlteDdaDco Olloer 

:t".:a:.la~~ ' . ··.· 0 

Sblpbuildlna 
llllorlhand (Pilman'a) 
llllori Blory WriliD& 
SpealdDa ill Public 
Slraolural BDI!iaoerillg 
Burvoylnr 
Teaohon o! llaadloralll 
Tolephaay and Tol-llh> 
TelevialoD 
Traalporl 11111. Euma. 
Viewers, Ga111ers, Jnapeotors 
Woilhle and II8&111H1 lulpeelor 
Woldioc 
WiHIMI Tol...,.phJ IDd TelephoD> 
Workl IIOU&pn 

write w us on any subject. Full varttculars tree. 

1--------------------::-.... ----------
JOURNALISM 

Short Story, Novel and Play Writing 
There is money and pleasute in Journalism and in 
Story Writinr. No apprenticeship, no p_llpilare, no 
examinations, no outfit necessary. Writing for 
newspapers, novels or pictures, is not a gift ; it is 
a science that can be acquired by dilirent applica
tion and proper guidance. It is the most fascinating 
way of making pastime profitable. Trained ability 
only is r~quired, we do the training by post. Let us 
tell you about it. 

Department of Literature No. 104 

TO DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT 
COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD. 

Please send me (free of charge) 
Particulars of ••..••.• , • }(Cros& out line 
Your private advice about does not 

.. 'pi.'i..\s'E. wiit'i'E' 'ir'l' '8Loci<. LETTERs· •• 

Name ••••••••••·•••••••••••••···••••••••••••• 

Addreu ....................................... . 
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Comment, Chat and Criticism 

Outline of Musical History-12 
BEFORE we arrive at the greatest of 

all the geniuses of the nineteenth 
century, and the only one besides 

J. S. Ba.ch who might, but doesn't, success. 
fully challenge Beethoven's occupation of 
Mount Olympus, we must discuss that very 
challenging and arresting figure, J ohannes 
Brahms, who was born at Hamburg in 1833. 

Brahms is the one great " classicist " 
which this incurably romantic century 
threw up. He followed straight down the 
pathway opened up by Beethoven, and the 
saying that "Brahms began where 
Eeethoven left off" is not. inappropriate if 
we bear in mind that the great man of 
Bonn had blazed the trail and done most 
of the pioneer work required by a man of 
Bmhma'e temperament. Incidentally, this 
sayi,ng came from the amazing resemblance 
and similarity in character between the 
themes of the finales of Brahms's first and 
Beethoven's last-ninth-symphonies·; a 
similarity too striking to afford it any chance 
of getting by unnoticed ! 

Brahms probably led the most "un
eventful'' life of any great a.rti&t. A 
biographer; looks in vain for the exciteJll("nts 
and the adventures which usually fill so 
many pages in a famous musician's story. 
Brahms's story is the simplest in the 
worW to tell : hard work. Little else filled 
it, except the usual run of concert-giving, 
teaching and conducting various I!IOCieties' 
orchestras and choirs. 

Its chief landmark is probably an in
troduction he obtained to Joachim, the 
famous violinist, in 1853. Joachim gave 
the young master lettem to Liszt and 
Schumann. On the strength of his Scherzo, 
Op. 4, Liszt adopted Brahms 8i8 an adherent 
of the, then, most advanced school of 
mnsica.l thought,. whilst Schumann's 
r.dmilatioo and prophecies for his future 
brought him in touch with the famous 
publiSher Bartel. He also wrote a memor
able article on him in his magazine," Nene 
Zeitschrift fiir Musik" ; an article which 
gave each new one of Brahms's compositions 
the fiercest publicity upon publication, and 
eaused them to be discussed and sought as 
widely as any music then being produced. 

The first piano concerto, in D minor, was 
recei~ with a storm of abuse and opposi· 
tion beeaW!e of its uncompromising nature, 
and the absence of all those endearing 
features &nd qualities that go to make the 
oooeertos of Mozart and Beethoven so uni
fllfSally beloved. Brahms himself played it. 

Associations with Vienna 
He was attracted to Vienna. by his ever

increasing interest in Hungarian folk music. 
His masterly employment of it, in hi8 
Hungarian Dances and other works, is 
only IIUl'pe;ssed by Lillzt. He lived in Vienna 
from 1&61 until his death in 1897. He lies 
eiOI!Ie to Beethoven and Schubert. 

Not only is :Bra.hm.ll the last of the great 
German symphonists, but the last of that 
great dynasty of German composers which 
for over two hundred years reignoo over 
music in undisputed sovereignty. With the 
expeption of some masterpieces by Riehard 
Strauss, the last of which appeared over 
twenty years ago, Germany has sunk to the 
lowest depths; sueh depths, in fact, that it 
is difficult to believe that any good music 
ever came out of the land. It shows no 
gradual eclip.'*l or falling otf as marked its 
rise : it just ended. The reasons for this 
phenomenon are obviously beyond the sco{)E' 

of this article. But the rise to power, this 
century, of those forces that we are now 
fighting must rank as one of the most 
potent. 

Like Beethoven, whom he resembles at 
many points, Brahms took most of music's 
world for his field and exploitation : opera 
seems about the only one in which he was 

Our Music Critic. Maurice 
Reeve. Reviews the Works 

of Brahms 
not interested. His whole output, however, 
was nothing like so huge as Beethoven's, 
and he was past middle age before he 
essayed on the firilt of his four symphonies; 
sixty years after Beethoven wrote his last. 
Seeing that those years may be said to 
have bOOn among the most revohitionary in 
all :lltUSic, embracing_ . the " Symphonie 
Fantaatique" and " Tristan und Ii!Olde," 
Brahms'• work shows little, if any, advance 
in thought or idea beyond that of his mighty 
prototype. That it was highly original, and 
stamped with its composer's personality, 
cannot be gainsaid. But it has often been 
repeated by those who are opposed to the 
school tlmt wants to place Brahms at the 
head of all composers-and I think with 
jllStness and accuracy-that the almost 
total absence of new ideas in his works, and 
his willingness to walk down the tracks 
that others had beaten out, instead of 
opening up new ones for himself, must 
compel him to take a place rather below, 
than on top of, Mount Olympus. 

But that he remains one of the world's 
foremost musical geniuses, and that he has 
contributed to music an imperishable store 
of rich and lovely work, is his title to ever
lasting fame. 

Chamber Music 
In spite of his magnificent symphouiea, 

and such works as the Requiem and SQag 
of Destiny~horus with oreheatra.-it is 
in cltamber music that :Brahm& llu soored 
his greatest tri'&mphs. Hen .be may be 
said to be Beethoven's equal, and in thoee 
examples which call in the co-operation 
of a piano, his superior-not forgetting the 
Archduke Trio. They achieve the per. 
fection of balance and poise between the 
various instrnments, and huge, almost 
orchestral, effects are obtained in their 
big moments which, however, never offend 
by going beyond the limits set ·by the 
type of music. Some of his loveliest 
melodies, too, are in these works ; and 
here again he proves his genius for writing 
this type of music by imparting into them 
certain qualities-chamber qualities, if I 
may be permitted to coin a phrase
which cause one ~ believe that they 
have found their true .destiny by coming 
to rest in these works, and that they 
would not have shown up to anything like 
the same ad vantage in any others. 

Concertos 
The second piano concerto, in B flat, 

is a marvellous work, and can easily claim 
to be the longest and most difficult of all 
concertos. Its four movements are packed 
with lovely melodies and rhythms of a folk 
nature, and the second-the only ooe not 
in the tonic key-was added afterwards 

as some relief was deemed necessary. 
Some critics, including the writer, comider 
it the best. 

Both Brahms's two other concertos are 
also grand works, lofty in inspiration and 
brilliant in execution. One is for violin 
and the other for violin and 'cello--the 
only one of its kind. Ha.d Beethoven 
not written his for the violin, then Brahms 
would have stood without a peer. But, 
magnificent and imperishable as it is, it is 
too much influenced by the shades of Bonn, 
as is so much of Brahms's work. Strikingly 
original as the content is of all Brahms's 
music, it bears too great a similarity in plan 
and design to its forerunners. Brahms 
reached his musical maturity at a very 
early age-witness the piano quintet in F 
minor-and consequently fonnd very little 
left to say afterwards. It has been said, 
and not unjustly, that were the quintet to 
be labelled in the catalogue of Brahms's 
works as Op. 136 instead of Op. 36, no qne 
could detect its chronological misplace
ment. 

As a Song Writer 
Brahms wrote wonderful songs, many of 

which are worthy to rank beside the best of 
Schuma.nn and Schubert. The overtures, 
" Tragic ., and " An Academic Festival," 
and such works as tile Variations on a Theme 
by Haydn, are juatly famous and univer
sally played. 

The piano works are a curious contri
bution to the literature of the instrument. 
They consist for the most part of collec
tions of short pieces-Intermezzos, Capric· 
cios, :&Dades, etc.-hich are chippings 
off the main granite slab. Although 
" some Bra.hms " is expected on most 
recital prQgrammeS, none of them oome 
within the. category of beloved pieces, like 
so much of Chopin and Schumann. He 
liltlldom. " lets himself go " or lets his fancy 
wa.Dder. He could no more have written 

' the " butterfty " study or the Berceuse 
tha.n jump the moon. 

The big-scale works are two early sonataa, 
two magnificent and gigantic sets of varia
tions on themes by Paganini and Handel
the latter with a monumental fugue ; arid 
two sets of exquisite" Liebesleider Waltzes," 
in which the stem master waxes lyrical iD 
as near the Chopin vein as he probably ever 
got. 

Bra.hms' s music is amongst the sternest 
and most formidable ever written ; as 
difficult to perform as it is to listen to. 
It is extremely polyphonic and lacks the 
graces and ornaments of some other 
masters. The cross rhythm in which he 
frequently indulges, together with some 
rather unyielding harmonic and melodic 
characteristics,' makes it puzzling and for
bidding for many to whom " the fifth " 
is " a thiDg of beauty "and " a joy for ever.'' 

Brahms Night at the ~-
But tha.t he is very high up in the hler

arehy is :recognized even by those whom he 
fails to sweep off their feet. And a Brahms 
Night at the Proms.-especially with the 
violin or the second piano concertos 
filling the bill-dmws a.n enormous house. 
To the highbrow musician his name is 
sacred, and many do not hesitate to style 
him the greatest of all symphonists. But 
to those who look to music to tug at the.ii 
hea:rtatrings, then Mr. Brahtns will seldom 
satisfy them. 
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Push-button Control 
AT least two adjustments are usually 

necessary to set any one push
but,ton to a particular transmitter 

in the pre-tuned circuit type of receiver. 
The input and oscillator circuits of the 
mixer have to be tuned so that the former 
circuit is in resonance with the signal it is 
desired to receive, and the latter circuit 
adjusted to a frequency such that the I.F. 
signal will have the appropriate frequency, 
and separate trimmers are URlmlly provided 
for making these adjustments. 

It would obviously be convenient if the 
two adjustments could be ganged together 
so that only one adjustment is necessary, 
>tnd in a design recently published by the 
Radio Corporation of America this has 
been done. 

The tuning unit is shqwn in Figs. I and 
2. It consists of the input circuit inductance 
l and the oscillator inductanee 4 wou)ld 
upon a common former 14, and tuned by 
means of the movable iron cores 3 and 14 
respectively. These cores are adjusted by 
the same 1tdjusting screw ll, which, is 
secured to or moulded into the end of one 
of the cores and extends axially therefrom 
as sbown and the other core is joined with 
the first core in axially spaced relat,ion 
thereto, by an insulating body or core 
element l 2, which is moulded between the 
main core elements. This inRulating mem
ber may be constructed of moulded in
sulating material, and the core elements 
may be of moulded magnetite material, 
whereby both the cores and the insulating 
member may be moulded preferably in one 
cylindrical body, as shown, and all being 
substantially the same diameter to slide 
freely in the coil former 14. 

Iron Cores 
In the preferred embodiment shown, the 

two iron •·ores 3 and 5 are substantially 
!in. long, separated by the insulating mem
ber 12 which is substantially £in. long. 
The iron cores are shown in their extreme 
withdrawn position from \)oils 1 and 4, 
with which they are associated respectively. 
The coils may consist of 80 turns of No. 36 
enamel-covered wire. This arrangement 
and design provides for trming in the broad
cast band with the lll3Ximum possible 
tuning variation range. 

The inductances 1 and 4 are provided with 
fixed shrmt capacities to determine their 
tuning ranges. The oscillator inductance 4 
is· shrmted by the capacities 6 and 7 in 
series in order to avoid the necessity for 
tapping the inductance, the common point 
of the capacities being earthed and the ends 
of the inductance 4 being connected to the 
control grid and auxiliary anode of the 
mixer according to the well-known Colpitts 
circuit. 

In order to gang the input and oscillator 
circuits, the latter is shrmted by an adjust
able inductance 9, which may conveniently 
be wound on the common former 14 at the 
end adjacent to the oscillator inductance 4, 
and provided with an iron core 10 adjustable 
by means of the adjusting screw 13. 

Tracking Curve . 
Assuming a pre-determined frequency 

difference between the two circuits, such as 
400 ·kc. for example, as a desired inter
mediate frequency, the windings are tuned 
initially to this frequency difference at 
1,400 kc., for the oscillator and 1,000 kc. 
for the signal input circuit, as indicated in 

A Simplified Adjustment for 

Pre-tuned Push-button 

Receivers 

Fig. 3 at the points A and B respectively, 
on the curve..~ C and D, which indicate the 
ideal tracking of the oscillat.or at C with the 
signal input circuit at D in tuning over the 
range of from lOO to 1,000 kc. These curves 
are plotted betwec;n frequency and relative 

Figs. I and 2.-Section o/ complete tuner unit 
and details o/ the iron cores. 

inductance change. It will be noted that 
substantiaJly a conRtant frequency "differ
ence of 400 kc. iR maintained throughout the 
range. 

The ideal traeking curve C for the 

IOOOk 

lOO KC 

enrvc C. The use of a greater diameter coil 
of the same length as the input inductance 
causes the oscillator tuning curve to be 
slightly too high between the two line-up 
points at the low and high frequency ends 
of. the tuning range. while the use of the 
shunt coil tends to make the oscillator 
tuning curve too low between the two 
line-up points, although in either, cao.c the 
line-up may be kept within practical limits 
of satisfactory operation. The curvE's E 
and F are drawn with the dPpartnre from 
the ideal curve somewhat exaggerated in 
order to show the t<'ndcncy of the ehanue 
more elearly. 

lu providing the method for tracking a~ 
shown in the unit of Fig. 3, the oscillator 
inductance 4 is wound on a sleeve JP 
placed between it and the coil former, Rn<t 
the tracking or shunt inductance !I is :ll>r• 
provided. The tracking curve fm I he 
oscillator assumes n, form somewhat as 
shown at G in Fig. 4, and more duscly 
approximates the ideal curve C by crossing 
this curve, so that the departure therdiom 
is only slightly higher over a certain portion 
of the tuning range, and only slightly 
lower over the remaining portion of the 
tuning range, than the desired frequency 
characteristic C. 

Shunt-tracking Coil 
The shunt-tracking coil 9 !or the oReillator 

is made relatively high in inductance value 
with respect to the main oscillator tuning 
inductance, and the lowering of the overall 
inductance of the circuit is compensat<.>d hy 
the shunt capacitance irf each cireuit. 

The shrmt inductance 9 may be or the 
multi-layer type, as indicated, and sinec it 
is eonnected in parallel with the inductnnee 
winding 4 it may be placed adja<·r·nt 
thereto. The casing 17 for the unit is of 
metal and is provided with :1 ()(mtral HhiPid 

500KC 

lOO KC 

ring 18 surround· 
ing the evil fomier 
I 4 between the 
windiugs l n11d 4 
to preve11t nulia
tion of oscillations 
from the oscillator 
section of t.IJ<• t u he 
through the signal 
input circuit to the 
aerial circuit.. 

The eapaC'ities 6, 
7 and 8, anrl alw 
if desired the 
oscillator ~rid 
capacity 2. may 
also be iuclnded 

RELATIVE INDUCTANCE CHANCE in the tuning unit 
as indieatcd in Fig. 
2, so that both the 

Fig. 3.-Tracl,ing curv~s of the oscillator: 

oscillator is approximated in the response 
curve E, which indicates the result obtained 
when a shunt trimmer inductance 9 is 
employed in conjrmctiou with t,he main 
oscillator winding 4 in the aiTangement 
shown in Fig. 2. 
' If the oscillator inductance 4 is spaced 

from its core, by reducing the core diameter 
or by winding the inductance 4 on a slightly 
greater diameter than the signal input 
winding l, as indicated in the modification 
shown in Fig. 3, the rate of change of in
ductance of the oscillator will be less, than 
that of the input circuit, and the response 
curve F of Fig; 4 will result. The curves 
E and F fall on opposite sides of the ideal 

oscillator and 
substantially 
casing. 

input circuits arc included 
wholly within th!' ~hif'ld 

The common tubular coil former 14 may 
be secured to insulating end pia tell 15 by end 
plugs 16 t~pped axially to provide bettrings 
for the adjusting screws ll and 13. 
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By F. J. CAMM. 
From all Booktellers &f.. net. or 1JJ post 8/8 d:J'fet 
from the Pa.blisttera, Georae Rewtlta, Ltd. (Book Dept.), 
T>wer Boose, S::autluunpton St., S:taDd, LondoD, W.C.S. 
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Open to- Vl~cu~1lo-n 
The Editor does not ueceuarily Bl'ree ••ith the opinions exptessed by his 
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and addre.u 

of the sender (not Decessarily for publication). 

Charging Accumulators from 
D.C. Mains 

SIR,-! regret to observe that it has 
become necessarv for PRACTICAL 

WIRELESS to cease \veekly publication, 
but shall continue to be a subseriber to 
the monthly edition. 

As to the article in the Julv 27th issue 
descriptive of trickle charging from D.C. 
mains, I enclose a sketch which I have pre. 
pared from an article in last January's 
issue of the T. & R. Bulletin, whieh may 
interest other readers. The object of this 
arrangement is to enable accumulators to 
be charged in series with the ordinary 
house lighting system, and accordingly to 
obtain charging free of all expense. 

If the consumption of all the lamps 
usually in use is in excess of the charging 
rate, then a three-pin socket must be 
inserted in such part of the lighting circuit 
as will pass the requisite current only. 

As an ordinary 60-watt lamp at 240 volts 
will pass a current of a quarter amp., it 
will usually be necessary for the socket to 
be inserted in a portion of the lighting 
system which has two such lamps in general 
use. 

The advantage of the three-pin plug is 
that it must always be inserted in the same 
way to maintain polarity, and a similar 
plug with its two pins shorted can be 
inserted to complete the lighting system 
when charging is not required.-J. H. 
COLLINS (Ystrad, Rhondda). 

Appreciations of Our 
Monthly Issue 

SIR,-\Vith referC'nec to your new 
monthly issue, I am very pleasPd to 

say that I enjoy it more than thl' weekly 
edition, as at the present moment work 
occupies too much of one's time to enable 
a proper digest of weekly issues. PfowevPr, 
the reading can now be more convenientlv 
spread over a month. · 

Although I am new to PRACTICAL 
WIREJ;.ESS I have never read a radio paper 
which gets you in its grip so much.
JOHN BRIDGES (Gateshead). 

SIR,-As an amateur I sincerely hope 
that the paper will not cease. The 

first monthly issue is O.K., and means at 
least a continuance of that enjoyment 
gained in •ading the weekly issues. In
crease the price if you like, but do not 
diminish the grand contents of the 
magazine.-F. 1\1. (Newport, Mon.). 

Simplest S.W. One-valver 

SIR,-! have been reading PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS for a year now, and would 

like to congratulate you on such an informa
tive paper. I built my first receiver last 
March-your" Simplest S."W. One-valver" 
and have been operating it from that date. 

I have made om· addition to the set, 
however, and that is a .OO<H mfd. ·aerial
series condPnf;ler. I found it essential for 
the 16, 19 and 25 mctr(' bands, as my aerial, 
although free from interference, is too long 
for 1·hort-wave w_orking. 

I connected the receiver to the pick-up 
of a commercial 5v. superhet, via a 5 : I 
L.F. transformer. I also fitted the band
spread arrangement, and my log includes 
the following stations (excluding enemy 
stations) : ""'NBI, WCBX, WRUL, 
WGEO, WGEA, SP19, SPT, SBP, 
SBO, RW96, JZK, TAP, TAQ, YUA, 
YUC, TPB7, TPC3, OIE, together with 
Moydrum (Eire) and Berne (on the 49 m. 
band?). My working hours at the set are 
usually only about 11 hours each evening 
-between 9.30 and ll.O. So far, I 
haven't received any stations on the 13 
metre band but I hope to give more att€'n
tion tlrere in t-he near future.-N. W. 
BELLWOOD (Croydon). 

+DC 
Mains 

Diagram showing 
method of charging 
accumulators from 
D.C. mains, and 
re/erred to in the 
letter from /. H. 

Collins. 

Wave-change and Auto Bias 

SIR.-In the September issue of 
.PRACTICAL WIRELESS there appeared 

an artiele by Mr. Frank Preston in which is 
shown the circuit of a three-valve battery 
set. The three-point wave-change switch, 
when closed, will short-circuit the auto
bias arrangement and, with the volume 
control at maximum bias, would leave the 
output pentode unbiased. 

Some of your many readers may overlook 
this and be disappointed. 

\Vith best wishes for your continued 
success and an early return to the weekly 
PRACTICAL. A month is a long time to 
wait !-JoHN B. LEEmNG. 

[How many other readers noticed the 
incorrect u-at'e-change switch connections ? 
This is just one of the many items which 
should be n·atched ?chen modifying or 
adapting a standard cinuit. The point is 
referred to in the second article of the series 
"P-rOblems of Amateur Receiver Design" 
on (mother page in this issu.e.-ED.] 

Short-wave Work 

SIR,-I wish to express my appreciat-ion 
of your journal, especially now that 

you are publishing details of the more 
·elaborate types of short-wave receiver. 
As with most other experimenters it is in 
this branch that I am most interested. 

For thP last two or three years I have 
experimented in short-wave work, and at 
first I used a lv. adaptor. This was coupled 
into a home-built o-v-2 broadcast receiver. 

I not.ice that vour contributor Thermion 
speaks about leaving out certain features so 
as to save space, and I think this is a very 
good idea.-W. J: MOROAN (Ealing). 

• 
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"What is Impedance ? " 

SIR,-There is a misapprehension in an 
. article on page 424 of your September 
Issue, where it is implied (in middle column) 
that a condenser having an impedance of 
5,000 ohms at the particular frequency 
considered, in series with a resistance of 
10,000 ohms, will constitute a total im
pedance of 15,000 ohms. This is not so, as 
the ohmic values must be added vectorially, 
and the total impedance is a little. over 
ll,OOO ohms; the cunoent in this circuit will 
lead the voltage by a phase angle between 
26 and 27 degrees.-A. 0. GRIFFITHS 
(Wrexham). 

Air Defence Cadet Corps 

SIR,-One of the most urgent needs to- _ 
day in the R.A.F. is for tmined wire

less operators. The Air Defence Corps 
organi¥tion, sponsored by the Air League 
of the British Empire, is making every 
effort to help train cadets for signals 
work before joining the Services. 

Already many squadrons have the benefit 
of prominent radio amateurs as instructors, 
but nearly all squadrons are in urgent need 

G 
Shorting 
plug 

of morse keys, buz
zers and head tele
phones. 

The purpose of 
this letter is to ask 
whether any of 
your readers can 
assist us in the task 
of seeing that 
squadrons are sup
plied with morse 
equipment. The 
strength of the 
A.D.C.C. organisa
tion may be judged 
from the fact that 
within 18 months 

of its formation in 1938 200 squadrons 
(representing 20,000 c.adets) were enrolled. 

Readers who have spare equipment to 
donate are invited to send it direct to 
Squadron Leader H. W. Woollett, London 
Area Controller, A.D.C.C., Kinuaird House, 
lA, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.l, or to 
the writer at the address given bclow.
JOHN CI;.ABRICOATS, Cadet F/Lt. (Signals 
Officer, A.D.C.C.), 16, Ashridge ·Gardens, 
Palmers Green, London, N.13. 

Curing a Fault 

SIR,-Referring to F. J. Grant's letter 
in the September issue, I should like 

to state that I have come across a similar 
occurrence. The set in question is a com
mercial radiogram about seven years old. 
It is of the S.G.-S.G.-Pen.-Rect. combina
tion, employing three. 8 mfd. " can" con
densers for smoothing. Two of these were 
of the wet type, and one had been leaking. 
When this had been replaced, and the 
contacts cleaned, the set worked as well as 
could be expected of a set of that age.
L. LEES (Elton, Bury). 

Correspondents Wanted 

P F. SALE, 29, Eastgate Street, Bury 
. St. Edmunds, Suifolk, who is a 

beginner, is desirous of getti~J,g in touch 
with another reader interested in short
wave work. 

E. E. :M:elhuish, 245, London Road, 
Mitcham, Surrey, would like to correspond 
with any young reader (16-21) residing in 
Canada, or the U.S.A. 
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RADIO ~LUBS 
& SO~IETIES 
Club RefjOrts should not exceed 200 words in length 
end should be rt.ceived. First Po~t each MoRday 
motning for publication in the following week's issue. 

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR 
RADIO SOCIETY 

Heall.uarters : 17a, Oldham Road, Ashton-under
Lyne. 

MMiinp: Wednesdays, 7.:30 p.m. Sundays, 2.:30 
p.m. 

SlcNtary : ]L Gooding (G3PM), 7, BroaAlbeut Avenue, 
Ashton-under-Lyne. 

AT the annual general meeting held on July 31st 
the following officials were appointed: Presi· 

dent, J. Partington (G5PX); Chairman, W. P. 
Green; Treasurer, J. Cropper (G3BY) ; Secretary, 
K. Gooding (G3PM); Asst. Secretary, W. Taylor; 
IJbrarlan, H. HAttersley : Morse Instructors, J. 
Partington (G5PX), and C. Noke (G6DV). The 
secretary reported that since the society's inaugura
tion two years ago 75 names hall passed through the 

MASTERADIO MALLORY 
VIBRATORS 

MOST constructors are now familiar 
with the various types of vibratory 

rectifiers and their general applications, 
but from the inquiries we receive it would 
appear that many readers have the im
pression that it is only possible to obta.in 
a very restricted output. Those holding 
such opinions would do well to read the 
well-produced leaflets obtainable from 
Ma.steradio, Ltd., and, if possible, examine 
some of the exceptionally fine units manu
factured by that finn. The name Mallory 
ha.s too long been associated with vibrator 
equipment to need any introduction from 
us, but when it is combined with Masteradio, 
who actua.lly produce in this country quite 
a wide range of units, excepting the vibrator 
component, it will be appreciated that the 
combined effort is one of some standing 
backed by a service of unquestionable 
efficiency. 

One o/ the stt~~~JMJ. vibropacl{s with 11alve 
recti/Ur. 

It is not possible for ns to give det.ails of 
all available types in thet!e columns, there
fore we must confine our remarks to the 
more general and essential features. For 
example, Mastemdio Mallory Vibrators are 
recognised for their superiority ~cause of 
their proven performance and outstanding 
engineering designs. When it is realised 
that four out of five American motor-car 
radio receivers derive their H.T. power 
from MaJlory-ma.de vibrators, it becomes 
apparent that Ma.llory is and always ha.s 
been the leader in the vibrator field. 
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records, and that the present membership "'"' 3:J. 
After considering the claims made by H.M. Forces, 
and other work of National importance, the position 
was considered very satisfactory. . Twenty-five mem
bers and friends patronised the "social evening " held 
at the clubroom on August 7th, when an entertaining 
programme of demonstrations of gear was provided. 
2BK made the journey from Royton to demonstmte 
his automatic "test-call" relay, and many Yarierl 
opinions were expressed as to when we shall hear t,hh; 
particular exhibit on the air again I Suitable music 
was provided by members' records and an 8-recorrl 
auto-ratliogl'am loan eel by Mr. \V. Taylor. A" radug" 
record helped to swell the club fimds later iu the. 
evening. 

SLOUGH AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE CLUB 
Hea. Sec.: K. A. Sly, 16, Buckla.nd Avenue, Hlongh. 
Meetings : Alternate Thursdays at 7.30 p.m. 

AT the last meeting of the above dub held on 
August 1st, 1940, the ilrBt matter for attention 

was the continuation of the hire of a meeting room ; 
it was agreed that the financial position of the dub 
did not warn<nt continuing the hire of a room, and 
it was decided that meetings should be held at 
members' bolll!es for a time, 

The meeting continued with a discussion and a 
demonstration of G3XH's portable receiver. The 
evening was completed by a session of M or se practice, 
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Jiemhers who are unable to attewl on Thursdafs 
are a"ked to communicate with G4MR, 16, Buckland 
Avemtc, ~lough, tel1ing him which evening would be 
more suitable for them, and we will try to arrange 
meetings to suit the majority of Olll" members. 
FULHAM RADIO SOCIETY 
Headquarters : Beaufort House School, Lillie Road, 
~'ulham, 8.W.n. 

Ho_n. Sec. : F. ll. Jones, 52, Oakbnry Road, London, 
K.W.O. 

THIS society ha~ commenced its winter programme 
at the ahm·e address. 

A ~pedal beginners• course has been arranged in 
wireless and ~lorse telegraphy; this may be of interest 
to those eontemplat.iug entering the Services. New 
metnberA \ViJl be welcome and should pay us a visit., 
or the s~cretary will be pleased to forward particulars. 
Meetings are held on ~ionday and Wednesday, 7.30 
p.m. to 9.:30 p.m. 

A New Book 

NEWNFS SHORT-WAVE MANUAl 
~o~,:~~~~1.Sfs~~~~~~~ 

Price 5/· or 5/6 by post 
ftllm Ge!mJe Ne!Dna, Ltd.., 2'll1ller Howe. 

Soul~aDmpton BtrstJt. sttana. w.c.a. 

ELECTRADIX E.quipment 
for . Service 

and Gear 
Training 

KEYS, BUZZERS, SOUNDERS, RECORDERS, 'PHONES, INKERS, ALDIS MORSE LAMPS, HELlOS, etc. 

TRAIN~ HORSE PRACTICE SET. Spooial Du· 
fJ:~:!.,t!"Yil=.an:tc,~mp~;!nd:~~~i~~~: 
Siemena '\IDrse LIDe Tftul8mJtf.f!N., with key and brass~ 
cased Power Buzzer, ] 7/8- Hel!ographs and tripods. 
BUZZERS, small type, with cover, ]/8- Power Buz
zers, with screw contact and adjustable armature, 
2/8. Heavy Buz~ers. in Bakelite case. 3/8. 
TELEPHONES for all purposes. Signals. Hous•, 
Shelter and Office. 

~~r =.h ~~~~~o~o[~j,, S~"f~e c~~~'i~a: g L.R. SOLO PHONES. The extra receiver 

Ditto, D3 60 ohms, with cord. l/8- W.E. 1.000 
ohms, with cord, 2/·. 2,000ohms Earpiece, with 
cord, 2/6. 

METERS. Linesman's Q & I & Galvos. Two ranges with 
three terminals for circuit testing, 15/-. Horizontal 
Sllvertown Galvos. 7/6. 
ELLIOTT TESTERS. Government Modal 108, In wood 
case with lld. Moving Coil Ammeter and graded rheo
stat, 37/0. 1 m{a 40,000 ohm Telephone Relays, 10/8-

FERRANTI 8 m/a TUNING MILLI· 
AMMF.TERS. 3/9on1Y- D.C. F-low· 

r~~ri!r ~~t~ii~~~g~o?:let~~ 
8 m.a .. full deflection. Plain lln. need! e 
with mica panel and bracket. Neat and 
compact. Great bargain at 3/9. 
METER MOVF.MENTS. Jewelled. 
moving coil, P.M. for home-made 
multi-range testers, 5h post, 1/·, 

NEW LESDIX 2 ·AMP SAFETY 
SWITCH FOR RADIO SETS. THERMO 
AUTO-TRIP FRONT KNOB CONTROL 
BACK OF PANEL FIXING. WORTH A 

GUINEA, 6/6 ON~Y. 

7!D. X·RAY VACUUX TUBES. 
Govemm<>nt Hospital Surplus. 71ns. dial 
bulb. Big Electrodes. Emission guaran
teed. Cost £5. SALE 151.., Callers. 
NEW PANELS. Ebonite quarter-inch 
Panels 2fln. x 241n. for 810. 
ALUMINIUM FOIL, di111cult to get 

New smooth sheets 12\n. by 121n .. 

AR"IY PORTABLE FIELD PHONES FOR LISTEN
IN(i POSTS AND ~.R.P. Wood or leather cased W.D. 
Type. Service Field Phones are useful at the present 
time. We have battery call fitted morse keys, mike 
and phone. Also J:!l&gneto call speech only. 
PHONE EXCHANGES. Plug type, 5 line and 20 line. 
Wjre and cables cheap. 

Lamp Signal trainlng Is very ImPOrtant. 

FIELD SIGNAL LAMPS, ALDI8·· 
HAND or TRIPOD. Trll(&'er 
TJ'PG £3 10.. 
OZONIZERS for sweet air, for A.C. · . .' 
malns, 16/·. · ··' 1 • '· 
COMPASSES. W.D. Marching Compass, . 
jewelled, course setter. etc. Mahogany 
case 31n. x 3in. x lln .. 10/·- W.D. Prismatic 
Wat<:h type, bl'MS caSP. Hoatlng card-
folding prism, 30/-. Mariners Sin. Binnacle Boat Com
pass, portable. glmbal bases, etc., 45/·, Kelvin Ship 
compass, pa.ttem 14. liquid type, mahogany case, lOin. x 

lOtln. ll 71ln .. 80/-. Plain lln. pocket a compass, 1/-. 
TELESCOPES, Navy Gun, spotting, 
251·; Stick Periscopes, 3Un. mtrror,lld. 
TESTERS. Vest Pocket Tester u Dlx- .............. . 
Mlpanta" Bakelite case. 2iin. by 31n. 
Service on A. C. or D.C., battery or mains. / 
Three ranges of volts : o-7.5 volte : 
o-100 volts ; ()-30() volts. 19/8 only. 
MORSE RECORDERS. Ex W.D. Standard G.P.O. 
Paper Tape Inkers record morse signals automatically, 
!DJ~'!!,"m.~~.!~':,':,~~~ee"f.h ~ay on radio, mallog-
are in good order, 1:710/0. Super ~ 
Type, £8/0/0. 
SOVNDERS. G.P.O. Standard 
Type Sounders. massive brass con.. • -
structlon on mahogany base.-15/·-
~f:i;f{o:toa'gt~e';s~~th platinum Sov;nd£r. 

BARGAINS IN BATTERY CHARGERS 
"NITNDAY" Metal Rectlften-atMI Cllaala 

M<>del N/A 2!. Radio Home Charger. To charge 2 volts 

l....J.,t~~A 1J!{6-Trlckle Charge.-. To charge 6 volts. 

MoJe~fu J;i'.6car Charger. To charge 6 volta,l amp. 

M.J:I"'N/B611!:. car Charger. To Char&'& 6 volte. 11 
amps. 2711-

Model N/C8.'2. Car Charger. To charge 6 volte 2 amps. 

Mo.fZI'N/D 12/1. H.M. car Charger. To cba.rlr8 12 volts 

M..Je~Yn fl/2. N.K. car Charger. To cJwge 12 YOits, 

M.Jetm 11. 6fj;ubler. Meter Car Cba.rger. To charge 
6 volts and 12 volte, 2 amps. 66/-. 

ALL ABOVE MODELS FOR 200!2Jj() Volte A.C. Input. 

A.C. liAINS MOTORS. Enclosed, self· 
start on load A.C. repulsion. 1;60 h.p., 
with pulley. Type 36, 1,500 revs .. 18/0. 
Ditto, 1/16 h.p .. G.E.C .. 3,500 revs .. 27/0. 
Induction 1/10 h.p._ 2,500 revs .. 851-. 1 h.p .. 
1,425 revs.. 4th 

SCREEN-ALL for lining Cabinets. anti· D.C. l\IAINS MOTORS. 1/40 b.p., 110 v. 

l~r~~fo. ~·~~·italu~f~~~'in t~ff~J,"~c?~ f>'it~ u4o ~'!: &"]~:. Ji~ =t'es.l~ 
and front. Any len.,th cut in 24ln. width. revs .. 16/-. Ditto, 1/12 h.p., Croydon 110 and 230 v. 
1/· per 2 square feet. shunt, 30.'-. 

COME TO US FOR DYNAMOS, MOTORS, METERS, MIKES, TESTERS, RECORDING 
GEAR. J,ABORATORY JNSTRUI\IE~TS.PRO.JF..CTORSAND!!OUNDHEADl'J, ete.r 

Stamped envelope must be enclosed (or Sept. Bargain List" N." or (or replies to enquiries. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.CA.. Telephone 1 Central 4611. 
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An Aerial Coupling~ Unit 
. A Useful Device which may be Built from Spare Parts. 

Designed end Described by W. J. DELANEY 

MANY listeners are using simple types 
·of receiver in which the aerial 
circuit is of the simplest design, and 

accordingly they are troubled with selec
tivity' difficulties. The usual advice to su~h 
listeners is to use a wave-trap, bnt a 
suitably designed unit ofthis type may have 
other uses, giving it a much wider appeal, 
and providing a very interesting source fo~ 
a series of experiments. In the ordinary way 
a wave-trap is merely a tuned circuit, that 
is, a coil and condenser, and this is included 
between the aerial and a receiver which is 
unselective. It may, however, also be 

Fig. I.-The funda
mental circuit of the 
unit discussed on this 

page. 

connected in parallel with the receiver in 
which case it acts in a slightly different man
ner. If, however, the coil, instead of being 
a simple winding, is provided with a series 
of tapping points (Fig. I), it offers altemative 
methods of connection, and this then intro
duces the variations in performance which 
make it so useful. Tbe unit illustrated on 
t.his page has been made up on these lines, 
and it will be found extremelv effective 
with almost any type of receive~including 
a superhet in which second-channel whistles 
may be experienced. 

Components Needed 
The unit (Fig. 5) consists of a standard•.(I005 

mfd. tuning condenser; a standard 4-pin c-oil 
holder; a two-terminal or two-socket 
strip ; a BII).all panel carrying four sockets, 
and ·a baseboard and panel. Almost all of 
these items may be found in the spares 
box, and there is no need for any special 
reference to any but the socket strip. This 
was made in the original design from a strip 
of paxolin, and four standard Clix sockets. 
This arrangement is better than· crocodile 
clips and tappings brought out on the coil, 
as it permits not only of quick change!! in 
connection, but also gives a reliable and 
noise.free contact, not being subject to 
vibration as are ordinary clips. The wiring 
diagram is shown, from which it will be 
seen that the four terminals on the coil 
holder are joined to the four socket.s, the 
tuning C()ndenser being connected to two 
of the coil-holder terminals, and the two
terminal strip being provided with two 
lengths of flex to which plugs are fitted. 

Using the Unit 
The theoretical circuits (Fig. 2) show some 

of the many schemes"" hi eh are possible with 
this unit, others no doubt occurring to the 
user after it has been put into use. In the 
simplest form the two plugs are inserted into 
the sockets corresponding with the ends of 
the coil, and if this is then of a standard 
medium-wave broadcast type the circuit 
will tune to the usual medium-wave stations. 
The aerial should then be removed from your 
receiver and connected to one of the input 
terminals on the coupling unit, and the othN 
terminal should then be joined by means of 

a short Hex lead to the aerial terminal of 
vour receiver. Now tune to a station which 
you normally cannot' hear very well owing 
to a background from another station. 
Ignore the interference for the time being. 
When properly tuned in, using reaction if 
it is necessary, carefully adjust the eontrol 
knob of the coupling unit. This must be 
carried out slowly, and it will be found that. 
a point is reached where the interfering 
station will .suddenly disappear. A slight 
adjustment on either side of this point will 
also cause the wanted station to dis
appear, and therefore the adjustment has 
to be carried out. verv carefullv. It. is 
obvious that the coupling unit should tune 
very sharply. otherwise the same trouble 
will be experienced in a reverse direction, 
that is, the trapping effect will be so broad 
that not only the unwanted, but also the 
wanted station will be cut out, or at least 
seriously reduced in signal strength. 

Rejector Circuit 
To improve the sharpness of tuning, 

therefore, the simple connections jnst 
described are not always ideal, and there
fore the coil in the unit should be wound with 
fairly thin wire and it should be tapped so 
that the aerial and also the receiver input 
lead may be connected to provide an auto
transformer effect. It is suggested that, to 

provide a fair number of alternative effects, 
the coil be tapped at one-fifth and two
fifths of the distance from one end. This will 
then provide a number of altematives as 
indicated in the diagrams. An alternative 
method of connection is to add the unit in 
parallel with the receiver, that is, with the 
aerial and earth leads connected to the 
receivcrin the usual way, but with duplicate 

Fig. 3.-Acceptor and 
rejector wave- trap 
circuits are obtained 
hy connecting the 'unit 

as shown here. 

Fig. 4. -A suitable method of connecting the 
unit to a single tuned aerial circuit to provide 

band-pass tuning. 

leads from aerial and earth terminals to 
the two inpnt sockets on the unit. Then 
by modification of the position of the plugs 
the same altcmative schemes as already 
described become possible, but the unit, 
instead of cutting out unwanted stations 
will cut out all stations except that to which 
the unit and receiver are · both tuned. 
In practice this desirable effect may not be 
fu];y achieved. As the normal tuning cir
cuit accepts a fairly wide band of fre. 
quencies (hence the interference), the 
coupling unit coil will also act in a similar 
manner, but the addition of a further 
tuned circuit will give added selectivity 
which will result in some improvement. 
Additional advantages may be gained, if 

Fig. 2.-The circuits 
shown here indicate 
some of the various· 
possible arrangements 

obtainable. 

the input circuit of the receiver is of t.he 
simple type, by cutting out any seriC's 
aerial condenser which may be fitted, and 
then joining the coupling unit through a 
small pre-set condenser, thereby intro
ducing a band-pass circuit with what is 
known as top-capacity coupling. Adjust
ment of the condenser will govern the 

(Continued on nut page.) 
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AN AERIAL COUPLING UNIT 
(Cominllfll from pr<l'ioars page.) 

selectivity, and, of course, with this arrange
ment, the aerial is only joined to the 
coupling unit, and not to the aerial terminal 
on the receiver. This arrangement is indi
cated in Fig. 4. 

Screening 
There is one essential point which 

should be borne in mind when using a unit 
of this type, and that is the question of 
direct pick-up, either by the coil itself or by 
the lead lietween it and the receiver. There
fore, it should always be placed close up 
against the receiver, but in such a position 

Fig. 5.-This plan view o/ t~ unit receals 
the simplicity o/ construction and wiring. 

that coupling does not exist between the 
coil and any coils in the receiver, and if 
possible ihhould be in a metal box, with the 
case earthed. The lead to the reoeiver 
should be as short as possible, and if any 
trouble is experienced due to pick up by 
the lead, it may be screened and the 
screening earthed. This will result in some 
loss in signal strength, and therefore 
should only be introduced when absolutely 
necessary, and in any case the lead should 
be as short as possible. 

r._....-c,_,.._.~._..,_.,.....,_., 

lA Dictionary of Metalst I and Their Alloys I 
I E.ted ., F. •• CAMM. I 
I This book i.t IS kmrdy aml 8traig1tt-l 1 forward compilation of .mlient and u.tefull 

I
. fact8 regarding all the known metals, a71d 
nearly all the knottm. oommereial alloys. I 1 C1vJ,pter11 are al8o incltuled on poli.thing,l 

I 
melalBpmying, nutproofing, metal txJI.ow. 
ing, Cll8e-lvJ,rdmi1tQ aml plating melnlB, aB I 1 well aB numerou inatntctive tahletJ. I 

I 
The book C06U 58., or by po8t 58. 6d., 

and i.t obtaiMble from all book8ellers or I 
1 the publi.tkers : I 

rEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),, 
Tower HOU&e, Southampton Street, I 

Lond08, W.C.2. 
~~,_...-c~~,....._,.)-.t.-c~,...,J 
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Install an extra 

speaker. 

=====!!00.-- Give her 
MUSIC 

~~n:p WHILESHEWORKS' 
Your wife may be alone for a .good part of the day-in 
times like these loneliness is not good for her. Why not 
bring to her side while she works the cheery company of 
radio entertainment l If your set is in tile livlnJ-room-
and your wife spends a good deal of time in the kitchen
she needs a Stentorian Extension Speaker. Its superbly 
faithful reproduction of her favourite programmes will 
lighten many otherwise dreary hours. Ask your dealer for 
a demonstration NOW. 

Cabinet models from 21/6 Chassis models from 19/3 

Literature on application 

·Stentorian 
THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET 

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD., MANSFIELD, NOTTS. 

By Albert T. Witts. A.M.I.E.E. A reliable, 
comprehenaive and up.to-date guide to 
the superheterodyne receiver. incorporating 
all recent developments. lt is particu. 
larly u reful for those intending to 
becomt::o '!'adio mechanics in the Services. 
Fourth Edition. 182 pages. 4/6 net (by 
post 5/-). 

Order from a bookseller or direct from· 

PITIIIAII, J'arbr lt., KiiiJIW.,, Le.-., W.C.2. 

THE PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS 

ENCYCLOP~DIA 
By F. J. Camm 

A complete IUide, In alphabetical order, to 
the construction. operation, repair and 

r.rinciples of e•ery type of wireless receiver. 
ndudes definitions, explanations, formulae 

and complete ins-tructions on the making 
and testing of various wireless c:omponents. 

Illustrations include a complete series of 
cireuits (or evety type of modem receiver. 

391 pages. Over 500· Illustrations. 

SpeeifieJ for the "4-V aloe 
All-Dry Batt.,.y Receiuer." 

J.B. SQUARE PLANE DRIVE 
A Tuning Dial of modern design, giving maximum 
visibility to the scale which has very bold calibration. 
Dual ratio type (8-1 and 100-1). 

Type No. 2,152. PRICE 616. 

J.B. MIDGET BAR TYPE 2-GANG CONDENSER. 
Rigid construction. Perfect bearings. Compact. 

PRICE Ill•. 
Catalogue •' P '' on request. 

JACKSON BROS. (London) L TO. Of all Bookoel/era, 1/6 nel, or b11 fMi<l 8/.-from Georg< 
Ner.lnu, Ltil., (8<>01( Dept.), TtJWu Howe, Southampton 

Street, London, W.C.2. 72, ST. THOMAS STREET, LONDON, 8.E.1 
~~~--;...~1 
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Replies to Queries 
Crystal Amplifier 

"I have purchased a crystal amplifter 
and wish to know more of its working 
principle and how to connect for operation. 
The unit has an adjustment over it and a 
small horn loudspeaker Is tltted on the base. 
There are four terminals, two on each side. 
Two are marked positive and· negative, 
6 volt, and two marked L.E. 4,000. If it 
Is possible a circuit diagram would simplify 
matters a great deal. I attach a rough 
sketch of the devlce."-D. B. (Moss Side, 
Manchester). · 

THERE were two or three devices of 
the type mentioned, all of which 

consisted of a mechanical method of 
amplifying the weak signals developed bv 
a crystal receiver. In effect, they consisted 
of a reproducer, such as an ordinary 
earpiece, to which was attached a small 
microp~one or other amplifying device, 
and t~s fed the speaker. One special type 
had, m place of the earpiece and miero
phom;, ~;t special reed movement arranged 
m a Similar manner. The terminals marked 
positive and negative 6 volts are for 
connection of a dry-cell or accumulator to 
provide energising current for the micro
phone circuit. The other terminals indicate 
that. the 'phone terminals of the crystal 
receiver sho~d be c<?nnected at that point, 
the load provided bemg 4,000 ohms (similar 
to a normal pair of headphones). 
Accumulator Problems 

" I have a new accumulator with indi
cator which I understand is in perfect 
order. But upon tllllng with new acid 
the indicator goes to the full mark. Why 
is this if the battery is not charged ? Should 
the acid contain distilled water ; if so, In 
what quantity? "-J. C. (Manchester, 21). 

THERE a~ two points raised in your 
query. Some types of accumulator 

are sent out in a " dry charged " condition 
the addition of the correct acid strengtl; 
bringing them more or less into a charged 
condition. This might account for your 
pr?blem .. On the other hand, accumuiator 
amd consiSts of sulphuric acid which is 
diluted with distilled water to a certain 
specific gravity, the gravity reading gener
ally being given on the label of the cell. 
H you have purchased ordinary acid (not 
diluted for accumulator· use) and have 
poured this into the cetl, it· would account 
for the' needle rising to a fully-charged 
position, as the needle is no doubt operated 
by a hydrometer device whieh indicates 
its position according to the gravity of the 
solution. If, however, you have pUrchased 
acid ready prepared for accumulators the 
gravity should be approximately correct 
and the first suggestion above would then 
answer your problem. 
I.F. Transformer Connection 

"I have an I.F. transformer for use in a 
superhet. I know how to connect it In 
general, but I am puzzled as to why the 
leads from each end of · each coil are of 
ditlerent colours. From one coil the leads 
are red and red-yellow, and from the other 
brown and black. Can you tell me which 
colour should go to each connection, and 
also why it should make any ditlerence 
which end of each coil goes to anode or 
ld4,.~y f Provided one coil is in the anode 
amt one In the following grid circuit 1 cannot 

·see why it matters as to ' which way up • 
each coil g~e~· In its proper circuit."-

. T. D. C. (Shlplake). 

COLOUR-C'ODING is now adopted by 
many manufacturers, but there does 

not fl.ppear to be any standardisation in 
this country for I.F. transformers. It 
might be assumed in vour case that red 
indicates H.T. positive and black H.T. 
negative (or G.B. or A.V.C., according to 
the circuit used). In that case of course 
red-yellow would be the anode' connectio~ 
and brown the grid connection. The first 
point, however. is to settle which is each 
separate coil. They must then be correctly 
connected, that is, in phase. The trans
former consists, of course. of two coils 
arranged a certain distaiH:e apart and 
they are wound in the sall)e direction. 
<;onsequently, to provide maximum coup
hug they must be connected in t.he same 

r.-u~~.-.lluiiS_._.._.~, 

I We wish to draw the reader' a attention to the I 
I fact that the Queries Service Is intended only J 

for the solution of problems or dllllcultles 

I arising from the construction <>f receivers I 
described in «>ur pages, from articles appearing 

I In our pagea, or on general wireless matters. I 
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reason&-1 (1) Supply circuit dlagrama of complete I 

mnltl-valve receivers. I (2) Suggest alterations or modlllcatlons of 1 

I 
receivers described bl our contem• 
porarles. I 

(3) Suggest alterations or modUicatlons to 
commercial receivers. 

I 
<•> Answer queries over t ... telephone I 
(6) Grant Interviews to querlsts. ' I 
A stamped addreued envelope must be I enclosed for the reply. All sketches and I 

drawings which are sent to us should bear I the name and address of the sender, I 
I 

Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed 
with queries aa they are dealt with by a I 
oeparate department. 

I 8en4 your taerlu lo IIIo Editor, PBAC'l'ICAL WlBELUII I 

L
G-.e Xewneo, L14., Tower-.. -tloa IIIMI' 
Slru4, Loallou, W.C.B. Tile Coapou mllll lie enololei I 

wilb nery QDtrJ, 
.-cJ-I~.,_.,_,_,_.....,...~,_..._,.,_.J 

"sense." That is, the high-potential ends 
of each wi?ding must he correctly placed 
and you will find that thi8 may be arrived 
at by test. Take the red lead as HT 
positive and then try the alternative p~si: 
tions of the brown and black lead~. You 
will find that in one position signals will 
be weaker than in the other. 

Short-circuit Protection 
" I have had three or four dimcultles 

with mains units in which I have had to 
replace a rectifying valve owing to the 
smoothing condenser breaking down. I 
have. Increased the voltage test of the 
condensers each time, but still this seems 
to happen and now the valve has gone again. 
On test I tlnd the same trouble, an electro
lytic which has developed a complete 
internal short-clretdt. This seems an 
expensive arrangement and I wonder if 
there is not some way of overcoming it. 
What should the working voltage of these 
condensers be, compared with the rectitler 
output ? Perhaps you can tell me how to 
get rid of this trouble."-R. J. (Bendon). 

YOU may have considered only the D.C. 
output of the rectifier and chosen a 

con.denser rated for working at that voltage. 
It IS necessary, however:. to consider the 
superimposed A.C'. ripple on the D.C. 
supply, which 1nay add a large 1.wrcentage 
to the actual voltage. There is also the 
question of a surge when the set is switched 
on and otf. Your condensers should there
fore. be chosen with a working voltage at 
least 50 per cent. greater than the D.C. 
output of the valve and as a further 
precaution we suggest you use t;wo con-
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dellS('rs in series. This means, of course, 
that double the usual capacity must be 
chosen for each eondenser, and a special 
iusulat~d fitting would have to be used for 
~ne of~he condensers if the metal-case type 
ts obtamed. Then, if one condenser breaks 
down, the short-circuit will not damage 
the valve. 

Signal Strength Meter 
" Is there any advantage ill the ther

mionic signal strength meter as compared 
with the ordlna Q ' R • meter ? I wish to 
make one for my set but cannot decide on 
the best arrangement."-L. R. (Kingston). 

THE term " R " meter actually covers 
all forms of signal strength indicator, 

althoug~ very often it is only applied to 
the ordmary current meter which is so 
placed as to give an indication of rarrier 
strengths. 'l'he thermionic meter would, 
~f course, be a more reliable arrangement 
If placed so that it measured the inroming 
H.F. currents, but it must be remembered 
that most signal strength meters are not 
capable of differentiating between the 
carrier an~ a. rectified signal. Co~sequently, 
when recetvmg amateur transmissions the 
percentage modulation will in some cases 
give a false "strength " indication. Much 
depends, however, on the system which is 
adopted, a!! there arc so many different 
ways of including such a meter in the 
circuit. 

-..c~a.-.c~~,......-c.-c.-..-.,_,.,~~~ 

I REP.~IES IN BRIEF I 
i 'I'lle !oUDW!fil 'nplw to ,_.u, a"' (1!-. 1t1 I 
' abbretrialed/rwmeitllerbecattUO/MtNJompli- 1 I 

-'lh our rules, or .._,,UN poaml'lliullu not of 
geMral 'flit"''· .. ~ ..... ._..~~._..,_,.,_,.,_.~~J 

. A. D. (lllnWIIIUfJ). A layout was given in our 
~'r::da~~t~~ t~i~Y ci;~~h:. The wiring is, of enurse, 

R. L. H. (MenatoR-In-Whartldale). We have "no 
bht~print or similar. data, but think you would fln.d 
difficulty .In obtabling a satisfactory circuit, with 
'peakerf m the space mentioned. All-dn valves 
would be of assistance, but we may publl,·h det.ail~ 
of a similar set at a later date. 

E. H. (Waltllamltow). The usual cause of 'such a 
t.rouble Is a broken-down condenser, usuallv t.he one 
on the mains side of the smoothing choke. Check 
all by-pass condensers. 

E. M. ( Rotherbam). We cannot give any of t l•e 
data you require as you do not mention anv of the 
current ratings. H.T. current must be known" to work 
out the voltage drop, and the heater current must 
be known to work out the heater series resistors. 

A. M. (Ttntefllta). We regret that the reference 
~~~J.:~tl~ed~t sulllcient to enable the component to 

D. ·a. P. (aouratmouth). It is not possible for us 
to say for certain what the type is, and t.herefore it 
would be desirable to write direct to the makers 
Messrs. Westinghouse, giving them full details of the 
rectifier. They may be able then to Identify it. You 
shonld remember that there are a number of these 
items on the market which have been dismant.ledfrom 
commercial apparatus and which have been specially 
designed and are not standard. 

H. I. (8orton. M/c.). We have published an ampU
fter on the Hnes mentioned, bnt Will deal with it again 
at a later date. 

A.ol.(llford). The address is 77, City Road, London, 
E. C., and 'phone number Is CLI 11875, 

A. C. 1. (Dutfonl). A substitute of similar ehar
acteristlcs should still permit the set to function satis
~actoril:(. Conld you let us have fUrther details re~ard-
mg performance. . 

1. H. F. (Wtlwyn). Any standjt.rd set could be made 
up to incorporate the valve. What is the main dllll
culty? 

w. a. (8tltltllo..,.). If the carbon has been lost the 
mike will have to be refilled. We suggest you return 
it to the makers for overhaul. 

R. A. F. (Huytoa). The ref.,rence is quite correct 
The valve may be obtained direct from Messrs. Osram; 
or you can use a modern equivalent. 

R. a. (Ctlt-J). 1'he only data we have published 
appears in our Service Manual. Here are main references 
to all types and bases, but obviously sp11ce prevent.8 
the publication of every individual mak~ of valve. 
All types are, however, classified. 

r~~..-c..-.,_.;~._...._.._..._..,_.,_. .. 

I The coupon on page iii of cover J 
1 must be attached to every query J 
...,.._.,_.,,.....~~,_...._..~).-;o..,_.,.._.,_j 
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A Service Engineer's Log 
Some Simple Faults, and Ho~ They Were 

Traced and Cured 

IN the course of my work I have to deal 
with all kinds of" receiver faults, from 
complete failure to " scratching noises 

in the speaker." And although I always 
carry a fairly complete kit of small tools 
and test gear when I am called out to an 
" emergency case " it is seldom that I 
have to use other than the simplest of them. 
This is no doubt because the faults which 
generally prove most baffling are those 
which can be repaired most easily. 

Hum and Distortion 
For example, I was recently asked to 

" vet " a superhet which gave perfectly 
good reception at some times, although at 
others there was a kind of intermittent 
hum corn bined with nasty distortion. 
The owner had noticed that it was often 
possible to stop the trouble by striking the 
receiver cabinet with his open hand ; but 
this did not always work, and even when 
it did the fault usually recurred fairly soon. 
Loose connecting leads, slack mains con
nector, loose valves and badly-fitting 
screening canR were all suspected and 

Radiogram reproduction was found to "cut-out" 
sometimes while the gramophone was in use due to 
short-circuit of the pick-up leaJs where they 

pmsed through the motor board. 

checked without any fault becoming 
apparent. 

The owner then remembered that the 
fault had sometimes been known to clear 
when the wave-change switch was quickly 
turned from one position to another, and 
then back again. The switch was, therefore, 
examined and a check made to see that all 
contacts were clean and not strained. Again, 
no fault was found. 

In making further superficial tests it was 
discovered that the electrolytic condenser 
in J!l1rallel with the bias resistor of the out
put valve was slightly loose on the steel 
chassis. To Qlake a closer examination, the 
condenser (mounted by means of a central 
bolt) was removed. This showed that the 
chassis was slightly rusty underneath the 
condenser ; removal of the rust with a 
strip of fine glass paper-emery cloth is 
not recommended because the abrasive i8 a 
conductor-and proper tightening of the 
mounting nut cleared the fault. 

Radiogram Cutting-out 
In another case the radiogram section 

was the cause of trouble. The turntable ran 
correctly, and when the needle was placed 
on the record good reproduction was 
obtained for a time. But by the time the 
needle reached about the middle of the 
sound track, reproduction first became 
" thin " and then ceased. If the motor was 
allowed to continue running, reproduction 
would sometimeR start again, - but not 

always. The fault was clearly of an inter
mittent nature because it did. not always 
arise, and it was not confined to any 
particular records. 

It did not take long to diagnose the 
trouble as being due to a short-circuit 
between the two pick-up leads at the point 
where they passed down the bush of the 
pick-up arm and the motor board. By 
removing the three mounting screws and 
raising the arm, the wires were reached 
and bound with insulating tape. A little 
more " slack " was allowed in the leads, 
and these were then made more secure 
against the under-side of the motor board. 

Reproduction Fades 
A fault which is not particularly unusual, 

and yet which often seems to baffle people 
is one which results in the set operating 
normally for some time after it is switched 
on and then" fading out." Very often it is 
noticed that distortion sets in before 
Rignal strength falls to any marked extent. 
This trouble is usually confined to mains 
receivers, and in many cases results from 
overheating of a valve-frequently the 
output valve. Due to over-heating, the 
grid becomes red hot and begins to act as a 
cathode, emitting an electron stream. The 
fault is !1lfen-ed to as grid emission, for 
obvious reasons, and can be due to lack of 
air circulation through the receiver ; more 
often, however, the only satisfactory method 
of effecting a cure is by replacing the valve 
responsible for the fault. The valve is 
nearly always an old one which has " had 
its day," and is really in need of replacement 
quite apart from the grid-emission trouble. 

Superhet " Groan" 
A fault which I had to investigate recently 

caused the set to groan badly if the tuning 
condenser were set to any station on the 
lower half of the scale. The receiver was a 
superhet, and at first it was suspected 
that the frequency-changer valve might 
be responsible. Temporary replo.oement 
of this disproved the idea, so a search had 
to be made elsewhere. It was soon found 
that the screen of the first I.F. transformer 
was not making good contact with the 
metallised chassis ; the fault had been 
made worse by the owner of the set attempt
ing to re-set the I.F. trimmers. This had 
thrown the whole set out of alignment, so 
that it had to be taken back to the work
shop !IO that it could be accurately lined up, 
using a modulated oscillator. 

The same fault has sometimes been 
traced to a bad earth connection from 
the by-pass condenser used in the de
coupling circuit for the oscillator anode of 
the F.C. valve. 

Power-supply Contacts 
In looking for the cause of crackling noises 

there are many set users who overlook what 
should be the most obvious of possible 
reasons. For example, I was asked to 
repair a three-valve battery set which was 
subject to this trouble. After I had removed, 
cleanf:'d and slightly opened out with a 
screwdriver the three wander plugs, and 
made sure that the flexible leads were 
properly connected to the plugs, the 
trouble had disappeared ! With mains sets 
this form of trouble is often due to the fact 
that the mains plug has dirty pins. 

for 
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CHOKES 
NATIONAL 

EFFORT 
YN ~bae. times, iD maay :1- -clirecboBS, needless to 
••Ye we are direatiac eut 
ma&a ••orts aad su-
towards the requiremeato 
of the Goverameat 
Servi .... 
However, some sur.plies of 
compoaeats are otall avail• 
able for Rauo Serviciac, 
but shoul<l delays occur 
we kuew our frieada will 
ap.,reciate the clillicultiq 
wbicla at preseut arise from 
da)' to day. 
We woul<l poiat out that 
dela:rs caa be miaimiaed 
aad oftea avoide<l if alter• 
Datives are specified whea 
orderinc. 
Prices are beiac kept as 
law as possil>le despite 
iacreaeed. costa in •••I'J' 
direction. Meanwhile Yoa 
•till have the beat aa<l 
laq .. t ranee of products 
ia the Uaited Jtiqdom to 
ehoose from. 

THANK YOU! 

L.F.CHOKES 
Henries List Liot 
at mA. !J Nos. Pri-
0.25 750 6-7 L.F.47a 12/· 
0.25 500 6-7 LF.44 6/. 
3 12 - LF.G- 7/6 
S 60 210 LF.67 8/3 
7 SO 2SO LF.&t 1/3 
8.5 60 400 LF.3t 7[8 

10 60 320 LF.18s 12/8 
10 45 300 LF.&t 6/3 
IS lOO 450 LF.Zls If/· 
IS 3S S80 LF.7t 613 
20 20 700 LF.th 8/6 
20 50 400 LF.14s l/6 
lO 30 · 660 LF.71 8/8 
25 20 750LF.40 7/8 
30 25l,OOOLF.72 618 
32 15 900 LF.%8a 1[8 
32 30 600 LF .tS. 1/8 
40 20 l,250LF.73 8/1 
50 25 1.000 u.ns 10/8 
50 15 1.500LF.74 8/8 

lOO 10 1,800 LF.34s 12/• 
Mu. permissiW. curnat 

ovarload=ZS%. 
H.F. CHOKES 

la<l-ace List List 
ia f.'H !J Noe. Pricn 

500,000 1,000 H.F.lO. 5/-
200,000 400 H.F .ss. 3/& 
198.000 400 H.F. I 2/1 
80,000 400 H.F.3S 3/& 
75,000 180 H.F.34 2/6 
30.000 90 H.F.3Z 3/S 
16,000 60 H.F.31 S/t 
15,000 360 H.FM S[. 
8.000 30 H.F..st 31• 

5,000 30 H.F .28 !" 2.500 10 R-F.ZI • 
900 0.55 H.F.2& • 
400 0.225 H.F.36 10 t 

PLUS 16!% WAR 
INCREASE ON 
ALL PRICES 
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Date of IBsut 
CRYSTAL lETS 

llltllfrints, Otl. eacll. 
1!)87 Crystal Receiver •. 
The·· Ju!lior" Crystal Set 27.8.38 

8TRAI8HT BETS. Battery Operated. 
One-nln : Blueprints,11. eactl. 
.All-Wave Unlpen (Pentode) 
Beginners' One-valver . . • • 19.2.38 
The "Pyramid" One-valver (HF 

Pen) ·... •• .. .. 27.8.38 

Twe-niYe: Blu.,rint,1s. 
The Signet Two (D & L1!') 24.9.38 

Th,...YIIYI :· Blueprints, 11. -h. 
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF 

(TraDll)) •• .. . • • .. 
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 L1!' 
~lW & Trans)) • • • • • • 

Leader Three (BG, D, Pow) •• 
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D 

(Pen), Pen) . • • . • • 29.6.87 
Hail-Mark Three (BG, D, Pow) .. 
Hall-Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC)) 16.3.35 
F. J. Camm's Btlver Souvenir (HF 

Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave 
Three) .. .. 13.4.35 

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF 
(Troos)) • • .. .. .. 

1936 Sonotone Three-Foor (HF 
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen), 

Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF 
(RC)) .. .. .. •• 

The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen) •• 
The Totor Three (HF Pen, D, l>eo) 21.3.36 
The Centaur Three (SG; D, P) •. 
F. J. Camm's Record All-Wave 

Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) .• 31.10.30 
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D, 

2 LF (RC & Trans)) • • • • 18.2.39 
The "Rapide" Straight S (D, 

2 LF (lW & Trans)) • • . . U2.37 
F. J. Camm's Oracle All-Wave 

Three (HF, Det.., Pen) • • 28.8.3; 
1938 "Trlband" All-Wave Three 

(HF Pen, D, Pen) • • • • 22.1.3~ 
J!'. J. Camm's "Sprite" Three 

(HF Pen, D, Tet) • • • • 26.3.38 
The" Hurricane "All· Wave Three 

(SG, D (Pen), Pen) .. .. 30.4.38 
1!'. J. Camm's "Push-Button" 

Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet) 3.9.38 

Four-waln : Blueprints, 11. eacll. 
Bonotone Four (SG, :1!, LF, P) • • 1.5.37 
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. 8.6.37 
Beta Universal ]<'our (SG, D, LF, 

CI.B) .. .. •• •• 
Nucleon Class Il Four (CG, D 

(SG), LF, Cl. B) • • .. 
Fury ll'ourSuper(SG, SG, D, Pen) 
Battery Haii·Mark 4 (HF Pen, 

D, Push-Pull) • • • . • • 
F. J. Camm's "Limit" All-Wave 

Four (HF Pen, D, Ll', P) • • 26.9.36 
"Acme" All-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D 

(Pen), LF, Cl. B) • • • • 2.2.38 
1.'he "Admiral" Four (HF Pen, 

HF Pen, D, Pen (RC)) • . • • 3.9.38 

Mains Oparatelll 
Twe-waiYe : Blulfrlats, 1s. eactl. 
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen) 
A.C.·D.C. Two (SG, Pow) •. 
8electone A.C. :Radiogram Two 

(D,Pow) •. •• 
Tllne-nln: Blueprints, ts. each. 
Double-Diode·Trlode Three (HF 

Pen, DI?_'!_, Pen) •• 
D.C. Ace (~W, DJ:'en) .. 
A.C. 'fhree (SGt.. JJ, Pen) •• 
A.C. Leader(H.Ir Pen, D, Pow) 7.1.30 
D. C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen) 
Unique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) •• 
Armada Mains Three (H:I•' Pen, D, 

Pen) .. .. .. •• 
1!'. J. Camm's A.C. All-Wave Sliver 

Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 
".All· Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2 

LF(RC)).. •• .. •• 
A.C. 1986 l!onotone (HF Pen, HF 

Pen, Westector, Pen) • • • • 
Mains ~ AII·Wave 3 (HF 

Pen,D,Pen) 

F...-valwe: ....... llb,h.MCII. 
A.C. Fory Four (80, SG.~_!>. Pen) 
A.C. Fury :Vour Super (IN, SG, D, 

.Pen) .. •• •• •• 
A.C. HaD-Mark (HF ·'Pen, D, 

Pnsb·PuU) •• •• •• 
Universal B&U·Kark (Ill' Pen, D, 

Puab·Pnll} .. •• •• 

J!lo. oJ 
Blueprint 

PW71 
PW94 

PW31A 
PW85 

PW93 

PW76 

PWlO 

PW34A 
PW35 
PWS7 

PW39 
PW'l 
PW48 

PW49 

PW61 

PW53 

PW55 
PW61 
PW62 
PW64 

PWG9 

PW7'l 

PW82 

PW78 

PW84 

PW87 

PW89 

PW02 

PW! 
PWU 

PW17 

PW34B 
PW34C 

PW46 

PW67 

PW83 

PW90 

PW18 
PW31 

PW19 

PW23 
PW25 
PW29 

PW35C 
PWS5B 
PWB6A 

PW38 

PW50 

PW5& 

PW66 

PW70 

PW20 

PW34D 

PW45 

8UPERHET8. 
Battery Beta : Blueprints, 11. ucb. 
£5 Superhet(Three-valve) •• 6.6.87 · PW40 
F. J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet • • PW52 

Mains Sets : Blueprints, 11. e~~eh. 
A.C.£5Superhet(Tbree-valve).. PW43 
D.C:£5 Superhet(Three-valve) • • PW42 
Universal £5 Superhet (Three• 

valve)· •• •• •. PWH 
F.J.Camm'sA.C.Superhet' •• PW59 
F. J. Carum's Universal £4 Super• 

het4 •. .. •• •• PW60 
"Qualltone " U nlversal Four 18.1.17 PW73 

rour-vaiYe : Dou~le-sitled Blulfrint, 11. 1111. 
PUsh llntton 4, Battery Model .. } 
Push Button 4, .A .C. Mains Model 22.10.38 PW06 

SHORT·WAYE SETS. BatttrJ Oflll'lltell. 
One-vaiYe : Blueprint, 11. 
Simple S.W. One-valver • • •• 28.12.80 PW88 

Two-waive : Blulfrinta 11. -h. 
Midget Short-wave Two {D, Pen) - PW38A 
The " Fleet" Short-wave Two~ 

(D (HF Pen), Pen) 27.8.38 PW91 

Tllree-waiYe : Bluepriall, 11. eacll. 
Experimenter's Short-wave Three 

(SG, D, Pow) .. .. •• 
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and 

Trans}) • • . • 
The Band-Spread S.W. Three 

(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) 

PORTABLES. 
Tll,.._vaiYI : BIUifrinh, 11. -h. 
F. J. Camm's Ef,F Three-valve 

Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen) .• 
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable 

(SG,D, Pen) 

Feur-walwe : Blulfrlnt, 11. 
"Imp" Portable 4 (D, LF, LF 

(Pen)) .. •• .. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
BIUifrint, 11. 
S.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve) 

PW30A 

PW63 

1.10.88 PW6S 

PW65 

3.6.89 PW77 

PW86 

PW48A 

AMATEUR WIRELESB AND WIRELESB MA8AZ:INE 
CRYSTAL BETS. 

Blueprints, &d. eaeh. 
Four-station Crystal Set 
1934 Crystal Set .• 
lDO-mlle Crystal Set 

&3.7.38 

STRA18HT BETS. Battary Oplrlltell. 
One·wam : Blueprint, h. 
B.B.C. Special One-valver •• 
Two-vaiYe: Blueprints, 1a. euh. 
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) •• 
Full-volume Two (SG det, Pen) ' •• 
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) .. .. 
A Modern Two·valver 

Tllree-waiYe : Blue,riata, 1 s. eaeh. 
£5os. S.G.3 (SG, D, Tralll!) •• 
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) •• 
£5 6s. Three: De Luxe Version 

(SG, D, 'frans) • • • . 
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC, 

Tran~) .. .. • . . • 

19.6.84 

Transportable Tbree (SG; D, Pen) 
Simple· Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) •• June "33 
Economy-Pentode three (SG, D, 

Pen) .. . • .. .. Od. '33 
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three 

AW427 
AW444 
AW450 

AW387 

AW388 
AW392 
AW426 
WM409 

AW412 
AW422 

AW4S5 

AW437 
WM211 
Wll327 

WJol337 

(SG, D, Pen) • • • • WM351 
£3 Ss. Three (SG, D, Trans) • • Mu. '84 WJL354 
1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG, 

D,Pen) .. .. .. .. 
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen) 
Cert.alnty Three (SG, D, Pen) 
MinitubeThree(SG, D, 'l'rans) •• Oct. '35 
All· Wave Winning Three (SG, D, 

Pen) .. .. .. .. 

faur-YIIYe : Blueprints, h. Id. -~~ 
65e. Four (SG.! D, ll.C, 'frans) •• 
2HFFonr(21SG, D, Pen) .. 

WM371 
WM389 
WM393 
WM396 

WM400 

AW370 
AW421 

Self-contained Four (SO, D, LF, 
Class B) • • • . • • • • Auv. '33 WM331 

Lucerne S~ralgllt. }'our (SG, D, 
LF, Trans) • • • . . • -

£5 5s. Battery l!'our (HI', D, 2 J.F) Feb. '35 
The H.K. Four (SG, SIJ, D, Pen) -

WM350 
WM381 
WM38' 

The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen, 
HF Pen, DDT, Pen) • • • • Apr. '36 WII'O' 

FIYe-vaiYe : Blueprints, 11. &d. -11. 
Super-quality Five (2 HI•', D, RC, 

1.'tans) .. .. .. .. 
CIA~$ 8 Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF, 

OlassB).. .. .. .. 
New Clasa B Five(~ SG, D, LF. 

Claos B) •. 

WM:320 

WM34! 

WM:310 

October, 1940 

These Bluepr!Dts are drawn full size. -
Copies of appropriate issues conta1n!ng descrip

tions of these sets can In some cases be supplied 
at the following prices whtch are additional to tM 

~:1m"lei"fn:f:;:r;t.nthat ~·~.!'~!or: ~~~ ~~~nrt 
Practical Wlrelef:t~l=t dated l:f!':o!'l f.':.~.i 

;; ;. nssuP" dntM JunP lF~t to 
.July 27th, 1940, 5d. Post Paid 
(Issues dated September,l940. 
and afterJ 7d. Post Paid 

~~1::-M~e~:: ~: ::: t1" "', : 
The Index letters whlcb precede the Bl.uel)l.'lnt 

Number Indicate the periodical In which the des-

~1l:'Bc'fr.~w: t~~.;:;·~i:k"ss~0~~~~~ 
less Maoazlne. 

Send (preferably) a r.•tal order to cover the ·cost 

~~~:.'l,~~re\,:iCTtp8~~~ftBY~:~.:i 
Dept .. Geot-ge Newnes. Ltd .. Tower House. South· 
ampton Street. Strand. W.C.2. 

Mains Operated. 
T-valve : Blueprints, 11. each. 
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A. C .• 
Economy A. C. Two (D, Trans) A.C. 
Unicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen) • 
TII-·YIIYI : Blueprinls, 11. eaeh. 
Home Lover's New All-Electric 

Three (SG, D, Traos) A.C. • • 
Jolantovani A.C. Three (HF Pen, 

D,Pen) .• •• •• .. 
£16 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram 

(HF', D, Pen) • • . . . . Jan. '36 
Feur-walwe : Blueprinll, 11. ltl. each. 
.All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. Ju./y '33 
Harrls' Jubilee Radiogram (HF 

Pen, D, LF, P) • • • . . • May '35 

SUPERHETB. 
Battery Sets : Blulfrints, 11. •-· eaeh. 
Modern Super Senior • . . . 
"Varsity Four . . • . • • Oct. '35 
The Request All-Waver . . • • June '36 
1935 Super-1!'ive Battery (Superhet) 
Mains Beta : Blueprints, 11. aaeh. 
Heptode Super Tbree A.C. . . May 'Bt 
"W.M." Radiogram Super A. C... -

PORTABLES. 
reur-walwe : Blulfrinh, 1s. Stl. eacll. 
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF, 

Class B) .. .. .. .. 
Family Portable (HF, D, RC, 

Trans) . • • • • . • • 

AW403 
WM286 
WM394 

AW383 

WM374 

WM401 

WM329 

WM386 

WM375 
WM395 
WM407 
Wl\13711 

WM359 
WM366 

AW393 

AW4H 
Two HF Portable (2 SG, D, 

QP21) . • • • . . . • WM363 
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) • WM367 

BHORT·WAYE BETS. Battery Operated. 
Oae-valwe : Blueprints, 1s. eaell. 
S.W. One-valverforAmerica 15.10.38 AW429 
RomeShort-Waver .. AW452 
Two-valve : Blue,rinh, 11. each. 
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG, det, 

Pen) .. .. • . • • Feb. "86 
Home-made Coli Two (D, Pen) •• 
TII-·WalYe : Blueprinh, h. each. 
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D, 

RC, Trans) •• • • •• 

WM40:! 
AW440 

AW355 
Experimenter's 6·metre Set (D, 

Trans, Super-regen) . • • • 30.6.34 A W 4:18 
TbeCarrlerShort-waver(8G, D, P) July '35 WM390 
fuur-valwe: Blue,riah,11. Id.-~~-
A.W. Short-wave World-beater 

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans) •• 
Empire Short-waver (SG, D, RC, 

Trane) • . • • • • • . 
Standard Four-valve Short·waver 

(SG, D, LF, P) .. 22.7.39 

..,.,..et : Blue,rint, 11. 111. 
Sirilplilled Short-wave Super •• Nrn. '86 

Mal•• Operated. 
Twe-walwe : Blueprint•, 11. aaeh. 
T,..,.valve Mains Short•waver (D, 

Pen) A.C. .. .. .. 13.1.40 
.. W.M." Long-wave Converter •• 
Tll,...vaiYe : Blue,rint, 11. 

Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C ••• 
Feur-nlft : Blueprint, 11. 1111. 
Standard Four-valve A.C. Short• 

waver (SG, D, RC, Tran•) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
8. W. Ooe•valve Converter (Price 

6d.) .. .. .. .. 
Enthusiast's Power AJDpHI!er (1/6) 
Listener'• 5·watt A.C. Amplifier 

(1/6) .. •• .. .. -
Radio Unlt(2v.) for Wll892 (1/·). Nrn. "86 
Harris Electrogram battery am· 

pliller (1/-) .. .. .. 
De J,uxe Concert A.C. Electro· 

gram (1/·) .. • • .. Mar. '36 
New style Short•wave Adapter 

(lf-) .. .. •• 
Trickle Charger (6d.) • • • , 
8hort·wa.ve Adapter(1/·).. • • 
Superhet Converter(1f·) .. • • 
:B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter 

(1/·) .. .. .. • • May 'M 
Wllson Tone Master(l{·).. .. Jrtnt "36 
The W .M. A.C. Short-wave Con-

verter (1{-l 

AW436 

WM313 

WM383 

WM397 

A.W453 
WM380 

WM3o2 

WM391 

AW112!1 
WJol387 

WM392 
WM398 

WM399 

W.U403 

WMS88 
AW462 
AW,56 
AW,57 

WM40~ 
Wat.406 

WM408 
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The 11 Fluxite Quins" at Play. 

. " Let's join in a song," warbled OH 
As he switched on the wireless, and so 
Fluxite's praises they sang 
Till the old rafters rang, 
For 'twos Fluxite that made the set go ! 

See that FLUXITE is always 
by you-in the house-garage
workshop-wherever s p e e d y 
soldering is needed. Used for 30 
years in government works and 
by leading engineers and manu
facturers. Of Ironmongers-in 

tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and l/8. 

Ask to see the FLUXITE 
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING 
SET -compact but substantial 
-complete with full instruc-

tions, 7/6. 

TO CYCLISTS I Your wheels 
will NOT keep round and true, 
unless the spokes are tied with 
fine wire at the crossings AND 
SOLDERED.. This makes a much 
strongerwh~/. it's simple-with 

FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT 
!.--------------------
The FLUXITE GUN is always 
ready to put Fluxite on the 
soldering job instantly. A little 
pressure places the right quan
tity on the right spot and one 
charging lasts for ages. Price 

1/6, or filled 216. 

Write for Free Book on the art 
of .. soft .. soldering. and ask 
for leaflet on CASE-HARDEN
ING STEEL, and TEMPERING 

TOOLS with FLUXITE. 

Fl.UXITE LTD. (Oept. W.P.), 
. DRAGON WORKS, BERMOND- · 

SEY ST., S.E.I. 

FLUX IT 
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING 

: ,.,. 
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Classified Advertisements T RA 1 N E D MEN 
ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted for t.hese ~'Olumns 
at the rate of 2<1. per word (minimum char~e 2/· U R G E N T LY 
each paragraph). All advertisements must. ue 
prepaid. 
EACH paragraph will commence with the first wonl N E E D E D 
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in 
bold faee capitals are charged at M. per word. 
ALL commuuieattons should be ad.dres~e<l to the 
Advertisement "Manager, '' Pra.ctical \Vireless," Tower 
House, f\outbampton Street, London, W.C.2. 

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS 

VACANCIES IN THE AERONAUTIC)AL INSPECTION 
DIRECTORATE. MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRo
DUCTION. 
Vacancies exist for unestal!llshed appointments as 
Examiners in the General Engineering, W /1' Instru· 
ment Branches. 
QUALIFICATIONS. 
All candidates must have good general edncat.ion, be 
able to read drawings, understand specillcatlons, use 
micrometers and other measuring instruments. 
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch 
must have had practical experience in an engineering 
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing 
is desirable. 
(b) Applicants for the Instrument .Branch must have 
knowledge of physics and training in light engineering 
or Instrument making. Candldatts with koowledge of 
optical instruments are also required. 
(c) Applicants for the WfT Branch must have practical 
koowledge of W {T and ell'ctrleal equipment with 
teehnieal training in radio rommunicatlon equal t.o 
City and Guilds final examination standard. 
AcceptHI candidates will undergo a period of training 
in inspection as applied to the above subjects, not 
exceeding three calendar months, and will be paid 
£3/15/0 weekly during training. Subsistence allowance 
of £1/5/0 weekly during training is payable to married 
men normally residing outside the training area. On 
successful completion of training, candidates will be 
appointed as Examiners at a salary of £270 per annum 
(payable monthly in arrear) subject to a deduction 
of £12 per annum for each year of age below that of U. 
Payment for overtime. Examiners must be prepared 
to serve in any part of t.he United Kingdom. 
Normal age limits, 23 to 60. 
Candidates should indicate on their applications for 
which type of vacancy (i.e., (a), (b), or (e)) they wish 
to be considered. 
Applications must be made on Form 786, copies of 
which can be obtained on application, IIJ ,..tcanl 
ltiiJ, to : Ministry of Labour and National Service, 
Box No. 171, Head Post Omce, Sm.all Street, Bristol. 

CABINETS 

A CABINET for every radio purpose. Surplus cabinets 
(undrllled) from noted makers. We have hundreds in 
stock (no catalogues). Send measurements of chassis, 
ete., and say what kind of cabinet required. Stamp 
for reply. Inspection invited. 
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 281l. E<lgwnre Road, 
W.2. Tel. : Pad. 5891. 

LITERATURE 

NEW J>ditlon. American Amateur Relay League 
Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-min11te technical 
informatlon, 8/·, post 6d.-Webl!'s Radio, 14, Soho 
Street., London, W.l. 'Phone: Gerrard 2089. 

LOUDSP~KI!R RI!PAIRS 

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any 
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices.-Sinelalr 
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, 
London, N.l. 

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils 
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices 
quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker 
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade iavited. Guaranteed 
sat.isU.ction. Prompt service. 
L.l. Repair Se"ICI, 5, Balham Grove, London, S. W .12. 
Batterse.\ 1321. 

MORSE EQUIPMENT 

FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets, 
Oscillators, Recorders and other .Radio Telegraph 
Appafatus, designed and manufactured by T. R. 
McEh;oy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole dis· 
tributors: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London, 
W.l. 'Phone: Gerra.rd 2089. 

MORSE TRAINING 

·wiRELESS Code Courses. " Book of FlJ.cts" Free.
Can!ller System Co. · (L.O.), 121, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

MORSE and theory classes continue at Walwort h 
Evening Institute, John Ruskln Street, S.E.5, 7.4;; 
Mondays and Fridays, Is, ·3d. a term. Everyone 
welcome. 

The R.A.F. wants trained radio men for service 
as Radio Mechanics. We give the training that 
enables applicants to pass the Trade Test. 

A clerk writes : " I would again express my 
thanks for the tuition that has enabled me to pass 
my R.A.F. Examination, and particularly 
for the personal way in which the Course has been 
conducted." 

A grocer writes: "I passed the Test easily, 
!hanks to your Course." 

A shop assistant writes: "I sailed through the 
questions at the R.A .F. Test and thank you for the 
utmost satisfaclilfn I received from your training." 

Even if you know nothing about radio, we 
can train you. If you have some knowledge 
of the subject, we can arrange a special Course 
to meet your requirements. 

Our Home-Study Courses are praised and re· 
commended by leading Radio Authorities. Hun
dreds of students of all ages who are now in well· 
paid positions owe their success to our training. 
If yoa GTe not liable for military seruice, there 

are ~cell•nt oppOrtunities for spare-time or fall. 
time employment. 

POST COUPON NOW and learn how you 
can study at home and become a qualified 
Radio Engineer. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 
FAIRFAX HOUSE (P.&) 

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I 
r- (~iin-:..=ied' ;;.v'd;;..,-id.';~--~ 
1 Please send me free details of your Home-Study I 

Radio Courses. I I NAME .................................... I 
I ADDRESS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 
! P.S. . •.•..........•.............•...•. I -------------------

for PERFECT PORTABLE POV:ER I 

MALLORY 
VIBRAPACKS 
& VI BRA TORS 

Any Output Range. up to 300 
volts at lOO m fa from 6 or 12 volts. 
Also ISO watts A.C. from 110 or 

220 volts D.C. 

As supplied to all the Services. 
Send for technical data. 

MASTERADIO Ltd., 
Villrant Works, 

183, Rickmanswortll Rd., watt.,., Hertt. 
Telephone : Walford 98e5!9e90 
TeleOTams: 1Hastiola. Wat[ord 

Greenwrwtl 

I Booksellers to the World j 
FOYLES 

. '· ' 
New and eecondhand booke on Wire .... 

and every other ilubiect. . 
113-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.Z 

Telephone Gerrard 566() (16 lines) . 
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ARMSTRONG 
AMAZING NEW CHASSIS 
& SPEAKER AT LOW COST! 

* 
NEW MODEL EXP.48. R-,·alw, 4-hand, A\1-waw ~upc-r
het ~.:ha!'!Sls, l:l-lllll HtPtl-e~. continuo\11'1 on nonJutl lm .. •ad· 
eu.<tt ~band, fdt"vclol){'d on tl~ fin.,~ of the popuhu· A W:lti, 
with ad,lilional !.(bort-wave hand nnd numermt"'- otlwr 
ret1nemt>nt~. CASH PRICE 19 91., witl1 8in. <opeakt'r. or 

44/• ~~i;1~:a~~-~~~d ~:,?.k~~.;~.l~t8~hly paymt>nh of 20!-; 
",_t' eon11llf'nt!y t'et·oJmuend this Cha!lf!i.'l- writ£" !or full 

]Jartit·ulals of thi&. and other Armstn•llg modf'ls ou :.:imilur 
terut>'~. * W. B. LOUDSPEAKER CHASSIS 
'AWl the flnf'!'lt pPrmaueut ww;;uet uuit. ideal as lJiineipal 
or C).t(·naion 8pea.hl'r. \\'ritt' ior pHrtiPulat1l nwl ltnH8t 
te-nus-also all weU .. known sets, Speaker!'!. Valves, Compo .. ~ 
nents, de. * SUNBE:~CTRIC SHAVEMASTER 
wjt,i}the llt'W •• 4/;)" llt'<Hl gin,,; a pEr~f'ict !!'ha H. ltiO-~fJO 
V., .J\.C. or ll.l' .. £4 4s. p(•st h·t'e, 01· 10,- down and 8 111o11thl~ 
payments ot 10;'-. * VICEROY e::~;;c DRY SHAVER 

* 

(Made l•r Rnlls Razor!', l.ttl.). 
IriPal for men in the :--lpn·iee:-; '"' 111 home v.ht>rt' ekdrii·ify 
i~ not. antil<llJl£". 1'\o !Jt!lsiL soap ur water is IH't'tJnl (',,11; 
plete in {'/U<f' £2 10s. or 10,- i-1 ith order aiHI ti mouthly 
payments of 7,'3. 

DOMESTIC 

"~ 
= 

ELECTRIC 
EQUIP M ENT 

for Cash or 
EASY TERMS 
Despite t.he war "\\!' nre stlll 
able to ~npply a numhf•r <f1 
tlomt·>ttil' l'lt>ctrit"al t~llllli· 
auces, t>.!!.., Vaenllm Clt•anen>, 
}'in•s, Iron.<~, l'nTtf'. etc 
Send '2~d. postage for 
!'u\1 dt'tail:-1 :1111l tcrH'!! of 
any of thf' alH•Ve. 

Late o1 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2. Orders sent by return. 

All conmamieations to t·~·at·uation addreRF;-

"WIII'DEII'," AII.DilfGLY RD., BALCOMBE, SUSSEX. 

•t_,.,_ ,,G0 tot 
If you want to get right down _to a 
speedy and sure way of becomtng _a 
highly efficient Morse operator, get lt 

The Candler system of Code Training was 
devised for those who intend to enter or 
have entered the commercial side of tele
graphy, the Services, or who take a real 
interest in Amateur Radio work. 

JUNIOR Scientific Code 
Course f9r beginners. 
Teachzs all dle necessary code 
fundamentals scientifically. 

ADVANCED Hich·speed 
Telegraphing for operators 
who want to increase their 
w.p.m. speed and improve their 
technique. 
Telegraph Touch - Type
writing for those who want 
to become expert in the use of 
the typewriter for recording 
messages. 

Courses supplied on Cash or Mont!Jiy Payment terms. 

.... ----COUPON----~ 
Pleose send Free Copy of Candfer " Book of Facts " to-

NAME ........................................................... . 

ADDRESS ...............................•................•........ 

Post Coupon in I d. unsealed ~nvelope to London Manager 

CANDLERSYSTEM CO. 
(S.L.O.), Ill, Kinpway, London, W.C.l 
Candler System Co., Ashville, North Carolina. U.S.A. 
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS 

3,000 Speakers, P.M. l\lld energlserl 4iu. to 141n. in
cluding sevP.ral EJIOCh 18iu.-Sin<"lair Speakers, 
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen ~treet, I,ondon, N.1. 

NEW RECEIVERS AND 
AMPLIFIERS 

CHALLENGER RADIO CORPORATION,-We 'till 
lead with hest valutt money can buy; send :!~d. 
stamp for illustrated catalogue> of finest a!l-wa,·e 
receivers, hand~ome ca;pinetF:, spPakers all(l valves, firstg 
only 0/- each ; every nrticle fully guaranteed; buy 
now before prices aga~l rise. 
CHALLENGER R,I\DIO CORPORATION, 31, 

·Craven Terrace, Lancaster Gate, l .. ondon, \Y.~. 

RADIO CHASSIS 

ARM$TRONG COMPA'lY have a limited number of 
chassis not included in t.he rurrent catalogue, but 
1·arrying t.he makers' guarantee. Chassis are Offered at 
especinll~r economical price:;. :;everal examples arc 
gh·en heJow. 
ARMSTRONQ RF96 AB-wave Ra<liogram clulssis with 
R.F. pre-amplifler, supplied complete with matched 
moving-coil speaker. 18 10s. Od. 
ARIIISTRONG RFPP7 All-wave Radiogram chassis 
with R.F. pre-amplifier and Pttsh-pnll output LL'ing 
PX4 valves capable of handling 6 wat.ts. 17 7s. Od. 
ARMSTRONQ 7 sl,age Radiogram chassis complete 
with matched speaker, 14 10s. Od. 
ARMSTRONG have several other models. Please 
write for particulars. 
ARIIISTRONG COMPANY, WARLTERS ROAD, 
HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7. • 

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE 

WEBB'S Radio Map of the World enables you to 
Joca te any station heard. Size 40" by 30" 2 eolour Ilea vy 
Art Paper, 4/6, post Od. Limited supply on Linen. 10/6, 
post 6<1. W~;BB'S Radio Globe-superh 12" ful!
colonr model. Radio prefixes, zones, ete. Henvr oxy
di•ed mount. Post Paid. 27/6.-Webt>s Uadio, 14, 
Soho Street, London, W.l. 'Phone: Oerrar<l 2080. 

' RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

VAUXHALL. llola Sin. l'. M. speakers. 14s. n.t.: 
U.ola lmn. P.)f. spcnkf'rs, 18s. Gd.; 1tola 1 ,!iOO ohm 
rnergbrtl speakers, l:!s. 6d.: all with tra11~foruwr~. 
Electrolytie f'ondensers, rardiJoarfl ease,~ mfd., riOO v., 
2s.; ~-i 8 mfd., 500 v., 3s. Gd. ; GO mfd., :;o v., ls. Htl. 
Volume c·ontrols, 2s.; with swit(·h, ~R. Irnn-eorrcl 
tuniu:.; f'OilH on base with terminalH, switc-h, 2-gang-, 
12s. G(l.; :1-~ang, l!Js. (ill, Bar-t~rpe 2-gnng f'OIH1PH:-:>C'l'8-, 
0.000.) mfd., H::;. Oct.: with trimmers. H<>~i~tors, 
1 watt, 4(l. <'arh. ~iriC't :1~-1 I •. F. trani'iformr-rn, 
~,s. thL ~lwl<'ton H.T. 10 rertifiers, lls. GramotJllone 
pkk-up~. 11~. nnrl H~Jo:. Hd. ' 

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, }(;3a, Strand. J.nwlon, 
\\'.C.~. Po~age extra ortlers under as. Stump for 
list. 

SPARTAN 5-valve Press Button Radio. No mnmml 
tuning. 7 stations on press button, 'Valuut Nthinet, 
provh;ion for pirk-up and extension speaker, 4 watt:; 
out.ptit. with negative feed back, Mult.i-stagf' Superhf't 
with A.V.U., for A.C. main"l only, guaranteed ft"t'eption. 
Price t+/:l/0, carriage paid. 
CRYSTAL SETS, Permanent Detedor, suit"l•le fi>r 
A.R.P. sheltPrs, few only, 7/G, post frre. OhlhaiH'l 
ex-poliee used un:o;pillHble 2-volt "i amp. Accumulators, 
Huitah!e for lampH, portable", etc .. 2/·. 
PHILLIPS :'\tcp-do\\"n Trausformer, input 200-~Hl mlt'. 
output tJY. 8 amps, 2/U each. B.I. CondensrrR, 4 mfd., 
..J.50 v. working, resin oil filled, 3/-, po:;t fr£'f' .. 2.:-, mfi:L 
1,000v. working, 2j:l each; .1 mm. ditto, ~/::_ 
A.C. ;;-piu H.F. Pentodes. AC/HL 5-piu Dol<"r-tor,. :Y/
eaeh. Morse keys, 2/11 each. Microphone 80/1 Tmns· 
tormers, 1/9 each, 
BALL-BEARING Bakelite Turntables. Gin. <liameh'r, 
suitable for all purpose:;, 2;0 each. rnivrrsnl Ont}mf 
Transformers for Push-Pull Cla:-:os B. I>f'utodP. et<·., 
4/9 eaeh. Hi[.h-note :Mor~e Buzzers, -!~-6 volt~. 2/(i eaC'h. 
PERMANEN 1 Crystal Detectors, complete with 
Bracket and Screws, 2./- each. Nrw Mt~iu:-< Ent•r; .. d:-.ed 
Speakers, best make~. 8in. 8/~1 earh. Haml TelrJ•lHJue 
Sets, G/tl, with cord 7/-. Dial Communkat iuu Tele
phones with hand :;et, 18/G eaCh. Ste}HIJ' Trausforrners, 
.230-100 voltg, or vkc versa. !}0-tO wntt:-<, fJ/-. 
ZETOZONE ALr CondilioLIN'S, 1 vah·e, 2~0/2Gil volls 
A.C.·, suitable for sheltrrs. rooms, etc., £1 ea('h. Super 
MoUel, 2 valves, with Etettric Induction Cir('nlat.ing 
Fan in handsome Poii,hed Wahmt ('auinet, i">O/·. 
4-valve model in Metal Cal>illet, £!/10/-. Gearetl 
relays, 12/G eaeh. ContiHti1t:11 J,cver 8-day doek 
movemruts, rqin. euamel tlinl, 10/G post. free. Po:-~itron 
Dry:Eiectrol~·tit Coudrwwr:-o,S+Smfcl. 500 volt working, 
4-lra<l, 21\1 eadt. All good' po't frer. 
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO, 23, Lisle St.reet, T.otl<lnn, 
W.t".~. Germrd 2!\!in. 
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ARMSTRONG 
SPECIAL OVERSEAS MODEL EXP48 
8-w. 4-BAND ALL-WAVE SUPERHET CHASSIS 

This chassi::; has been developed on the lines of our 
Model AW38 which has proved an outstanding suc
cess since its introduction at 1939 Radiolympia. 
Overseas requirements, however. have been given 
primary consideration. Firstly. an additional short
wave band has been incorporated and the chassis 
now gives an efficient continuous short-wave cover.. 
age from 13 to 160 metres. All coils and I.F. trans
formers have been specially treated to render them 
impervious to humidity. Switching is of extra 
robust construction and contacts heavily plated. 
The mains transformer is interleaved and has a 
generous iron content to avoid excessive tempera-

~~tf~:J'~!~ p~~~~ l'~ra~~~~~~'\"}f.~~ 8 gns. 
EXP48 Is equally suitable for Home Market. 

Packing and Carriage 4/6 on all models. 

With a• P.P. Sptaktr.. £9. 9. 0 
With 10• P.P. Speaker £10 3. 0 

Please write for Specification. 

ARMSTRONG MANFQ. Co. 
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOW AY, LONDON, N.7. 

(AdJolninc Holloway Arcade) , 
L-----'Phone: NORth 3213-----' 

Cli:x Valoeholders or.d Str:·p.s 
are ~Pecified ]or lhe 4-va/ve 
receiver deurib~d in this 

issue. 

Valve-holders embodying 
the ~erfect ~on tact helic
al"' slotted CLIX socket 
built on laminated plastic 
or Frequentite CERAMIC 
plates-for all standard 
valves o:nd <~.11 conditions 
of service. 

BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS, LTD., 
1, Church Road, Leatherhead1 Surrelf. 
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

D.C. MOTOR BLOWERS, ~in. inlet anti outlet. 
Aluminium body, laminate'! firld, -ideal for dug--out 
.,.·entilat ion. lOO-volt, 25, .. ; ~~o-Yol t, 30/·. Carringe 
Pai<l. · 
DRYPTO SHUNT WOUND DYNAMO, 12/18 Yolts, 
~/10 amp.-.., 2,:!00 r.p.m .. in 11t'\V t'Ondition, 37/6, 
o::arriat!e 10rwa nl. . 
K·RAY TUBES by well·knmm makerR, 7-in. lmJ1, 
Tungsten Targ-ets, 15/ .. earh, e:nria~e f()fwanl. 
MAGNAYOX PM PUBLIC ADDRESS MOVING COIL 
HORN 'SPEAKERS, handle 1ii'~ll watts, size nf horn 
tO iu., 20-in. flare. Price 47/6, f'arriage vahl. 
EX-tii.P.O. UNI-SELECTOR SWITCHES, with rela)·, 
l rows. of 2.) contacts in new tOIHlit ion, 15/- caf'li. 
HlliiH·YOLtAGE .TRANSF:ORMERS, UReful for all 
test work, or television. Input 200/240 volb, out
put ·5,000 and 7,000 volts, 6/6 each, post 1/·. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200/~50 volts input, 12 
and• 24 volts at 4;6 amps. output., suitable for model 
trains, etc., 15/· each, post 1/•. 
MAINS' TRANSFORMERS, 200/2~0 volts input, 50 
volts 8 amp. output, useful for small arcs_ etc., 15/
each, post 1/6. 
ELECTRO DYNAMIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110 
volts D.C. input, 600 volts 1:-Jo m/a H voltt-i 5 amps. 
D.C. output, 45/·. Carriag<> forward. 
B.T.H. LlliiHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES, ~.IXlO ohms., 
condition as new, but. head~car needs repair. Price 
3/· per pair. Post free. 
VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS (Auto 
~Wound). 100/110 to 2001210 volts or vice \W<a. 
Gnarantee<l 12 months. 2!")0 watts, ?5/- ; 500 watt!', 
32/1 ; 1,000 watts, 50/· ; I,;,oo wattH, 62/6. DcliYrry 
7 days from date of ordt>r. 
SMALL ELECTRIC ROTARY CONVERTOR, 110 
volts D.C. input. 10 volts at 30 am}'"· output. {Tseful 
for ~a.rage charging. ss;-. Carriage f(}fWard. 
58-VOLT IJ.C. MOTORS, f'" h.p., 1,500 r.p.m., 
6/1 each. Ditto, 100 volts J.C., 7/6 each. 
EPOCH P.M. MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS, 10-in. cone, 
10 ohm speech coil, hawlle JlliU watt•, 32/8 each. 
Carriage 216 
MOVING-CoiL METER MOVEMENTS, for rrcalihrat· 
ing into nutlti4 ra.Ifge meters. Low milliamp deflection. 
2jin. dial. Makers: :Everett EtlgcutHbe aml other 
good makers. PricP, 6/· enc·h. 
EX-G.P.O. PEDESTAL TELEPHONES, complete with 
automatic dials, 8l6 each; Bf'll Boxt•s, eomplete with 
A.C. bell, nlicrophone, tranl:'furmcr, corulen-;cr, et(· .• 
3/6 eaeh. Hand Combined Telephonel:i vdth flnQcr 
rress switch, 4/6 ead1. 
EX-G.P.O. SMALL RELAYS. l,l~lrl ~ 1,1¥.10 olum 
with nmlti cout.aets, new, 5/-. Ditto, 7,000 ohms two
leave type, 3/6 r:H"h. · r::;eful fnr remotr t'ontrol, et e. 
DYNAMOS, for chanrin~ or li!!lttin~. rtf'., <lll Rhnnt 
wound and fnlly guaranteed. 104 I-volt 10 amp., 
4-pole, 1,.)00 r.p.m., 90/·; ;JO'i:1-volt lfJ amp., 1,750 
r.p.m., 4-pole, 90:'·; :-)0-volt 10 amp., ball beariii.U:~. 
1,500 r.p.m., !-polt~, 70/· ; ~.-J·Yolt, 8 amp., 1,7:'10 
r.p.m., 2-polf', hall-IJearing, 37/6 ; CJ0/75-volt ~3 amp., 
4-p6le, 1,500 r.p.m., 110;'·. 
CROMPTON, 'clf-exci1in~ 50/lOll cycle Alternator, 
70 volt~ ;,oo \\'atts. !3/10,'-, carria~~ forward. 
NEWTON MOTOR GENERATOR, ~~0-volt, D.C. 
input, lG volts 11 amps out vut, in perfect condition. 
45/ .. , carriage forward. 
A SPECIAL LINE-MAIIB TRANSFORMER for 
Dugout lightill!! off 1~-Yolt car lmllJ~, input of Trans
former i~ ~00/~10 volt:;;, output is 1~ volts at:~ amp8. 
Price 7/6 each, lid. post. · 
VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMER, 2,000 watt,, 
110 to 200/:!;JO volt:'! or vke \'crsa. .Price 1&f-. t:uar
anteell 12 mouth)":. 
PHILIPS HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. lnfd. at 
4,000-volt workin!!, 5(6 Pach, rarria'v!e paid. 1'.C.C. 
Electrolytic Cowlensers, ~.ooo ).lftl., l~·volt working, 
2/6 each, p<>'t Jd. 

Terms : Cash with Order. or C.O.D. charges extra. 
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL 

AGAINST CASH. 
GALPIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES, 75, Lee High Rd., 
Lewisham, Londen, S.E.13. Telephone : Lee Green 5240. 

COULPHONE RADIO, Station Road, New Lonp:torv 
Preston. Prompt personal ~ervke. Bran<l :Xe\\ 
Goods only. See September P.W. tor Pitk·lll"· 
Speakers, Valves. J.atest Ambassador Chassis avail
able-33:\<?~ discount; Bulgin Products 20<y0 diseount. 
Special off'er of 10 guinea A.C. Decca Receivers. 
Two-wave, Push-button, ,l w:1tts, at !) guineas. 
Airmaster (British) 8-valvc 4 wavebaml ehassis, 
eomplete with speaker, List 1! gns., at 8 gn"). Stamp, 
for New List.. 

A.C. ELIMINATORS, as new, 20s.; with trickle charger, 
30s.; carriage free.-12, Yewcroft A venue, Newcastlr
on-Tyne, 5. 

BANKRUPT llargains. JlraiHl 11ew I !I!Hl-40 modrlR, 
well-known best makes, makerH' ~ralrc1 C'arton~. witll 
guarantees. at Jess 30i}'o-40~ri below Jisted pricf'~ : al~o 
Midgets, portables. Send 2!11. stamp Jor li•t•.
Ra<lio Bargains, Dept. 1'.\V .. 2GI-3. 1.ichtirltl Hond. 
·\·;lc·n. JHrmingham. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS Ill 
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RADIO CLEARANCE Ltd. 
ALL-WAVE s.nperlu·t ··ha:-~i~. 5 "\";_tlve .AJ'. Latnt 
}latlarcl vaiH.'S 'l'.ll.LB, V.l'.J.lJ, T.f).J).4, Pen. 
:\A, L'V.4/:~Sflv. ltaJlgt'8: short~ wave, ltl-4K 
mef.re!:i; medium wave, 200-5ti0 Inetrc:-~; lnng 
\'t'ave, t-100-:!,~oo metrt~s. Hizc of <"haHRif-1, 1-1-~in. 
lomg, nin. dC('P; liright overall, 8~in. Contrul~: 
tnni11g at ~hlP. \'olume OJJ,Iott· at side, \'t-'aVf'
l"haiJ1,.!(', }•rovbion !Or pick-up. Complete with 
"·afYeH i\Jlll knob:-:. £4/17/6 each. ~peeial ~peaker 
1,;100 nlnnH tit~id, 10/6 eac1l. 
LISSEN •• scret·n-grid va1W'H. H.G.~15 mlll S.G. 
:!v., 4/6 <':ll'h. IA~~en 2v. battery ventod.eH, 4-pin, 
~hh~ terminal, P.'J'.2A and P.T.2:!;j, 4/11 each. 
LISSEN rel'titier Yalvc U()fJO, 2/11 raf'h. 
ULTRA-SHORT and •hort-wave douhle-wound 
luw-rcsiRtance choke. J.Ji~sen Hi·Q. reflistance Jess 
than .05 oh1n:·. l{oxcll. List 2/6. Our price, 
1/3 Cll<'h. 
LOW-LOSS Ceramie val vciJOlders, Lissen Hl-Q.Basc· 
board and chassis, 5- a11d 7-pin 10d.and 1/ .. each. 
MANIIIRIDGE type condensers, Lissen Hi-Q. 
2f)O ll.V. ·working. Moulded case with feet •• I mill. 
nnd I mfu., 8cl, each. 
ROTARY COIL UNIT. J,issen Hi·Q. Four-band 
from 4.~·!!1 metre•. Can be selected hy turn of 
knob. With cireuit.. lloxeLl. List, 15/U. Our 
pric••, 6/11 each. 
LOW-LOSS •hort wave variable condensers. 
Ceramic insulation. llraHs vanes. Lissen Hi-Q. 
Minimum. ca.patity 5 microfarads. Two types. 
lloxctl. With knobs. IOU m.mfd. List, 7/6. 
Our price, 3/· each. 20 m.mfd.. List, 5/6. Our 
price, 2/6 eat· h. 
5/& PER GROSS, !: watt Resistances, 12 values. 
PUSH-PULL switches. Lissen. 2-point., 4d. each. 
3-point, Gd. each. A1nerican Line Cords, 350 ohms, 
with fittings, 3/6 each. 
ROLA P.M. Speakers. Latest type, 7!in. cone, 
with Power ami I>eutoU.e transformer. Boxed. 
15/- each. 
CLOCK-FACED DIALS. 5in. x 3~1n. With 
printed 3-wave scale. 
MAINS transformer. G.E.C. American windings, 
;350-0-350v. 65 m.a. 5v. 2 amps., G.3v. 2.5 amps. 
Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. moUels, 
5/6 each. Jnput 2U0/25Uv. 
MAINS translormers. WEARITE. 
lt.C.l 250-0-250v. :;o m.a., 4v. z.r. amps, 4v. 4 
amps., 9/11 each. R.C.2 350-0-~I;J.Ov. 120 m.a., 
4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 amp:-;., 12/1 each. R.C.:3 
3&0-0-350v.l5U m.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. :2 u.mp!!;.,4v. 
5 amps., 15/ .. each. It. CA. r.oo-0-500v ., 1 51) m.a., 
4v. 2 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. ~-5 amps., 4v. 5.ti 
ampe., 21/· each. All above are centre-tapped 
windJngs. R.V.fl lOO-watt auto tran~tormcr, 
100-l!Ov., 200·250v. revei''<ihle, 12/6 each. All 
t.ram;fOrmers 200-t50v. tapped primaries. lt.C.D. 
Drop-through type cappeLl, :lf>llj:lf>OV., 100 m.a., 
5v. 2 amps., 6.:Jv. 5 amp~., 10i6 t~adl. 
CHASSIS mountin;~ Valveholders. American 4·, 
;)-, 6-, 7-pin, "·each. Octu.Js, &d. each. Loctals, 
10d. each. 7-pin English type, 3d. each. 
ONE-WATT Resistances. Polar N.S.F., 4~. each, 
3/9 pei dozen. All ~5izes up to 2 meg. 
VOLUME CONTROLS. American C.T.S. flnest 
made~ divhlct.l ~pindles. J.Jength 2lin. With 
::;witch. ~.000, 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 
~GO,OOO, ;,()(),000 and 1 me~., 2/11 each. Wi~ 
wnund 5 watt (less switch). 2,000, 10,000, 20,000 
ohms, 2/6 each. 
SPEAKER transformers. Pentode output. 3·4 
ohms matching. 3/· each. 
B.l. wire-end type, bias electrolytic•, 50 mfd., 12v., 
1/6 each. Ditto, 50 mfd., 50v., 2/6 ~ach. 
TUBULAR$. Wire-en<! non-inductive paper con
densers. All sizes up to 0.1, 5d. each; 4/9 per dozen. 
B.l. 8 x 8 mfd. 550v. working. Cardboard electro
lytlcs, 3/8 each. Ditto, 16 x 8 mm., 4/6 each. Ditto, 
~ mfd. tullulars, 2/· each. Ditto, 4 mfd. tubulars, 
1/9 each. 
HUNTS CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTICS. Wire· 
ends. 8 mfd. x 8 mfd. x 8 mfd. 450v. wkg. 
~ negativeH. 3/11 each. Ditto, ln mfd. x 8 mfd. 
350v. wkg. 3/3 each. 
RAYTHEON First Grade Valves. J,argeststockists, 
a)l types in stock, including Glas~ Series, Glass 
Octal tieries, Metal Series, Bantam Series, Single· 
ended, Metal Series, and Resistance Tube~:~; all at 
most <.'Ompetitive priceR. Send for lists. 
FUSE HO.LDERS. Totally cnclo>e<l type. MoHJ,Jc<l 
baHe and hridg-e complete with t\\O l.iJ arnp. 
tubular fnldes, 1/6 each. 
G.E.C. ~in. Ener:<isetl SPEAKERS with trans· 
f(Jrmer. 2,000 Ohmr; Fie1d, 9/11 cad1. 
GOODMAN Ditto, less transformer, 6/11 each. 
PLESSEY DIAL. With printe<l ~lcale. 3 
wavehamls (S.W., 1\<J.W., and JJ.\V.). Horizontal 
type. Rize of lWale, 51in. x :Z.in. Overall 
height, ;,in., 2/· each. 
DROPPING RESISTANCE&. For all purpose,. 
Total Uesistance 5:3;) Ohms-5 taps in :-step~ uf 
;)0 ohms. 3/· each, 
All orllers must include sufficient postage to cover. 
Hours or business : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays ; 
I a.m.-1 p.m. Sr:turday. 

I 
PLEASE WRITE YOUR ADDRESS IN BLOCK 
LETTERS. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO 
ANSWER ENQUIRIES UNLESS ACCOM· 

PANIED BY FULL POSTAGE (2jd.}. 

631 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1, 
Telepllone : HOLIIem 4831. 

, ____________________ , 

RECEIVERS AND OOMPON~NTS 

SOUTHERN lla<lio's llargaiw;, 
ALL ·Unarantectl. Posta~e Extra. 
5/· rarcd uf useful Components, comprising Con
~Iense~s, ltcs~..;tancc:o;, \'nlumc Controls, \Vire, CtrcUlts, 
de. \:due :!.~J/-. 5/- pn paret·l. 
15/· Sen·ic~ Man·~ Compu11rnt Kit. Elertrolytic 
Condew-!ers, \' olume Cout.n~l~, ltcsistances, Tubular, 
.l"tHr:1, l'aper Cumlem;el"fl, \ alvc HoldeJ~, etc. 120 
articles contained i11 ·"Iron:: ('arrving case U" x 7" x 7" 
15/- tile K.it. - - ' ' 
5/- 100 \Vire~end l\t·r~l~t~o.nccs, assorted 11npacities. 
-~and 1 watt, 5/- per 1110. 
ORMOND Ioncl-spcaker Unit". :!.;n. Cry~tal S~h~. 
fJ 1(); \Vcstcctors Type \Y:!, ~.'1): Cr_n;tal Jktedors, 
~/-; Cr~·stals, Gd.; "1'.0." l\1krnphorwf' on :-ltand,for 
uRe ,...-itll any receiver, 5/-; Tt·bf'n \V34H Iron-core 
Mhfget D.H. Coils, 5/0: Mor~e Tappin~ Keys, 31-: 
Buzzers, 1 /G. 
2/- Tool ur Jm;trument ('arrying Cases, ex Ooven.
ment Htotk. Wootl 0"' x 7" x 7", '2/-. 
SOUTHERN J{aditJ. 41i. Lisle ~trP.et, London. W.C 
(jerrnrd Gt;r,:J. 

READERS' BARGAINS 

RADIOLAB Analyl'ler. £.'"). a" ncw.-Dunsire, TLmgb, 
East \Vf'tny:O>A. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICE 

SERVIC~ \Vith a (:!l.lf;llltPP.-T.t•t ('ho1J:Pn::f•r nvu
hanl your radio nnd tdn!..l' it up to tlatt; for t.hc 
winte-r; low prkcl", 1 :Nt workJll<lfi.,.,hip; :l ll1l..•lltlw.' 
~wuantcc rartl given with rver~· jc1b; dl I"CI'laec
me-llt'~; vaiYt"'::. li/- e.ldi.--Ch-alkn_!.H!l' H~Hlio Cur
i'ora.t ion, :31, Craven Trrr:lee, Lf'li•lon, \V.!!. 

TUITION 

PRACTICAL l'o:-:tal ('uur!-lc~, r;ulio t(·lcvi~inn, test 
('quipmeut de:·ign, tradc-tc~t c0:11 hing for H.A.l~~. 
1 ost)O:, LP. I:. E. and J.\\'.'1'. exatm-.; IHmklet fn·e.
beerctary, J.P.H.E .• :{. ~!lirky lto:l•l, J,oJH!CII, \V..J. 

YOUNG MEN Hf_i:!rntly ff'<!nired i1) tr<1in a~ Hadio 
Operator:-~ in t.hc R . .A.l,'. Short tr;lilll~!g pnio·!. Low 
fcf':O:, Uonrders acceptecl. \Vrite f<Jr partkulars.
\Virt-k:-:..; Cullf';.!C, CoiW.\'11 J{;t~·. or 4'nltnll!~". ~~;uth
amplo.ll. 

WANTED 

RECORD·CHANGER yvantrd.- Fu!l r·~rth'lll!:rs to 
Nicholb, .Fiv1· 1 ~r;tw.:e Close, "'t•st · ~I(IIJko...:t·atou, 
Xorthumberla1ul. 

BOOKS 

YOU nee~ I a uoocl war ati<l~ whrn Vfl!l 1cad ! lw ;.t'Ws
papers ur li)-ten to tlH' wir{'k"-~ h;lllt•1in:-:. ".'\t·wnes 
('omprclH-"11:-.ive 'Vnr At la:-:" will 111:1Lf~ tl;e ]1H1~rcss 
of the <:ont\ict under<..LtllliaJ.Jp ill ;1l! it~ ;:...;J•Pd~.
()f ull .X0\\"~agent'! nnd Ho• ,~,._I'!Jer.,., J :n 11d. 1 •I" 1 ·~· pol't 
1 '\)from Ue1>r:.::e ::\f'\rJJf'""', Ltd. (liiH•k Dl'pt.\ 'i"owt•r 
Housr. :o-:nntJ.;ntlpton :--trPet. ~tLutd, Lnndm1. ,V.t:.2. 

KNOW wiHtt to do l;pj{1n· 1 h· rlndfJr ~·oUJ(':'I.-J.earn 
from the new book," First. Aid For Tl1~ HmH:·J1older~" 
tllld your knmvled:.re rnny [,e tl,t· meaw-; ofsaYill;.! a. iife. 
Deals in simple Januu;u.:r "i~ h all kind~ t•f injuries 
and their treatment. w.n·-gn~c·"-. ~ltn{'k, and tLt> minor 
ailments of evrrvdav lift'. ('karlv illw-tratcli.
Ofall BonkHeflf>r~.~1.'n· net. or h~- fH'~t i iD from Ucorge 
Newnes, Lt.cL(Book J)r,pt. ). T(l\\"l'r Hou:-:t•, ~ntltltarupton 
~treet, ~tr:HHI. l. .. oJHlnn, \\¥.( '.:!. 

THE \\'li()]e am<JZill~ ~~·iPll('(' or ''"in·k..::~ j~ C'lllltained 
in "Tl1e Outline ,,f 'firt.'lr:--.'-'" hy B<ltlill t:'>trauger. 
Tile f'ntire t}l('OQ' of f('f·t·ptirHl i:-: dc'illl~· explained. 
Ow•r :;oo pngf:'~. JlhJf-:tralt'cl.-OfaJI·HrJok)-;l')}er~ .. J0/6, 
or hy pn~t 11/;~ fnnn (;rorge ~ewnP~. Ltd. (llook 
J)~?pt.1, Tnwer Hun:-;.P, ~onthami;ton Street, Strand, 
LoJHlon, \V.C.~. 

AMATEUR an1l prof'l"~~iniHI I o.::prvir·f'mcn will !hd all 
thrir radio prohlems :-;o]n·d in .. Tile Pra.c·li(·,d \Vireless 
~<>rvice l\lamtal," lJy F. .J. t'amm. l llu~trateU.-
Of all l~ook::-:cller~. H/-, 11r J,y J•4J:-:t t;,.·1;, frt)m (Jrorge 
!\ewncs, J .. td.(.Book Drpt.), Ton-er lf<lll:·f', ~nutlii.l.lll.IJtOn 
Street, Strand, London, \V.C.~. 

·r-,:~~=;;-~;·;~~~:·;··-1 
I COUPON I 
I Thi' coupon is available until Oelohcr 5th,1D40, I I and must accompany all Queries and Hints. 1 
l 

PRACTICAL WIRET,ESS, Octoher, 1940. ~ 

l~t~I-C.,_..I._!l.-.c~.._,.,_~~-~~ 

.,·,. 



I 

EXCLUSIVE OFFER 
At Half Price ! 

H ERE Is a final opportunity for all model 
ni1way enthu~•asts to obtain a com· 

prehensivP, lavishly illustrated sundlrd 
work on the subject at half the published 
price ! The author Is one or the best·known 
model ratlway o>xperts. and hiS book deals 
with scales and dimensions, electric traction 
motors. reversing gear, modelling proto· 
types, motor ml'chamsms, carr;ages, wagons , 
third·r~il and two-rail sy~:ems, etc:. lt con· 
tains 126 spcc1ally prl.'p3red drawlngs 3nd 
ph"'tognphs. S enrl In the Order Form 
below at once. Supplies of this book 
are runn ing low, so hurry ;r you wish 
t o take nclvantage or thi~ barg<~in offer. 

This (ully 1/lliW<Jtcd 5 '· t.oak is 
of(Ncd 10 readers o( PRACTICAL 216 
WIRELESS (or ......... . ... .......... , 

POST THIS ORDER P'ORM 
WITH OUT DllLAV ! 

YOUR 
LAST 

CHANCE 
The Standard Work on 
Indoor M odel Railways 

F•Q,II l•J~• .. 

£uly Sll&b Qa_np ~ap. 
Ottrlo of HO Old 00 O•-· 

O~tlft, Scaln ud Dimt.A&iou. 

t.~-:.,!~v~'::. M"lots. RotaUoo. 

:"ct>lG&Y,.. Loco.m.C4'ift8 and IJoJ.t-
IJoa SA:m._ 

tbtor Mc.Gltaoiun• ao4 Tbth a~• 
tatlOU to ProtOl)'l'C: £.n.clnt"t. 

'['b~ Twin R.titw&l'• lts LOCO!nOU\'tll 
~tut Lleclm1111 Workllu~;. 

F.lteltfc 1\tot..n Caa,bt~. ~ rJ~~~:u; 
WtcOOI net A"Jto-Coooltn. 

Tue-k. Layout a.nd Eorlnt't'rfal' 
W••a. 

T"bltd~RaU ud Two-RAU .,.t.acn , 
Oo:atr,),j an! 6JII'Utllinr.. 

Arcbo&t<t:uaf Peat:uu, Bto., Etc. 

,..,.,,, ,-., J,'J,u'lrfl•] -n n nJ. 
•ot...,Lotlf t~tn~ J 

To the Book Publisher, George N ewnes, Ltd., Tower 
House, Southampton Street, London, W .C.2. 

Please send me INDOOR MODEL RAILWAYS at the special 
proce or 216 plus 6d. for posuge an:l packing. 

I enclose P.O. value ls. No 

NAME 

ADDRESS ... 

• r.W. I::l4). 

(I ) RADIO ENGINEER'S 
VEST-POCKET BOOK 

Contains in e;nily<or.sultable rorm nearlf every 
ract. figure and formula which service engineers, 
students, circuit designers, radio-operators, trans· 
mltters, constructors ~nd manufacturers require. 
lt deal• wi:h Valve Symbols, Wavelength of 
Tuned Circuit, Inductive Reatt.mce, Capacity of 
Variab le Condensers, H.F. Tr.~nsfoFmer Ratio, 
R<:slst.,nces in PJra'lel, Condensers in Parallel 
and Serie!, Reslst3nces in Series, Capacity and 
Inductance in Series, Reactance of Coil, Wave
length Formub, Valse llase Connections, Renector 
Aerla:s, Long-wave Coil D~ta. Medium-wave 
Co1l Dat:l, Short-wave Coil Data, Transformer Data, 
Crystal Combin:ttion. Accumu- ' 
luor D3t:t., M•sccllaMous Inter- 3{6 NET 
national Abbrevlattons. etc., etc. (8y P"' 1m 

(2) SUPERHET MANUAL 
Just published, this useful book for your ;1reless 
library -deals with Fundamennl Principles of 

l;~~~b/lt~J Radto Pro!llems of Selectivity, Valve Fundamentals, 
the Pnnciples or the Superhet. General Des1gn, 
Aeri:~l Dosign, Y:~riJble Selectivity, Noise Suppres
sion and A.V.E Tone Control, 
Servicing Superhe:s w1th the 5/ NltT 
Cathode-ray Tube, etc. • (By pon 5'6) 

(3) RADIO TRAINING MANUAL 
Thl. Immensely he' pful book will 3id you in ~dopt· 
lng one of the ll!lj1')rtam branches as a proresslon. 
Thl! contents are comprehensive 3rtd deal with 
Radio 35 a career (including Radio in the Forces. 
Producdon Servicl lg, Labor:t.tory, etc.), an Out
line of Prospccn, rlectrical Unit> Explained, Radio 
Form·tl:r Slmplif1ccl, Principles of Receiver Design, 
:1. Guide to Servicing, etc. Fully 
lllu!tr~tcd with Circuit Dia- 3{6 NlllT 
grams. T:~blcs :~.nd Formula:. (By poot ~ ·l 

m.._... ,..------------1 
!ilJ ~ I ·-To the Pubhsher, CEOP.CE NEWN ES,l TO. (il<>ok D•?t), I TOWER HOUS£, SOUTHAM•TON ST., LONDON, I 

POST 
CO UP ON 
TO- DAY 
01 . ; &ool<
se,~N. or by 
11011 {ram ~~~~ 
Publlwr~. If 
you do not 
WIUJ (.) Oil 
your c o py 
ord~r on 
plo/n IJo~r. 
Men t1 onint 
"Proctlca' 
W~teleu., 

W.C.l. 

I Pt .. w send m• by returfl t"* book or books 

I ellcltcltd belo.,. I enclose Pos~l Order for the n~ry I 
amot.Jnt. 

I 1. 2. 3 . I 
~ P.O. Value...... .. ............. No. i> ........... - . .. ... ... ~ 
~. N•m• ... 

1 Add res' 

I ... -. . - P.W. 10 . .0 ! 
~-----·!.-------------U tOrj/0 \ c• n('•• I I I 

Pun!laht'd fJn the 7tn of eau.:t month hY ut.oROE ~E\\"'St::..-:;. Ll~flTKD. T'Owr-r Hou...~. ~ou\..hampton Street . S tra.na 1.0TU1on. W C.2. and rrlntt-d m EnsrJnnd by TilE l\'"EW'SF.S & 
P&AR.Sn~ I'HII\"TINO eo., 1.1 lJ . Exuw I' !itr·• t·L, Lt•thl(!:J , \\ l'l. Sole AIC'ents rur AU:t1 hllia A'ld 1\l w Z.Mlt.,lld GoRD~JN (.; C.VTCH. LTIJ. South .Atrlt;a: CENTJL-\b ~t~WS 
AGENCY. L1'1J. 6u1J5erlt>Unn I lit~ lm:h.u'llnS' p(XJlACe ~ l.tlltlntl 7e. Gd. l)('lr anuum. as.:.~. JOJ astx mnnt.ba: Ahr..-·u•d 7•. Jlt!:t aan1.1m. :J~. OJ , for aix months. Rec-JbtereJ u.1. t!Jo 

OH·H•n.l Post Ottl~CJ for the Canadian .\1afJUllltt Po•t· • 
coNDmONS OV' RA1.t-: ft sn SUJ,Pr~v. Thl1: J'l('rtoril~nJ Is snld subject t.n the fqllov.·tnc oonditl?n~. namr•tv. thnL tt. flhA.Il nr,t-. wtthnut fh,., wrJtt~n cone£>nt of tho pcb1Jt=h<'nt 
ftrot A'lvcn, bfl lent. rt'Miil , htro,J out \Jr ot.tu.•fWi!e di~posc-:t of by way of Tra.de except at lhe CuJI N:taH prtr tt or fl.d. • nud thou, it 1!1\nU uut. ~ h'nt. r~sold. h1n·d out. o-r nthf'rwttt 
~OOPil'd CJ( ln a mutllaLcd t:'JflditlOn or in HD)' un&ulhori~r.d covur by way of Tr:u1tl : ()r aUJ.:Ketl to or 1\";t P•rt nl any publicaLl<•n or id\'tH•IJt ing. litcnu·~ or rictort11 

maLUr what.at't!~"r. 


